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- PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. - PROMPT DELIVEBIES'FRIENDLY SERVICE'

LARGE S.A.E., 30p STAMPED FOR CUBBENT L|ST.
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OMP POWER AMPLIFIEF MODULES Now enjoy a world-wrde repltaton lor quatty retabilty and

pedormance al a rea[snc pnce Four models avarlebb lo surl the needs o1 lhe prolessronal and hobby markel r e , lndustry,

Lorsure lnsfiumental and HtsFr etc When companng pn@s NOTE all models rnclude Torordal power supply lntegral heal srnk

Gla$ lbre P C B , and Dflve orcurb to power compalble Vu meler Open and shod ctrc!il pr@l

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PBOFESSIONAL USERS

Bi-Polar Output powe|I10 watts
ms, Frequency Response 15Hz -
.D.0.01 %, S.N.R. - 1 18d8, Sens. for

[,tax output 500mV at 1 0K, Size 355 x 1 1 5x65mm
PRICE 833.99 + e3.00 P&P.

NEW SERIES II MOS.FET MODULES

0 tt0wattsR.M.S.
n 1Hz _ tOOKHz
- w Rate 45V uS,T. 1y soomv, s.N.R.

pntce tsg.gg + e3.00 P&P.

OMP/MF200 Mos-Fet Output power 200 watts B lvl S
into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 'lHz - 100KHz
-3dB Dampinq Factoi >300, SIew Fate 50V uS.3dB Damping Factor >300, SIew Fate 50V uS,

H D. Typical 0.001 %, lnput Sensitivity 500mV, S.N. R.'130dB Size 300 ^ 155 Y 100mm

." THD.
-'130dB Size 300 x 155 x 100mm
PRICE 862.99 + t3.s0 P&P.

OMP/MF300 Mos-Fet Output power 300 watts R.l\il.S.
into 4 ohms, Frequency Response lHz - '100KHz

-3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Bate 60V/uS,
T H D Typical 0 0008%, Input Sensitivity 500mV,
S N R -130d8 Size 330 x '175 x 100mm
PRTCE 879.99 + 14.50 P&P.

tloTE:- MoS-FET MODULES AFE AVA L BLE lN TWo VEBSIoNS STANDABD INPUT SENS. 500mV BAND W DTH 10OKHZ
PEC (PROFESSIONI EOUIPMENT CoMPATABLE) INPUT SENS 775mV BAND WIDTH soKHz 0FDEB STANDAFD 0F PEC

rs detaled above. A very
4 red) p us an additionai
se and.decay t mes. Tough

PRTCE e8 50 + 50P PtP.

* MANUAL ARM * STEEL CHASSIS * ELECTBON C SPEED CON.
TROI 33 E 45 * VAF PITCH CONTROT * HIGH TOBOUE SERVO
DFIVEN DC MOTOF * TBANSIT SCBEWS T 1 2' DIE CAST PLANER *
NECN S'INOBE * CAI BBATED BAL WEIGHT * FEMOVABLE HEAD
SHEI! * : 

'AT] 
DCE F X NGS * CUE LEVEF * POWEB22O 2{IV

5i6lrr * 3:, 3i:-- * 39001,:1 I!a I/OUNTNG CUT-OUT-:VP!l.:
PR|CE e59.99 + E3,50 P&P.

pRtCE t16 99 _ 50p p&p pB:CE ii 99 _ 5c. ,re

THOUSANDS PLFCI-.ASE5
BY PROFESSOfTAL -S=.iS

NEW MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
THREE MODELS:- MXF200 ',-,,, -':,.,,

MXF400 (200w * 200'^, MXF6O€ l- - r - :11.,,,r
Al Posg'-::-::: ''r: l - l--:

-,-_1-,_-=..;tBotdr)
-:- -:-. ' l::. andshOrl

- -'=-., ;''-' t-1t v'l to*

FEATUHES: tlndependentpowe':-:: ::.- .: -:- :: -:-rr-::
nderdedlevelcontrols* llurlarea:- :-,:*-:- r :-: ::":::-' : :-:i
crcuitproof t LatestMos.Fetsfo,s:.:.-:-- :'r.i :i :- -- --= .-
drstonron r Aunilur 665p5 r Ut::-,- ::- -::+: . - - :---::: :

USED THE WOBLD OVER IN CLUBS P.ts1 : \:-II,IS :I::.:::: :':
SIZES:- l,4XF 20C W19 , .t-i : 2, ="tr,4XF 40C W19 -!: . :- :-:

t!,4XF 60a W19 H: . -:- :-:
MXFZI :--. :-:

PRICES: MXFaI: :"':! !-:
MXFfu1: f3:: :':
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LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS
AVAII API E lN^l ttntNa 
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POWEB RAIINGS ol.loT-i fr r!-.i + :-c =r;- lr:frt-

OMP 12.100 (100W 1mc3 :qi:!:-:i-+-: :E: :r.F
OMP 12-a)0 (2mW 1C-dts ,o,:: :=! -- -: : rLr=

SECUBEO: :€_ -.:r : :!F

cRrLLEa, ri i;oiiL-n]'nlbi ih-e-ouENcY , LARGE S.A.E. (30P
STAMPED)

ALL MCKENZIE UNITS 8 OHMS IMPEDENCE
E" 1OO WATT CSlOOGPM GEN PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, EXCELLENT MID, DISCO
RES,FBEO,SoHzFREO,RESP,TOI4KHzSENS,ggdB PR|CEE29.30+E2.00P&P
,O' 1OO WATT C'IO1OOGP GUITAR. VOICE, ORGAN, KEYBOABD, DISCO, EXCELLENT MID

-,., : S-PERB HIGH:: f,:: CAF STEREo
:::S-:IAMPLIFIERS

: :-: ,-crofMS
::-:: lTO4oHMS

: : -- ...2EDANCES

: .],-::NSTVTIES

::::..:-!l-i-i2V DC

r,-:;il:-::nP&PEACH

1O'2OO WATT ClO2OOGP GUITAR, KEYBOARD, DISCO, EXCELLENT HIGH POWEB MID
RES,FREO,45HzFBEO,RESP,TOTKHZSENS,I03dB PR|CEe48.67+82.50P&P
1Z'IOO WATT Cl2IOOGP HIGH POWER GEN, PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAB, DISCO
RES,FREO,45HzFBEO,BESP,TOTKHZSENS,gSdB PR|CEe37.59+E350P&P
1z', 100 WATT Cl2t00TC TW|N CONE) H|GH POWER WIDE RESPONSE, P A , VO|CE, DTSCO
RES,FREO,45HzFREO,RESP,TOI4KHzSENS,I00dB PR|CEe3858+e350P&P
12'2OOWAI-I C122OOB HIGH POWER BASS, KEYBOARDS, DISCO, P A
RES.FREO.40HzFBEO.RESP.TOTKHZSENS.I00dB PF|CEe65.79+e3s0P&P

RES,FBEO,45HzFREO,RESP,TO5KH2SENS,100dB PR|CEe8751+t3.50P&P
I5" 1OO WATT Cl5IOOBS BASS GUITAR, LOW FREOUENCY, P A , DISCO
RES,FREQ,40HzFREORESP,TOsKHzSENS,gSdB PB|CEE55.05+E4.fl)P&P
t5,2OO WATT C152OOBS VERY HIGH POWER BASS
FIES,FREQ,40HzFREQ,RESP,TO4KHzSENS,99dB PR|CEE75.10+8400P&P.I5'250 WATT Cl525OBS VERY HIGH POWEB BASS
HES,FREO,4OHzFREQRESP,TO4KHZSENS,99dB PRICEE82.54+E4,5OP&P
'I5'4OO WATT C154OOBS VEBY HIGH POWEB, LOW FREOUENCY BASS
RES,FREO,40HzFBEO,RESP,TO4KHzSENS.I02dB PRICE€9647+e4.50P&P
18" 4OO WATT C184O4BS EXTREMELY HIGH POWER, LOW FREOUENCY BASS
RES,FREO,2THzFREO,RESP,TO3KHzSENS.99dB PB|CEEl72.06+e5OOP&P

ALL EARBENDER UNITS I OHMS (ExceplEBS-50AEB1A-,Awh0harcduaitnpedencetap1edtu 438ohn
BASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED FOAM SUFROUND

HM BASS, HI.FI.

oru aadi Hl, illlllllil
RES, FREO,35Hz. FREQ, RESP, rO 3KHz. SENS, 96dB pBtCE e27 26 + t3 50 p&p
1z, 60 WATT EB.I260 BASS, HI-FI, STUDIO,
RES, FREO, 28H2. FREQ, RESP, rO 3KHz. SENS, 92d8. ... pRtCE e21.OO + e3.OO p&p,!z, 

1OO WATT EBI2.1OO BASS, STUDIO, HI.FI. EXCELLENT DISCO.
RES, FREO,26Hz. FREQ, RESP, rO3KHz. SENS,93dB. ....... PRICE 838.75 + 13.50 P&P

FULL BANGE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SUBBOUND
s%' 60 WATT EB5-60TC (TW|N CONE) Ht-Ft, |\,1ULT|-ARRAY DTSCO ETC.
RES, FBEO, 63H2. FREO, RESP, TO 20KHz. SENS, 92d8. ...... ... PRICE eg 99 + e1.50 P&P
6%" 60 WATT EB660TC (TW|N CONE) Ht,Ft, MULTT-ARBAY DTSCO ETC
RES,FREO,3SHzFREO,RESP,TO20KHzSENS,94dB PF|CEEl099+81.50P&P
8',50 WATT EB&60TC (rWrN CONE) Hr.Fr, MULTT-ARBAY DTSCO ETC
BES,FREO,40HzFREQ,RESP,Tgl8KHz.SENS,89dB..... PB|CEel2.99+C1.5OP&P
1O',60 WATT EBi0-6OTC (TW|N CONE) Ht-Ft, MULTT-ARRAY DTSCO ETC.
RES, FBEO, 35H2. FBEQ, BESP, TO 1 2KHz. SENS, 86d8. ... . PBTCE e1 6 49 + e2.OO P&P

PIEZO ELECTFIC TWEET-=rS - *:.:+: -!JoraInePezo'e,: -:' --; :- : _:

resporsew,tha o*9':: :-:_ :.: - -_ _ -
beaooeotoers -:::i:.: :.: - -: :
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PROVEN TRANSTIITTEF DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS

COMPLETE WITH CIBCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS

3W FH IBAilSTTNER M.1O8MH2, VAHICAP CONTBOLLEO PROFESSIoNAL PEF.
FOFMANCE, FANGE UP TO 3 MILES, SIZE 38 x ]Emm SIJPPLY 12V @ O sAMP

PRrcE el{19 + fi.m PtP 3 watt FM
FI IICRo IRAti$f[EB (BUG) 1m.r08MHz VAFICAP TUNED CoMPLETE WITN Transmitter
VERY SENS FEr M C. EANGE 100.300m, SIZE 55 , 46mm SUPPLY 9v 8An pRtCE 3J:a7t 7dl3

POSTAL CHARGES PEB ORDEE T1 OO MINIMUM OFFICAL OFDEBS WELCOME FRO)II

SCHOOLS. COLLEGES. GOW BOOIES. EIC PRICES NCTUSIVE OF V A T SALES COUNlEA
VISA ACCESS ACCEPTED BY POST PHONE OF FM
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EDITORIAL
It's not the custom of an ETI editor to provide
an editorial in you favourite magazine as most
editorials end up with the usual gripe about
the state of the world and all its ills Not here,
our policy is to look towards the future,
observe the changes taking place, report on
them and move with the times That being the
case, ETI sees a development in its history.

We launch a centre-colour section to
,highlight and depict three dimensional cut
away drawings when required. Also due to
popular demand, we launch an audio supple-
ment within thes€ pages. The supplement will
contain the latest news, your views, features
and projects all within the audio spectrum.

ETI will continue the tradition of 'How it
works'but now it will be extended to the world
of commercial electrical and electronic
equipment.

And finally, but most importantly, we
welcome your views on what you like reading
in ETI Any current and perhaps, contro-
versial views within ihe technology Iorum will
be published to encourage interest and
debate. Afterall, increased openess through
communication will always help to produce
a better world to live in.

Paul Freeman Editor

Paul Freem?[] Editor

Helen Oughton: Deputy Editor

Mark Webb: Group Editor

lan HouStOIli Design

Cass Gilroll Ad Manager

John BraSi€ll ctassified sates

Jerry FOWIer: rbchnicat tttustration

Mannie Cefai: Photography

PGB Foil
Patterns

Blueprint PCB Service 60
24 Classified Ads
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Argus House, Boundary Way,
Hemel Hempstead HP2 7ST
Tel: (0442) 66551 Fax: 10442t.66998

Open Ghannel

Read/Write
A place to air your views and
ideas.

Subscriptions
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Next Month

Audio News
The start of a new regular
feature with the latest news and
trends in the audio world.
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ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

Eulopean
Patents
It could be a lot easierto protect
your ideas with a European
patent. Marc Masson explains.

t2

Gable Television
In this second part, Jim Slater
discusses the political and
economic implications of the
future of cable TV.

Phone lock and
logger
Ever wanted to screen your
phone from expensive calls? If
the answer is yes, then maybe
Kevin Kirk can help you out
with this project.

26

Gombined Heat
and Power
Combined heat and power
could be the local energy
source of the future. The
combination of cost effectivness
and efficiency makes CHP an
athactive proposition Helen
Oughton reports.

Equalisers
Reviewed
Geoff Bains takes two popular
equalisers from Maplin and
Tandy through their paces

39

The Business
Bass Amp
In this final part, Bob Whelan
covers the display and case
construction of this amplifier
with memory.

42

The Flatmate
JeffMacauley stretches the bass
response to its limits in this
original active speaker design.

Page 42
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Elements of
Radio
Morefrom John Linsley Hood
on stable oscillators, ceramic
and crystal filters and a

wideband sensitive AM
recetver.
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Blueprint is a column intended to provide suggested answers
to readers' electronics design problems Designs are only
carried outforitemsto be published, and willnot beprototyped
bythecolumnist Circuitspublishedin Blueprintarebelieved
to work, but may need minor alteration by the reader after
prototyping Indjvidual correspondence wilJ notbe entered
into, save as necessary to prepare items for publication

fhis months Blueprint addresses
I the problem of a digitalexposure

meter for making photographic prints

Dear Blueprint,
Many years ago, back in the dim

and distant days of my youth, I builtan
analogue enlarger time,/exposure
meter, using a design from a photo-
graphic magazine. The design (shown
in Fig. 1) combines paper speed
setting, light level measurement, and
exposuretime settingin a bridge circuit
arranged so that adjustment of the
timer-setting potiometer to balance the
bridge automatically provides the
correct exposure time The light
passing through the negative is aver-
aged by a piece of sanded perspex
before being detected by the iight
dependent resistor.

Unfortunately, this simple but
elegant circuit lacks the sophistication
o{ the digital enlarger-timer designed
by lan Coughlan (ETl February 87)
and is dif{icult to set properly in
darkroom lighting [an Coughlan!
design overcomes the problem of
seeing the setting in the dark, but does
not incorporate the light-level
measurementfunction I havetried, so
far without success, to devise a means
to transfer the analogue information
from my present circuit into the
programmable cou nters of Ian
Coughlan's circuit

[?aving aside the issue of light level
measurem€nt, I prefer to use a log
potentiometer to enter the timing
information, because exposures
(stops) follow a logarithmic law

I would also like to know how to
incorporate a centre-reading bargraph
display instead of a moving-coilmeter,
in my light measurement bridge, so
thatlcan see itinthe dark.lt mustonly
illuminate while a measurement is

taking place, to avoid fogging colour
print papers

I have not succeeded in my
attempts - please can you help.

Tony Keyworth, Birmingham

I cannot answer this question by
giving a precise design, because they
don't pay me enough, and anyway
there is not enough information about
the scaling of the controls on the
measurement bridge to enable me to
integrate this into a fully-designed
digital circuit Accordingly, I have
indicated some methodsby which one
might attempt to solve the problem,
and I have thereaderto fill in the details

One possible scheme is shown in
Fig 2. Here, a solar cell is used to
measure the light output rather than a
photoresistive cell, in order to provide
an output voltage proportionalto the
incident light An ordinary solar cell
may be usefull for this purpose, but
Electromail (RS Components) stock a

cell intended for this type of application
(partno. 691-995) Unfortunatelythis
cell is rather expensive, so itis besttotry
an ordinary cellavailable from Maplin
first

The solarcellfeedsinto an op-amp
circuit called a current-to-voltage
transducer The gain of the circuit is

adjustable in orderto calibrate the unit,

and a high-quality op-amp is used to
prevent offsets from imparing the
accuracy at low light levels The vohage
output from this circuit is fed to an
analogue to digital converter. shou n in
this diagram as a 10-bit device For
mostof the range, 8bitswould be good
enough, but at low levels of incident
Jight 10 bits may be required More
information about photographic
printing would be required to decide
this point for certain.

The output from the analogue to
digital converter is fed into an eprom
programmed with the appropriate
curve of timing against incident light
level It is programmed not in binary
but in 2 digitbcd, in ordertoprovide the
information necessary to load into the
bcd down-counters in the digital
enlarger-timer design. I leave the
reader to calculate therequired eprom
contents based on information about
the response of photographic papers

Connected to the other four
address lines of the eprom is a hex-
switch to select various scales for
differenttypesof paper. Again, Idonot

know how many sorts o{ paper might
be used, but i{ sixteen different settings
is inadequate, then a largereprom and
an extra switch could be used. Even if
only two more address lines were
employed, the number of possible
settings would rise to 64, which ought
to take account of any eventuality

Ii cost or spectralresponse rules out
a solar cell, the circuit of Fig 3 shows
how a lightdependentresistor (LDR)
can be used to provide the inputto the
op-amp In this circuit, a constant
voltage is applied to the cellso thatthe
current flowing is inversely
proportional to resistance of the cell

Fig 4showsanotherapproachto
the problem, assuming that the
response of photographic paper to
instant light obeys a logarithmic law. In
this circuit, a log amp is used as feed-
back around an op-amp, to provide an
antilog response This might avoid the
need for an eprom with differentcurves
programmed in it, but considerable
desrgn work would be required to
make this work The idea is included
here for interest only.

TO OP-AMP

UPPER
BCD DIGIT

LOWER
BCD DIGIT

6

L<) ENLARGEB
SAFELIGHT

D1

FS1
1A

NOTE:
lCl = NE555
o1
02 = AD161
LDR1 = OBP12

Fis. 1

c3 c4
22!
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Bargraph
It occurs to me that the most serious
defect oI your original circuit, if it is

accurate enough for your needs, is

probably the di{ficulty of adjusting it
under darkroom conditions. The
addition of a bargraph dlsplay as you
request would go a long way towards

solving that problem, and might give
your old timer a new lease of life

The circuit of a centre-zero bar-
graph display using the LM3914 is

shown in Fig 5. The LM39l4contains
ten comparators with one input
connected to the signal and the other
to a voltage divider chain, whose ends
are on the terminals marked R16 and
Rs;. ln this design the signal input is

taken from the paper speed
adjustment, while the two ends of the
resistor chain are fed from a bipolar
voltage centred on the voltage at the
junction of the photosensitive resistor
and the time setting resistor

IC1A buffers the voltage at this
potential divider point, to provide a

low-impedance reference pointforthe

inverting and non-inverting buffers
lClb and IClc These buffer a variable
relereoce voltage, which is then
buffered and fed to the top of the
resistor chain in the LM3914, and
inverted and led to the low end of the
resistor chain Thus, if the signal
voltage and the voltage on the LDR are
the same, five LEDsshould be on and
five off

The LM 3914 has built in current
regulators which control the LED
crlrrent to approximately ten timesthe
reference voltage (1.25V if REF ADJ
is grounded) Thissetsthe LEDcunent
to approximately4 5mA, plentyto see
in a darkroom

The LEDs are powered from a
3.5V supply to minimise the
dissipation of the LM3914, and the
regulator is also used to switch off the
LEDs when not required A spring-
loaded push-button switch is shown
used for this purpose When the switch
is pressed, the voltage regulator
provides 3 5V output. When the
switch is released, the regulator output
is reduced to approximateli 1.25V,
which is insufficient to illuminate a

LED
There is one f urther point to note:

the local decoupling must be
electtically close to [C2, and the 0V
connections of IC2 must be low
resistance, or else it is likely to oscillate

Finally, a worthwhile improvement
mightbe to replace the zener and trans-
istor voltage regulator with an LM317
on a heatsink

Andrew ArmstrongFig. 5

The New
Cirkit

Summer
Cotalogue

I 100s new products
I 610 worth discount vouchers
I Latest books
I Low cost multimeters
I '184 pages

I Only 61.60 available from larger
newsagents or directly from Cirkit

Cirkit Distribution Lid.
Pork Lone, Broxboume, Herts ENl0 7NQ
Telephone l}992l 4 4 4111
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f t seems our North American cousins
Iare finally starting to get their act
together regarding high definition
television (HDTV) systems Initially,
Japanese enthusiasm for the far
eastern HiVision HDTV system all but
steamrolled the Yanks into a system
which European television manu-
facturers and broadcasters spurned
long ago.

Eventually, around the middle of
last year, America woke up to two
facts. One, if the Japanese designed
and developed HiVision system was
used in the States, resultant television
receivers would all be Japanese or, at
very least, produced in the USA
under agreement with Japanese com-
panies Two, HiVision is not back-
wards-compatible - every existing
televislon receiver in the country is

made obsolete by its adoption
These, of course, are the very

reasons why Europe rejected HiVision
in the first place; choosing instead the
IBA-designed multiplexed analogue
component (MAC) system MAC, or
one of its variants (would you believe
HDMAC) allows problems of non-
compatibility to be resolved easily
(fairly simple adaptors can be used to
interface old-standard television
receivers with new-standard received
signals) while maintaining broad
control of design, development,
manufacture and sales of European
(that is, non-Japanese) television
recelvers

Better than this, though, choosing
and using MAC allows European
television to evolve in a controlled
manner; in discrete stages as the
market requires The first stage is
reached with use of DMAC and
D2MAC signals transmitted from
direct broadcast satellites - such as

those used in the new British Satellite
Broadcasting service. When the first
stage higher quality transmission
possibilities have been explored, and
when the time is judged right,
HDMAC will be introduced in the
second stage. The advantages of such
a discrete adoption of higher quality
television are simply that customers
will not be forced into buying a new
receiver straightaway and, in the end,
we can be assured of having the best
system. The disadvantages, of course,
is that customers will have to wait for
many years before European HDTV
is available.

To be fair, America was taken
along on the crest of the Japanese
wave only insofar as customers were
led to believe they would have HDTV
receivers rapidly. In the end, USA
television manufacturers have
decided on a number of HDTV

possibilities, Frontrunners are the
advanced television (ADTV) also
known as advanced compatible
television (ACTV) , and super NISC
systems, of which it looks as though
AfV will be adopted

Remarkably, ATV appears con-
ceptually similar to MAC in that it is a

homegrown system designed to keep
HiVision out of the American market,
and allows a staged and compatible
adoption of HDTV Technically, on
the other hand, ATV is nothing like
MAC. lnterestingly, four companies
have recently formed the Advanced
Television Research Consortium - a

development consortium {or ATV
with aims of getting first stage receivers
on the market within three to four
years, and second stage HDTV
versions within ten years or so

Even more interesting are the
companies in the consortium First is
the David Sarnoff Research Centre
(which designed ATV in the first
place) Second is NBC. the American
network broadcasting company. But
third and fourth are RCA (Thomson)
and Philips Thomson and Philips are,

of course. European companies.
directly involved with production of
European MAC-based HDTV
systems.

Open Sesame
Even as AfV is being defined, though,
proponents of a totally dif{erent
concept in television systems are
calling for a rethink now, before
commitment to any one system closes
the door to any other developments.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
professor, Bill Schreiber, thinks that
television systems should not be
defined by standards of transmission
methods (PAL, NTSC, DMAC, ATV
and so on) but should be completely
open A straightforward analogy with
computer systems and the way they
are moving towards open systems
interconnection (OSI) shows definite
parallels With OSI, which is currently
being defined by the various standards
organisations and bodies worldwide,
any computer will be able to com-
municate with any other computer,
regardless of computer type In the
case of the television systems, an open
systems receiver would be able to
receive and display signals of any
transmission method. All parameters
of transmitted signals: aspect ratio,
horizontal line number, field rate and
so on, would thus be irrelevant.

Schreiber proposes a bus-based
computer-controlled television re-
ceiver, capable of displaying any signal
transmitted to it ln theory, this
receiver is periectly possible and any

number of existing bus-based com-
puter architectures could be im-
mediately adopted for use One that
springs to mind is the recently
developed VXlbus instrumentation
bus, used for modern automatic test
equipment systems.

[n practice, of course, such a

receiver is initially very expensive The
high production numbers involved,
however, would Iead to significant size

and price reductions. You only need
to think of size and price reductions
encountered over the last ten years

with microprocessor-based computers
to see what difference high production
numbers can mean Arguably, open
systems television receivers could be
available for around the same price as

a reasonable quality computer That's
still considerably more than current
television receivers, though no more
than HiVision HDTV television
receivers are expected to be

Where an open systems receiver
could score, on the other hand, is in
its adaptability to interface with the
variety of inputs for which current
receivers require extra circuitry:
videocassette recorders. satellite
transmissions, home video games,
PCs and so on. Further, an open
systems television receiver is virtually
future-proof: whatever transmission
method is developed in years to come
can be displayed

Whether Schreiber's open systems
television receiver proposal is
accepted or not, we must surely give
it some serious thought Although
ignoring it now gives a cheaper, and
perhaps quicker, route io HDTV, the
more long-term advantages of it
cannot be swept aside as a mere
tnconventence.

PCN Licencees
There are three licensees for new
personal communications networks
(PCNs) in the UK, Iormed by three
consortia:
o British Aerospace; British Aero-
space, Pacific Telesis, Millicom, Matra,
Sony.
o Unitel; STC, US West, Thorn EM[,
Deutsche Bundepost.
o Mercury; Mercury, Motorola, Tele-
phonica

PCNs are seen, by the Govern-
ment as least, as the way forward in
telephone and mobile communica-
tions. Eric Forth, Minister for Tiade
and lndustry, has said that they will
change the face of the mobile comms
and the way we use the telephone
Millions of users are expected by the
end of the century Services are
expected to be cheap and wlll be
based around inexpensive, light-

weight portable phones of around the
same sjze as recently launched CT2
mobile telephones or maybe smaller
PCN telephones have advantages
over CT2 versions in that calls can be
in-coming and a line-of-sight contact
range with a base station will be
necessary

Dawn Of Realisation
Dawn on 6 May will bring near-
disruption to the nation's telephone
service. A while ago (ETI September
89) this column brought you news of
the impending numbering change to
occur to all of London's telephones
The existing code (01) is to be
abandoned in favour of two separate
codes (071 for inner London, 081 for
outer London), effectively doubling
the number of telephones which can
be allocated to subscribers within
L-ondon as a whole

Back in September last year I
joked about the change - simply
noting that Birmingham (with a code
021) would become the nation's first
city, while london would slip to
seventh and eighth in the list,
However, it's time to get serious, with
the change only a few weeks away
from this montht publication date

Few subscribers in this country, let
alone the rest of the world, have yet
to understand the implications of the
numbering change First, there may
be two telephones within the overall
London area with the same number
li you dialthe wrong code you willget
the wrong number Obvious? Wait
and see how many wrong numbers
will be clocked up - and paid for -
by unsuspecting subscribers

Next, if you know the number but
not the code. you can ring up
directory enquiries Mercury recently
began charging 50p for this service.
and you can bet your bottom dollar
(or your bottom 50p, anyway) that
British Telecom will follow suit. if it
hasnt already done so by the time you
read this.

But wait, the best is yet to come
All telephones and related equipment
such as {acsimiles, modems, branch
exchanges and switchboards with
automatic dial-out facilities will require
re-programming with the new codes.
Even printed stationery such as

headed paper, invoices, and so on will
require changing. Not so obvious are
the changes required to company
signs, vehicles and emergency
numbers posted in lifts and the like

Are you prepared? Is your
company?

Keith Brindley
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LETTERS

Baffling Equations
I have been a regular reader of ETI
since the September 1975 issue and
have had many hours reading and
constructing from them.

Recently the articles that have
most coincided with my current pro-
jects have been those on loudspeaker
design. I would be very grateful
however if you could clarify some-
thing {or me

ln the article Reflex Action (July
1989) equation 5 Ior finding the port
length, no matter how I work it, if you
substitute the values for Vb and Ib
found by equation 1 and 3, the values
for the KEF 8110 and the given pipe
diameter. I do not arrive at the given
7.9 inches but 7.56 inches.

Moving on to Micromonitor [oud
Speakers, August 1989, this invites
me to plug previously arrived at values
into the same port equation and arrive
at an answer of 4.1 inches If I doplug
in these values I arrive at 4.26 inches.
ls my mathematics suspect, or am I
missing something? I realise that these
are small differences, but annoying for
being unexplainable.

One of the best points about these
articles is that they explain how to
deduce the required parameters {rom
any drive unit, and these deductions
are still valid for the article on Infinite

Baff le I-oudspeakers, January 1990
However, the article describes a
method of modifying drive unit
parameters given that you know cone
mass, M., and surround compliance,
C. Isthere any method ofdeducing
these to enable drive units of
unknown pedigree to be used?

Please forgive the delay in posing
the first question, but I decided that
what I needed was a program on my
computer to work the equations in a
question and answer fashion, print
out the answers in tabular form, and
then allow parameters and/or drive
units to be changed for comparison
purposes. Then my computer died.
This is being word processed on my
new computer, but it is taking a devil
of a long time to findi.ny way around
all its options

Yours faithfully
B. B. Fuller

Ashford, Kent

Jeff Maucauley replies: I will take your
last enquiry first, namely how to
determine the compliance and
moving mass of a raw driver. In order
to do this you willneed to measure the
ef{ective ndiating area of the driver.
Simply measure the diameter of the
driver in metres, add to this the width

of the surround (one side only) we'll
call this area S4

Now measure the free air resonant
ftequency (f) as detailed in the
articles. Take the driver and mount it
into an unstuffed box of known
volume (v6) in cubic metrcs. Measurc
the new resonant frequency (f)
With this information the value of the
compliance of the speaker, C-rcan
be calculated from the equation

I /1 1E[ 211
C 

^, 
:V / L 

S /7. 14 x 10 - 6l!-E-l l
The answer is in N/m. From this it is
a simple matter to lind the moving
mass M4in kilos from the expression

1 ^.-Md: i- ftt=-i2-315asvmsl' t t 9t

Where a is the radius of the moving
piston. You can now use the
equations as presented in the afticle
on IBs to modify the response.

Turning to your enquiry on reflex
port lengths Here the discrepancy is
mine. The proper way to determine
the length of the port to tune to a
known frequency f6 is to first calculate
the length and then adjust it by
measurement to optimum. For

practical purposes the equation gives
a good enough answer but it must be
realised that the optimum volume
calculated does not include the
volume of the vent or driver chassis
etc As a rcsult the actual lengths are
not exactly in agreement with the
calculated values. What happened
was that the actual lengths and
calculated lengths got muddled!

Briefly the way to measure f 6is as
follows. Build the cabinet and fix the
drivet in, and the vent. The latter
should be slightly longer, say as inch
than suggested by the calculation Set
up your measuring equipment as you
would to measure f, Tbmporarily
block off the vent and measure f".
Unblock the vent and sweep your
signal generator up frcm 70H2. You
will discover two peaks in the
rcsponsel lets callthe lower one t'1and
the higher one f6

Fa:{I7TF-O
Having thus determined f6 which
should be slightly low the exact value
can be obtained by timming the port
length and remeaswing it. Normally
an effor of +5% is not audible on
program so the calculated length is
usually adequate

Earth Current Signals Underground
passages. The longest is Ogof electronics is very simple and cheap.
Ffynnon Ddu with over 30 miles of The audio quality is excellent. This is
surveyed passages on several levels a well tested stable design with PCB
and going in all directions: a true 3D masks available
maze. yours sincerelv

Our telephone system comprises
hand held units powered by 9V PP3
batteries and the rangeissevercl miles
over single core cable. Each set can be
clipped on to the line anywhere and
can then talk to all other stations The

f have been interested to read the
Icurrenl series in ETI by Ceorge
Pickworth about earth ."ir.r "o--munications

For several years now, the South
Wales Cave Rescue Organisation has
used earth return field telephones to
provide underground-to-surface
communications during cave rescue
incidents in South Wales Many of the
caves here contain literally miles of

Stuart France
Warden

South Wales Cave Rescue
Organisation

The latest
from
Cardigan
IsIand

to read signals from 25mV to 350V
He described the antenna as a well-
insulated 20m wlre. The output went
to a pen plotter.

A more practicalsilicon version of
the circuit might be an interesting
design exercise, and sounds like it
could be a really interesting and
unusual project.

So how about it?
Yours faithfully

Steve Thackery
Felixtowe, Suffolk

Well, that sounds quite a challenge! If
you come up with any solutions, send
them in to us.

A smashing
idea for a
project
Would you please publish a Project to
stop me backing my car into anyone
foolish enough to be behind me

Seriously, in these days of small
parking places it would be a great help
to have a sensor in the back bumper
that sounded off or flashed a light to
warn the driver that she or he is a foot
or so away from the next car/wall/
traffic warden.

Obliged
HELP

Any offers?

Thank you very much for your help
and the publishing of our project in
your magazine, it has certainly created
a lot of interest.

We have been given a die-cast
aluminium case sealed to IP65 from
West Hyde Developments to install
the amplifier in and hopefully some
waterproof connectors are being
dispatched to us

The whole package has under-
gone trials and has been shut down
over winter Shortly, sea conditions
permitting, we shal[ turn on the
equipment in earnest as the Shear-
waters start returning to our coast in
late February. We shallcertainly keep
you in{ormed of events.

Yours sincerely,
Rod Penrose

Dyfed Wildlife Trust
Cardtgan, Dyfed

Itb good to hear that things are going
wellfor the Shearwater project - we
hope to hear more news of its progress
soon.

I

Atm o sph eri c el e ctr o m eter
required
fJere is an idea for a project: I was
I lfascinated by an article in
another magazine, about electrostatic
activity in the earth's atmosphere.

The author used an atmospheric
electrometer to produce a host of
data, showing how the electrostatic
potentialin the atmosphere varied as

a result of thunderstorm activity and
other meteorological events I've read
elsewhere how the electrostatic
potential varies as a result of solar
events, as well.

Apparently, the author used a

valve circuit with a 2GO input
impedance, and switched sensitivity
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soon you might be able to as this would cut down waiting time
book all your requirements on a greatly.

flight just by the use of your finger on TST also suggest using the screens
a screen in cars for control of most of your in-

Touch Screen Technologies of car facilities
Hampshire has developed the Touch screens allow switching
interactive screen to fulfil a variety of areas to have re-definable legends and
applications Oneofthesemightbeat sizes in accordance with the menu
an airport where an enquiry about selected.
availability and price of tickets, class, For further information call Touch
seatpositionandhotelbookingcould Screen Technologies Ltd, on 0703
be made Aparallelaccessfacilitysuch 629545.

itsubishi has released a new
smart card - the width and

height of a credit card - capable of
storing up to 2 Mbytes of data in static
RAM Adynamic RAM version isalso
available

The SRAM memory cards are
robust and protected against static
They provide reliable, removable data
storage, and can be used in industrial
and office computers, as well as for
information transfer systems Each
card measures 85 6mm x 54mm
x3.4mm, using very small outline
packaging (VSOP) technology

Features include buffer lCs for
improved data protection and a

llthium cell for battery backup when
the cards are removed irom the host
system. The card can also be write-
protected to behave as a read-only
device

The card is interfaced to the host
computer using buffer and card
detection circuitry, which disable data
transfer when the card is removed

Contact Mitsubishi Eiectric UK
Ltd. Tel: 07072-76700

ritish Telecom has completed
installation of the optical fibre

'pipelines' for trials of their advanced
optical fibre network for the 21st
century

The fibre will provide combined
voice and entertainment services -
television, high-fidelity stereo radio,
telephone calls, in{ormation tech-
nology and other interaclive services

- to private and commercial
customers in Bishop's Stortford,
Hertfordshire

The trial will test the technical
ieasibility of advanced concepts
developed at British Telecom's
research laboratories, and is provided
in collaboration with BICC Cables.
Fulcrum Communications and GEC
Plessy Telecommunications

During its two-year run, the hial will
provide British Telecom and Britaint
industry with data for planning
advanced commercial communic-
ations for the next century It will also
enable British Telecom to compare the
different technologies which may be
used for future services

For more information. contact
British Telecom Tel: 01 356 5366

laptop computers are
as small as the average

Now a Stockport-based
company called Peartree Dram has
produced a miniature modem, ideal
for use with laptop computers

The Voyager MV 213 Micro-
modem measures only 94mm by
60mm by 20mm, and allows digital
data to be trans{erred over telephone
lines by using the handset of existing
telephones The modem is adjustable

to any handset in the world There is
no longer any need to dismantle hotel
telephones when you are away from
the office on business!

The modem supports a range ol
international standards. and offers full
duplex communication with a baud
rate of 1200, [t is powered by a 9V
battery pack
For more information. contact Tim
Clarkson Tel: 061 406 6604
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C TC have won a maior order for 38cm x 38cm x 2cm, and gives very

DSO.OOO 'squarials' irom British high quality reception oi test TV
Satellite Broadcasting signals from BSB's transmitter in

The squarial is the flat, square space
aerial specified by British Satellite STC made extensive use o{
Broadcasting (BSB) for reception of computer-aided design when
its new satellite television service developing the squarial The squarial

STC were the only European uses phased-array technology (an

company to satisfy BSB's array of small aerials all working
requirements, and have won the together) derived {rom military
order by producing a squarial which applications for radar and
is smaller than any comparable communication antennae
product available elsewhere in the FormoreinformationcontactSTC
world. The STC squarial measures Tel:01 7887272
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Marc Masson explains
how to save the iime
and cost of patenting
in several counties by
binging out a
European Patent, valid
in thirteen countries.

Efi
E-{z
FI]
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national patent (for example, a British
patent) is valid only in the country in
which it was filed. And filing a patent in
several countries is costly, time

and requires fluency in the
language of each country.

One Patent For Thirteen Countries
Fortunately, there is a simpler route - the European
Patent. The European patent requires only one
application, and is valid in thirteen member countries.
These countries are:

Austria
Belgium
France
Greece
Italy
Liechtenstein
Luxembourg
Netherlands
SPain
Sweden
Switzerland
UK
West Germany

The European patent is the result of successful
internationalco-operation, and is as easy to obtain as
a national patent. The following is taken from a
brdchure published by the European Patent Office:

Patents encourage and stimulate
innovation, as they provide a fair reward for the
inventor and at the same time, a unique and
original source of technical information

From its beginning in 1978, the European
Patent Office (EPO) has been the central body
for obtaining patent protection in up to 73
European countries through a single grant
procedure. European patents have become a key
for industry and commerce, since they provide
a solid basis for business decisions on investment
and licensing.

Half of the EPOb 3100 international staff are
examiners with university degrees in science or
technology. They work at the forefront of
technology, undertaking patent search,
examination and opposition procedures.
All the information about European patent

applications is stored at the European Patent Office.
To help them cope with the vast quantities of data
involved, they store it on compact disks, each capable
of holding more than a Gbyte of information.

Saving Time And Money
The cost of a European patent is higher than that of
a national patent, but as a result of extensive work by
politicians, it is now lower than ever \eiore It works
out at less than the cost of bringing out separate

patents in three or more dilferent countries.
It is no more time-consuming or difficult to apply

for a European patent than for a national patent. It
will obviously save you a lot of time and trouble to
apply for a European patent than for several national
patents.

Also, your patent application need be in only one
language: English, German or French, whichever is
easiest for you to use. Providing you are fluent in just
one of these languages, there should be no language
difficulties.

However, as for a nationalpatent, you should still
seek the advice of a solicitor. Patenting, whether on
a national or European scale, still requires legal skills.

How To Apply
If you want to apply for a European patent, you will
have to go through the stages outlined below. The
procedure is no more difficult than applying for a
national patent in most countries:

The stages are:
a Filing of the patent application

Examination of the application
Search
Publjcation of the application and search report

a Substantive examination (grant of patent or
refusal of application)

a Opposition proceedings (if an opposition occurs)
In many countries, including Britain, you can

apply for a European patent by going through your
national patent office first. Otherwise, you can apply
directly to the European Patent Office at:

Erhardstrasse 27
D-8000 Munich 2
010 49 89 2399_0

There are also branch offices at Den Haag (The
Hague) and Berlin:

Patentlaan 2
NL-2280 HV Rijswiik (ZH)
010 31 70 340-2040

Gitschiner Str 103
D-10000 Berlin 61
010 49 30 25901_0

j
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Part 2
CABLE TELEVISIOI{ Fl

echnical stargazing is always difficult, and
the wide variation in the penetration of
cabled distribution systems in different
countries makes any predictions of future
developments even more difficult than

usual. There are two conventional responses when
media-aware people are asked what the future of
cable holds. Some envisage a future where radio,
television, and interactive services are brought into
every house in the same way as electricity or water.
Others look at the capability o{ a single satellite to serve
tens or hundreds of millions of people with a wide
range of services and say that the lower cost per head
of providing satellite services must win out in the end,
and that satellites will therefore replace cable.

The cognoscenti shake their heads and say that
satellites can never provide the interactive services that
the future will demand, but they often fail to recognise
that even a humble copper-wire telephone line can
provide virtually all the two-way capabilities anyone
is likely to need for home or small-business use. Even
the electronic keys which permit viewers to watch
scrambled programmes can be sent over air in the
form of coded teletext-like signals addressed to
individual receivers, so that we certainly do not require
a cable to provide the advantages of pay{elevision.

A Cabled Future For Europe?
History shows that what happens in the United States
in the field of radio and television often happens in
Europe a few years later (although recently this has
become less true, with some developments, like the
take up of teletext and the home video-recorder,
growing faster in Europe and Japan than in the USA).
ln America, the cable operators have been using
distribution satellites to keep cable customers happy
by providing them with a wide range of programmes
from satellite sources. This close link between cable
and satellite is already being repeated in Europe.
Cable operators who have been restricted for years
to relaying only the basic national programmes plus
one or two others can now offer a much wider choice
of viewing by putting satellite receiving dishes at their
head ends, giving the cabled services a competitive
edge over the off-air services.

In Belgium, where over 80% of all television
homes are now cabled, the way forward can be clearly
seen. Cable operators there have the technical
potential to introduce more and more new services
at a financial cost which is attractive to both operator
and subscriber. These may involve specialised pay-
television channels, interactive services, or even
telecommunications services. The main problems
facing the cable services providers are political and
regulatory, since any technical difficulties are usually
soluble, and the cost of supplying viewers with new
services is generally realistic.

The strong existing cable base in many countries
in western Europe could provide an exciting future for
cabled distribution systems. Cross-border links present
no technicalproblems, and it is relatively inexpensive
to provide viewers with an extremely wide range of
programmes from different countries Since the
cabled viewer does not need to buy any extra
equipment he may well be prepared to pay extra for
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a wider choice of viewing This money will then be
available for reinvestment in programme making,
which is really the seed corn of the whole television
business. Even more importantly, the ability to watch
programmes from other European neighbours may
have a leavening effect on the closer harmonisation
of the countries of Europe, so that for the first time
Europeans really willcome to consider themselves as
members of one great community.

Once 80% of a country is covered by cable
services it is usually relatively simple to increase this
coverage by extending existing networks, although a
law of diminishing returns exists, and the economics
of laying cable to every isolated hamlet may make it
impracticable to serve all potential viewers in this way.
A satellite can provide nearer to 100% coverage of
scattered populations than a cable or terrestrial
transmitter network, but with a capital cost of around
a hundred million pounds for a high-power satellite,
this is no economical way to achieve coverage of the
final 5% of a population which is already mostly
served by cable or off-air services.

UK Cable - Hard Times Ahead?
Much depends upon the coverage requirements
placed upon the broadcasters by the government, and
although many countries would consider a coverage
of 95% of thepopulationtobe adequate, the United
Kingdom government requires broadcasters to serve
hs many people as may from time to time be
practicable'. Thus although terrestrial television
transmitters currently cover about 99 5% of the UK
population, the job of building relay stations to serve
the remaining population continues, even though this
has long been a strictly uneconomic undertaking.
With such a background, where public-service
broadcasting traditions provide almost everyone with
a choice of four off-air programme channels for the
cost of the receiving licence it is perhaps not surprising
that cable has found it hard to compete, especially

Following last months
explanation of cable
television, Jim Slater
explores financial and
political issues, and
sugg'esfs that the
future lies in optical
fibre.
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since the government's treatment of capital
expgnditure on cable services for tax purposes has
proved far from generous. Under a million homes out
of a total of over twenty million in the UK are passed
by cable systems, and although it is difficult to obtain
accurate figures for penetration (homes connected as
a percentage of homes passed), it is thought to be
about 177o (although some of the newer systems can
claim over 20%).

With such a low baseline it is difficult to see how
cable television in the UK can ever make the
breakthrough needed to become the main means of
television distribution. The promise of three more
television ch m a high pow
which can be n cheap domes t
by the end of make life even t
for the cable operator, although he willbe compelled
to carry the root of the problem
is financial. ers would deny that
there has b the building of the
transmitter network, half the cost has come from BBC
licence fees and the other half has come from the
profits of the commercialtelevision companies, so that
the viewer has paid directly or indirectly, almost
without realising it, for the construction of the
transmitter network. For environmental reasons it is
not generally permitted to hang distribution cables
from poles in the UK, so all new cables have to be
embedded in the ground. The cost of these ground
operations is high; costs between four hundred and

Photo courtesy of British Telecom

seven hundred pounds have been quoted for each
additional home connected, depending upon the
location. It is therefore no surprise that new companies
have found some difficulties in raising the necessary
capital. Would-be investors must ask how long it will
take to make a worthwhile profit on such a huge
investment. When they are told that it may be as long
as seven years, many people decide to entrust their

savings to a less risky venture. Fortunately, though,
there are those who believe that cable has a future,
and in areas where the latest technologies and the
widest choice of programme and interactive services
are provided, the viewers seem to appreciate the new
services, and would perhaps pay more for. Many of
these 'new' cable distribution services are in fact
extensions and refurbishments of the old cable
services operated by the Rediffusion company, which
kept faith with cable for over thirty years even though
off-air broadcasting services seemed to be given allthe
breaks. Much of the new money invested in cable
television systems is coming from the USA, where
investors know that cable can be a good investment,
although it may take a long time for the first rewards
to come in.

Optical Fibre
- One Man's View Of The Future
In the short term, then, life looks difficult for the cabled
distribution systems in the UK, with othertechnologies
seeming to have the upper hand, but as in all crystal
ball gazing much depends upon the person staring
deep into the mists of the crystal. The scenario that
follows can be no more than one man's view, but this
particular viewer believes that cabled systems in the
UK may have a great future in the longer term.

It is 1990, UK viewers have four terrestrial
programme services, half a dozen Astra satellite
services, and the promises of five more if they are
prepared to buy a second satellite receiver. The
broadcasters are beginning to replaie their twenty year
old terrestrial transmitters with new, more efficient
ones ihat will last another twenty years. This will cost
tens of millions of pounds, and willmaintain the status
quo until well into the twenty-first century. Against this
background cabled distribution systems can expand
only slowly. but new satellite services will continue to
appear, and will prove popular since they can be
received on existing equipment.

Now let us jump forward twenty years. The
broadcasters will need to replace their transmitters
again, this time at a cost of perhaps hundreds of
millions of pounds, unless inflation really can be
persuaded to stand still. In order to buy new
equipment, the broadcasters will have to discuss
where the money is coming from, and it will not be
surprising if by that time some satellite operator can
provide nationwide multi-channel television coverage
for a fraction of the cost of renewing the terrestrial
network. Although there are some worries that a
satellite service will not be as secure in times of national
emergency as a network of terrestrial transmitters
would be, the financial arguments win the day. Plans
are drawn up for the national services (BBC1, BBC2,
and Channel Four, say) to be immediately transferred
to satellite. The replacements for today's ITV
companies protest that they provide regional
broadcasting, and that satellite beams are too large
and all-embracing to make their form of broadcasting
viable from satellites. However by the time twenty
years have passed, the technology will have advanced
enough for broadcasting satellites to carry much
larger, and therefore more directional aerials. It will
be possible to have a satellite footprint that covers just
Yorkshire, or just Scotland, so satellite broadcasting
could replace all out current terrestrial broadcast
output.

Satellite transmitters still cost a great deal of
money, however, and at about the time that this major
national lnvestment will be required, the national
telecommunications operator (whether British
Telecom or some other body yet to be created) may
have just completed replacing copper wire telephone
cables throughout the land by fibre-optic cables. This
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will have taken several years, but now nearly every
house has a small-fibre optic cable instead of the
previous telephone wires. The programme will have
been entirely self-financing, because BT has been able
to sell the old copper cables at a price considerably
higher than the cost of the replacement fibre-optic
equipment. The fibre-optic equipment has itself
become much cheaper since opto-electronic
components have become available in integrated
circuit chip form. BT has had to plan the replacement
programme carefully over a number of years, because
it has so much copper available in its ducts that to put
it all on the market at once would lower the price of
copper in the world's commodities markets Once the
project is complete, with over 95(% of homes having
a fibre-optic cable input, BT can suggest to the
government that it be allowed to carry all existing

picture-phone services.
During the latter years of the twentieth century

higher definition television (HDTV) pictures, which
can be shown with excellent quality on large screens
of perhaps a metre diagonal, will become available
on videodisc and perhaps from special wide-band
satellite transmission systems. If cabled distribution
systems are to keep up with this new technology, they
will have to make provision for the increased
bandwidths that such services will require. Whether
HDTV finally comes in the form currently proposed
by the Japanese, requiring a bandwidth of over
20MHz, or in one of the enhanced Multiplexed
Analogue Components formats requiring around
l6MHzprefened by most European countries, cable
operators will need to ensure that they have the
capacity and flexibility to deal with the increased

Fl

broadcast services on its fibre optic network, so as to
reach virtually every home in the kingdom. Because
it has already paid for the capital costs of the work of
installing this huge fibre-optic network, and made a
profit out of the deal, it can offer to carry the television
services free of charge, knowing that it willbe able to
reap its profits from the multiplicity of new services that
the optic-cable network will be able to carry in the
future. The government is unable to resist such a
wonderful financial deal, adds a few more 'musts'to
its 'must-carry'regulations in order to show that it is
still in charge, and gives the go-ahead.

Thus in one mighty leap cable has overtaken
both teneshial and satellite broadcasting for home use,
since who will buy satellite receiving equipment when
all the programmes are already coming into the
houses by cable? Only the needs of the portable user
will not be satisfied bythe cable, and by that time there
will be sufficient satellite services available for the
viewer (with his brief-case portable satellite receiver
and built-in flalplate aerial) to have access to a wide
range of other programmes, including the twenty-four
hour international news programmes, and world-wide
paglng servlces.

Although most of the present-day cable
operators do not yet appear to have recognised the
possibility of such a scenario, British Telecom certainly
has, and has published details of its plans for the
provision of a national multi-purpose fibre-optics grid.
This complex cable network would provide for
interactive services, high-quality television pictures,
data transfer services, videotex services, and even
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bandwidths that will certainly be required. Only by
planning well in advance can operators be sure that
their systems willprove adequate, and it is notable that
one of the claims for the BT fibre-optic system is that
it will be able to deliver HDTV to the home.

Although the picture painted above shows a rosy
future for cabled distribution systems, observant
readers will have noticed that it is BT (or some other
nationwide operator) which ends up in total control
of the nationwide network. This situation, though
familiar in many countries where the PTT runs
everything, is totally at odds with what most cable
operators would want. There is, however, no good
reason why local operators should not be allowed to
provide their own competing services whilst using the
network that BT has laid down, and it is to be hoped
that a suitable legislative and control framework can
be worked out to permit us to have the best of both
worlds.

We end on an optimistic note, therefore, with
thoughts of a nationwide fibre-optic system that
provides all the services that we could possibly need,
including a feature which only cable can provide, a
really localservice of radio and television programmes
and information that can be used to bind together the
communities in which we live - true community
broadcasting The only slight cloud on the horizon of
our cabled landscape is the fact that the horizon is still
some distance away; cable in the UK has a great
future, but the future may be a long time coming!

Jim Slater's book Cable Television Technology
is published by Ellis Horwood. ISBN 0-7458-0108-0.
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THE A'[E'MONITOR I!
100 WATT SPEAKER lfi t60.00 +f3.50 P&P (pair)
RESP0NSE:55H2-20kHz

BASS POLYMER CONE D: 22cm

DOME MEETER: 14mm

OVERALL SIZE
(HWD):382,252,204mm

RECOIVIMENDED AMP POWER:
'10-'100 watts per channel
The performance stan-
dard achieved in this
compact design is distinc-
tively superior to any-
thing else available at the
price. The drive units
used are of sophisticated
design and have been
carefully integrated with a
Complex Crossover.
Stereo performance is exceptionally good with

?H+T

An easy to build amplifier with a good specifica-
tion All the components are mounted on the
single P.C.B. which is already punched and
backprinted.
! 30Wx2 (DlN 4 ohm)
. CD/Aux, tape l, tape ll, tuner and phono

inputs.
I Separate treble and bass
r Headphonejack
Size (H.W.D.) 75x400x 1 95mm
Kit enclosed: case, P.C.B., all components, scale
and knobs f36.80. post f3.50
(Featured project in Everyday Electronics April
1989 issue). Reprint Free with kit.

30+30 WATT AMPLIFIER KIT
II3'AI:{C
3taf---s)tlctrrrr:t:

Oty. per peck

3 8"x 5" Speaker 40 6 wan made by E.M.l.
I 30W dome-tweeter Size 90x66mil JAPAIV made
6 2200Ff can type Electrolytic 25V d c computer

otade made in UK bv PHILIPS
3 33000pf 16V d.c. electrolytic high quality

compulet gtade UK made
3 2000pf 50V d.c. electrolytic high quality

compulet grcde made in USA
20 20 ceramic trimmers
4 Tuning capacitors,2 gang dielectric a.m. type

10 3 position, E tag slide switch 3 amp rated
125V a.c. nade in USA

5 Push-bunon swilches, push on push otf,2 pole
change over PC mountJAPAN made

6 2 pole 2 way rotary switch
2 Bight angle, PCB mounting rotary switch,

4 pole, 3 way rotary switch UK made by LORLIN
3 pole,3 w8y miniature rotary swilch with one
extra position off lopen frame YAXLEY type)
4 pole, 2 way rotary switch UK made by LORLIN
l\4ixed control knobs
Slide potentiometers (popular values)
Stereo rotary potentiometers
'100k wire wound double precision
polenliometers U( made
Single 100k multitune pots, ideal for varicap
lunerc UK nade by PHILIPS
UHF varicap tuner heads, unboxed and
unlesled UK nade by PHILIPS
FM stereo decoder modules with diaoram
UK nade by PHIL1PS
b
A
A llard
H ner
tape, magnetic cartridge with diagram.
UK made by MULURD
All metal co-axial aerial plugs
Fuse holders, panel mounting 20mm type
ln line luse holderc 20mm type
UK nade by BULGIN
5 pin din, 180" chassis socket
Double phono sockets, Paxolin mounted
2 8m lengths of 3 core 5 amp mains flex
Large VU meters JAPliV made
4V miniature bulbs, wire ended, new untested
Sonotone alereo crystal cartridge with 78 and
LP slyli JAPAN made
Mono Cassetle Record and play heads
6-0-6 4VA mains translormers, PC mount UKmade
24V 0 3VA mains power supply, Brand new boxed
UK made by MULURD
0C44 transistors. Remove paint from top and it
becomes a photo-electric cell (or P12)
UK made by MULURD
Low signal transistors n p n, p n p types
14 watt output transistors, 3
complimenlary pairs in T066 case
(ldeal replacement fot ADl6l and 162s)
Tape deck pre-amp lC with record/replay
switching No LMt818 with diagram
5 watt audio lcs. No TBA800 /AfEZl
l\4otor speed control lcs, as used with most
cassette and record player motors
Digital DVM meret lC. made by PLESSEY
as used by THANDAR with diagtam
7 segment 0.3 LED display {R.E.D.)
Bridge rectifiers, 1 amp, 24V
Assorled carbon resistors
Power supply PCB with 30V 4VlA transformer
MC7818CT lC & bridge rcctllier Size 4' ,21/a
6.35mm Mono iack plugs
6 35mm stereo swilched jack sockets
Coax chassis mount sockets
3mtr Euro-mains lead with chassis socket

8m26 4
Bm27 30
BPO2E I()
sm29 5
8P030 2

No.

BPOIS
BMl5B
Bm16

Bm18

Bmr9
Bm20
Bm21

sm?2.

Bmzt
Bm24

8m3A 4
8m34 3
8m34A 2
Bm34B 1

8P035 6
8P036 6
BP037 6

BP038 m
BP039 6
BP(XI 3

- BPU2 2
BP(X3 30
BPO44 2

8P053 5
8P054 10

BP055 1

BP056 4
8P057 0
8P058 2q'
BPt59 1

8P061 5
BPO6:} 5
BP064 12
8P065 1

Bm33

BPO52A

BPO45A 2
BPUS 4
BP(NT 1

10

8P050 30
BP051 6

of detail. Distortion throughout the frequency
range is low even at quite high power input and
this gives a great sense of dynamic range and
openness especially when used in bi-wired
mode.
Supplied with:- 2 READY CUT BAFFLES, ALL
CROSSOVER COMPONENTS, 2 BASS MID.
RANGE, 2 DOME TWEETERS, HOOK UP WIRE,
GRILLE CLOTH, SCREW TERMINALS AND
SCREWS.

TV SOUND TUNER

ln the cut-throat world of consumer electronics,
one of the questions designers apparently pon-
der over is "Will anyone notice if we save money
by chopping this out?" ln the domestic TV set,
one of the first casualties seems to be the sound
quality. Small speakers and no tone controls are
quite common and that really is quite sad, as the
TV companies do their best to transmit the high-
est quality sound. Given this background a com-
pact independent TV tuner that connects direct
to your Hi-Fl is a must for quality reproduction.
The unit is mains operated. This TV souND
TUNER offers full UHF coverage with 5 pre-
selected tuning controls. lt can also be used in
conjunction with your video recorder.
f29.50 +f2,50 p&p

As above but with built-in stereo head-
phone amplifier for the hard of hearing

f35.90 +f2.50 p&p

GOODMANS 6OW CAR GRAPHIC

As new condition but have been returned by customers
or shops, so they may need some attention Hence the
priceof only E8 00each Ordersixoftheseunitsandyou
get the seventh one free Poslage f2 90

LCD DIGITAL MULTI TEST METER ac oc
Volts resislance and DC Amps Most of these units are
new but have been returned or rejected by the store
and sold with all faults at €11.00 each. Postage fl.00.
(Made by Ross Electronics).

ROSS PUSH BUTTON RADIO
Mains and banery operated. High quality VHF/FM,
!r"d Wave recepti
6pu ted i
pres
Fully retr8ctable telescopic
aerial. . i

Headphone/earphone
jack socket.

Size 230Hx 150Wx65D.
Ref RE-5500.
Brand new.

Price f14.95
+ f2.80 P&P

TV SOUND TUNER KIT f 11 .50+f 1.30 P&P
All psrts including Varicap tuner, mains transformer,
PCB with lC's capacitors and coils etc., to build the unit
illustrated above; without case and scale.

SHURE HIFI STEREO MAGNETIC CAR.
TRIDGE Fitted with an elliptical diamond stylus
supplied with fitting kit and instructions A good quality
unit made to sell for well over twenty pounds due to
scoop purchase, we a re able to offer these at a fraction ot
the manufacturers price, All units are brand new and
boxed 87.20 each. lf you order in multiples of five you
get one free. Postaqe C1 30 (Made in U S A )

EX]RACTABLE HOUSING FOR YOUR CAR STEREO T SIZE DIN E

r HAITDLE II{CLUDED I SPACE FOR MEMORY BATTERY T 4OR
2 SPEAKER SYSTEM,
ENABTES YOU TO REMOVE YOUR VAI.UED STEREO FROM YOUR
CAR IWIHOUT THE AID OF A HAMMER AND CHISET, CHAINSAW
ETcl. f9.95 postage C2.50

KOSS MINI SPEAKERS Use instead of head-
phones on your personal stereo, just plug in instead ol
headphones. Koss sound cells can be mounted on top ol
your personal stereo with the holder supplied or simply
detach for shelf mounting. This quality unit was made to
sell for over seventeen pounds by the KOSS professional
headphone company of the U S A. Due to a massive

HILLS KITS IN STOCK * SEND FOR CATALOGUE buy in multiples of ten and you get one free Postage
E1 50

SOI,AB POWERED WOODEN MODELS
ATTRACTIVE AND EDUCATIONAL

KOSS STEREO HEADPHONES Hish quatiry
light weight stereo headphones fitted 3.5mm jack with
adaptor to 6 4mm jack ldeal use Hifi or personal stereos
madetosellforninepounds Ourpriceforthisunite425
Postage 60p

1,,

SPECIAL OFFER - BUY ALL and get the postage FREE

Hi-Fi stereo cassette deck transport

t
ft

t

THREE

and tape heads, 'l2V d.c. operation. Unused
manufacturers surplus JAPAN made
c6.20 +f 1 .50 P&P 2 for f 10 +f2.50 P&P

I MULTIBAND RADIO
I vur 54-176 MHz + AM cB BANDS 1-80
I Listen to: AIR TBAFFIC CONTROL,

AIRCRAFT, RAOAR

f 1 7. 95 ror,o'nY',,%ltetl'Srlr*EB
POSTAGE MANYMANYMORE

f2'85 souELcH coNrRoL
,.RUBBER DTJCK AERIAL"
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n principle, with modern components, you can
push the performance of a superhet radio
system as high as you want, in terms of
bandwidth, stability of timed frequency, and
signal-to-noise ratio. It depends on your

needs, and the cost and complexity which can be
justified in the design.

However, for the amateur, the existence of so
many radio applications 'goodies' allows plenty of
scope for low cost DIY exper[ments. Very convenient
components are the quartz crystal filter and the
modern, cheaper alternative, the ceramic'ladder' or
SAW filter, used for the provision of adjacent channel
selectivity. Both are used in fixed frequency IF stages,
typically at455kHz, though other frequencies up to
many MHz are also available.

Fig

(a)

1 Circuit layout and performance of single
asymmetrical lF crystal filter

Filters For IF Stages
o Quartz Crystal Filters
The earliest techniques used to obtain high selectivity
in superhet radios were based on the extremely high
electromechanical Q values offered by the quartz
crystalresonator. When this crystal is used in the circuit
of Fig. 1a, its very sharp resonance peak gives a tuning
response of the kind shown in Fig. 1b.

This was fine for isolating a single CW signal in
the crowded amateur bands. The only modulation of
the carrier was caused by switching on and off the
morse key of the sender, and the interrupted carrier
could be converted into an audible chirp by
'heterodyning' the IF output with the output from a

local oscillator tuned to near the IF frequency - the

In the final part of this
sefl'es, Iohn Linsley
Hood descibes some
more advanced
receiver designs, as
used in many modern
sysfems.

Part 3

Beat Frequency Oscillator, or BFO. Fig. 2 shows the
circuit layout.

However, for a modulated carrier carrying
speech, the very narrow pass-bandwidth of a single
crystal filter selup would make speech unintelligibly
'boomy'. You can get round this problem by using a
band pass crystal filter. This uses a pair of quartz
crystals, with a separation in their resonant frequencies
approximately equal to the bandwidth required,
arranged as shown in Fig. 3a. This gives the kind of
frequency response shown in Fig. 3b which is very
good, but is a bit costly to put together.

O Ceramic SAW Filters
These devices (also called iadder filtersbecause of the
shape of the electrode pattern used) make use of the

BFO TUNE

Fig. 2 Simple lF beat frequency oscillator (BFOI using FET

FREOUENCY
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piezo-electric properties of materials such as Barium
Titanate. Thin strips of single crystal quartz may also
be used in some of the more up-market versions of
these devices.

Their operation is based on the physical effect of
an electrical signal applied between a group of
interlaced parallel metallised strips, as shown in Fig.
4. If the electro-mechanical wavelength of an applied
oscillatory voltage has an appropriate relationship to
the spacing between the metal electrodes, a surface
ripple will be propagated along the strip of material.

This ripple will then be converted back into an
electrical signal when it reaches a similar group of
inter-digitated electrodes at the other end of the strip.

By choosing the width and spacing of the
metallised electrode strips, the operating frequency
and bandpass characteristics of the filter can be
determined quite precisely. However, unlike the
quartz filters, which are basically high impedance
devices, ceramic SAW filters usually require a fairly
low source and load impedance, typically 330 ohms.

The kind of frequency pass-bands obtainable are
shown in Fig 5 The diode switching circuii shown
in Fig. 6 can be used to offer a choice between two

or more filters in the IF circuit, giving a range of
possible bandwidths for different signal or reception
conditions.

However, as explained in the first part of this
series, a very narrow pass-band is not wholly
advantageous, since increased selectivity cuts the
audio bandwidth, and may make the signal less
intelligible. It will also increase the demands of the
stability of the receiver tuning.

Frequency Stable Oscillator
Systems
The stability of tuning of a superhet is principally
determined by the stability of the frequency of the local
oscillator. This problem is more acute in up-market
communications receivers, where very high values of
first IF frequency are used to push the second-channel
frequency way above the Rx input pass band, since
this also requires the local oscillator to operate at a very
high frequency.

There are two major techniques used to get
round this problem; the driftcancelling loop, such as
the Barlow-Wadley system (used in the Yaesu FRGT
communications Rx), and the frequency synthesiser
technique

The last method is becoming increasingly widely
used in multi-band radio receivers. due to the fall in
cost of large-scale integrated functional blocks,
required for frequency division and its numerical
control.
a The Barlow-Wadley Loop
The basic scheme is shown in Fig 7. It is based on the
fact that a quartz crystal oscillator can be designed to
be extremely stable in frequency, so that even the
frequencies of its harmonics will be adequately stable
The incoming signal is heterodyned (mixed) with the
output of a relatively unstable LC oscillator The

ryroM
ry*wdffi
ffif;
h&'*

100n

Fig. 6 Technique lor switching between two or more ceramic filters

znd lF
2-3MHz

AF OUTPUT

Fig. 7 The Barlow-Wadlet loop, as used in the Yaesu FRGT Communication Rx

BaTiOg SLICE

Fig. 4 Schematic layout of interior of surface acoustic wave (SAWI filter

Fig. 5 Typical pass-band characteristics of various types
of SAW filter

445 450 455 450 465



resultant IF is amplified, and its output is then remixed
with a third signal which is the combination of the
original oscillator plus a harmonic of the crystal
frequency. The drift due to the instability of the LC
oscillator will then cancel out.

As shown in Fig. 7, an incoming signal is
amplified by a tuned RF stage, which has a built in low-
pass filter to cut out all signals above 30MHz. This
signal is then mixed with the output of a reasonably
(but not entirely) stable LC oscillator, oscillator 1, to
give an IF somewhere in the region 54.5 to 55.5MH2,
which is then amplified by a fairly wide-band first IF
amplifier stage.

The output of oscillator 1 is then also mixed with
the harmonics of a lMHz quartz crystal oscillator, and
passed through a frequency selective amplifier which
has a 52-53MHz pass-band. Of the input mix of
frequencies that within the range 52-53MHz is then
combined with the first IF output to give a second IF
of 2-3MHz. If there is a drift in the frequency in
oscillator 1, then there will be an identical drift in the

of the loop and its filter stage, it can also force the VCO
into frequency synchronisation with 51 when it was
not initially running at the same frequency.

As an interesting spin-off, if a frequency divider
stage is inserted in the loop between the VCO and the
PSD the VCO can be forced into frequency and
phase synchronism with some multiple of the input
frequency, giving a very reproducible frequency
multiplier stage. This is shown in Fig. 8b.

This idea can be developed into the circuit shown
in Fig. 9, where both the reference frequency and the
VCO have frequency divider stages inserted between
them and the PSD. If m and n can be specified over
a wide enough range, the VCO, can, in principle, be
give almost any desired output frequency which has
the same stability as the reference input, which could
be a highly stable quartz crystal oscillator.

This layout is the basic frequency synthesiser
scheme. With modern systems of the kind shown in
Fig. 10, a small dedicated microprocessor converts the
desired tuning frequency, entered at a digital key pad,
into the values oI m and n which will make the VCO
run at that frequency.

The construction of a wide frequency coverage
superhet receiver can then be greatly simplified, to the
kind of layout shown in Fig. 11. The first IF is high
enough to avoid second channel interference, and the
second oscillator is a crystal-controlled fixed-
frequency circuit to reduce the signal frequency back
to, say, 455kHz for amplification and pass-bandwidth
selection by the use of ceramic filters.

To avoid the need to tune the pre-mixer RF stage,
in parallel with the signal frequency selected by the
synthesised oscillator the RF input is normally routed
through one or other of a group of diode-switched LC
filter networks, with the actual input filter in use being
selected by a voltage output from the same
microprocessor IC which controls the synthesised
oscillator. The circuit is shown in Fig. 12.

The only problem is that there may be, within the

tout = fref n/m

Fig. 9 Basic layout of crystal controlled frequency synthesiser

52-53MHz signalfed to the second mixer and this cirift
will then be cancelled in its output to the second IF
stage.

The second IF is actually the tuned'RP stage of
a conventional 2-3MHz superhet receiver. It is ganged
to a lower frequency tuned LC oscillator, oscillator 2,
to provide a 455kHz third IF for final amplification and
selectivity. Although oscillator 2 is not absolutely
frequency stable, it is adequate compared with the
55 5-84.5MH2. oscillator 1, and for most practical
applications the system is drift-free.

O Frequency Syntheslsers
Frequency Synthesisers employ a circuit called a
phase-locked /oop, shown in Fig. 8a, which is built
from a phase sensitive detector (PSD). A PSD is a kind
of mixer, which gives a voltage output related to the
relative phase angle between two input signals, 51 and
52, which are at the same frequency.

If this DC output voltage is then fed to a voltage
controlled oscillator (through a low-pass filter to
remove unwanted RF components) it can force the
VCO into precise phase synchronisation with the
incoming signal S1. Depending on the characteristics
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OSC lN (reo

OSC lN (refl

(b)

Fig. 8 Frequency multiplying
phase{ocked loop

chosen filter pass-band, a sufficiently strong unwanted
signalto drive the RF or mixer stage into a non-linear
part of its characteristics. This can cause cross-
modulation where the modulation on the unwanted

OSC OUTPUT

UNIVERSAL
FREOUENCY

DIVIDER
HEF475I

Flg. 1O Microprocessor controlted frequency synthesissl
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Fig. 11 100kHz to 30MHz communications receiver using synthesised oscillator

RF OUT TO
MIXER OV

TO BAND
SWITCHING
CONTROL
VOLTAGE

etc

Fig. 12 Diode switched RF band selection system using LC filters

modulated carrier into a usefuiAF signal is to pass il
through a rectifier circuit of the kind shown in Fig. 14,
which will, ideally, give the kind of output shoivn in
Fig. 13b. However, before this can be used, the RF
component must be removed by some low-pass filter
circuit, to give the electrical 'average, output shown
in Fig. 13c.

This works well at low modulation frequencies.
However, higher audio frequencies where the
impedance of the parallel capacitor, C, is beginning
to be comparable with R. the demodulated wa-veforri
will begin to distort, as shown in Fig. 13d. Afull_wave

+ 0V55 +
nr tr'r e_l

Fig. 14 Simple diode demodulator

rek#e@ffi
Mre

signal is imposed on all of the other signals being
received.

A more sharply tuned RF stage lessens the
probability of such a powerful signal occurring in the
chosen part of the input pass-band. The only inswe,
is to try to ensure that the input/output transfer
characteristic of all of the gain stages are as linear as
is compatible with their function.

AM Demodulation
An incoming RF signal amplitude modulated by a
lower frequency sinewave produces a waveform of ihe
kind shown in Fig. 13a. Since the fundamental RF
carrier frequency is well above the human hearing,
such a modulated RF signalrange on even the loweit
practicable carrier frequency would be inaudible.

The conventional method of converting such a

rectifier circuit, which doubles the RF frequency of the
rectified output, allows a lower value of shunt
capacitance to be used, and lowers the distortion
introduced by the demodulation process

A further problem of the simple diode rectifier
system is that received RF signals which are less than
the 0.55V forward conduction voltage of, say, a typical
silicon diode will simply not cause it to conduct al all.
Howe no ractical difficulty
in a n he absence of any
other m be amplified t;
more pe

With smaller input signals, this turn-on threshold
effect can be avoided by ensuring that a forward
voltage is applied to the diode(s) as shown in Fig. 15a.
An alternative arrangement is to use emitter-follower
or source-follower circuits as shown in Figs 15b and

1,,

Fig. 13 Demodulation of RF signal using rectifier circuit
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Fig. 15 AM Demodulator systems

15c. In valve days, this used to be called an infinite
impedance detector since it didn't lead to the same
loading (and Q spoiling effects) on the preceding
tuned circuit which the simple diode would cause.

Ifthe transistors in Figures 15b and 15c are biased
so that they are just conducting, a positive input
voltage will increase the current flow through the
device, and increase the emitter or source potential,
whereas a negative input voltage swing will tend to
cut the device off Once again, the emitter/source RF
bypass capacitor must not cause too long an RC time
constant value or the recovered AM signal will be
somewhat distorted

A better answer is to use a steep cut RF rejection
filter, of the type shown in Fig. 15d, to separate the
RF and AF components

FM Demodulation
The basic shucture of a normal FM receiver is not very
different from that of an equivalent VHF AM radio,
except that it has a wider IF bandwidth to
accommodate the + / -75kHz deviation of the
carrier, and oscillator stability is not usually a problem
because of the wide receiver bandwidth. However the
conversion of a frequency modulated RF signal into
an audio output is less simple than in any AM system,
since the carrier amplitude is now constant, and only
its frequency will 

",ary.A simple and crude answer is merely to tune the
signal so that it sits on the side of the receive response
curve, as shown in Fig. 16, but since the slope of the
curve is far from linear, the audio output willbe pretty
badly distorted.

A better answer is to exploit the phase shift in the
voltage developed across a tuned circuit in relation to
the RF input current, as the applied input frequency
moves above or below the resonant frequency of the
circuit. This characteristic is used in all three of the
common FM demodulator circuits, the ratio detector,
the Foster-Seeley, and the IC gate coincidence
system, shown in Figs. 17, 18 and 19.

This last circuit is now almost exclusively
employed in allcontemporary 'hi-fi'FM tuner systems,
and can, with care, give a recovered distortion figure
of aslow as0.27o. However, thefinal linearityof all
phase-related demodulator systems depends on the
accurate phase coherence of all the tuned circuits

ETI MAY I99O
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Fig. 16 Slope demodulation of an FM signal

Fig. 17 Ratio detectol

Fig. 18 Foster-Seeley or phase detector

which precede the demodulator, since if the phase of
the incoming signalis shifted, the demodulator cannot
distinguish between this and a waveform related
frequency shift.
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Fig. 19 Gate Coincidence detector

phas .tffi*,," l:Jl:
used eceiver,( nETI
in March and April 1987) . The incoming FM Rp is fed

into a phase sensitive detector, and the loop output
is used to control the frequency of a VCO which is
frequency locked to the incoming signal. The AF
output from the loop (the filtered freqgency control

L3
2.luH

,FRANKLIN' 
LOCAL OSCILLATOR

Fig' 20 Sensitive 455kHz Superhet covering lookHz to 30MHz with suitable RF oscillator coils.
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voltage fed to the VCO) will then be as linear as the
VCO characteristics allow

With careful design of the VCO you can get an
output linearity as high as 0.05%, without the need
to use carefully chosen (and expensive) RF stages and
filter modules in the preceding circuitry.

Single IC Radio Systems
Most of ihe cost of making a sirnple AM/FM radio is

the labour needed to put the necessary components
together. In order to reduce the component count and
the consequent labour costs, a number of
manufacturers have made specialpurpose ICs which
perform all the necessary circuit functions.

With the exception of the Ferranti 2N414, nearly
all these ICs - such as the TEA5570 (described by
Paul Chappell in ETI November 1989) or the
TDA1072A - employ superhet circuits. The
necessary oscillator, RF/lF gain and
demodulator/AGC stages are on the chip, so that with
the addition of some externaltuning and decoupling
components, the IC wilt make a complete radio set.

The loudspeaker driver stages can also be provided
by a single IC, such as the TDA1013A Some, like the
NS AM/FM LM1858, even have an audio power
amplifier in the package

While these ICs offer a simple route to radio
construction, they don't, I think, o{{er nearly as much

scope for individual experiments or performance
improvement as circuits built up from separate bits -provided that you know how to do it.

A DIY multi-waveband
To round off this series Fig 20 shows a fairly simple
single conversion superhet, with a 6kHz pass-band
IF ceramic filter and an untuned RF stage, which
includes some of the circuits described above. The
tuning range is controlled by the aerial and oscillator
coils (L4/L5/L6 and L7/L8/L9), switched by
S1a/S1b. Many of these ranges can be chosen.

Each of the oscillator coils requires a 'padding'
capacitor, (Ca/Cb/Ccl to help keep the aerial and
oscillator coils in tune over the chosen frequency
range. The proper value for these capacitors will
depend on the coils chosen, varying from22OpIor
the long wave (120-300kHz) band to 0.01p for the
10-30MHz band.

Since it uses only a 455kHz IF, the second-
channel rejection on higher frequency short-wave
bands will not be very good. However, the sensitivity
and signal-to-noise ratio is good enough to receive
almost any usable incoming signal. The tuning
capacitor is an airspaced 330p duat gang unit, with
trimmers caps. All the components needed can be
obtained from Cirkit, or Bonex (102, Churchfield
Road, Acion, London) if your local shop cannot help

115116
NOTE:
Ol-4 = 3N201()5,6 = 2N5457
Dl,2 = 1N41,la
Cx = PARTOFTUNEDCIRCUIT
110-14 = RZCS45330R TOKO

| = cnrssts
OB OV

OUTPUT TO
AF AMPLIFIEB
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TELEPHONE
ORDERS

may be made on
(0442)
66551

ACCESS or VISA

SERVICE
May

E8906-4 MlDlconvertercontrol .., .. M
E8906-5 AF signal generator .. .. G
E8906-6 Mini bleeper . C
E8906-7 Caravan heater controller G
E8907-l MIDI Patch Bay c
E8907-2 Priority Quiz Swirch .. . ,. E
E8907-3 Camera Tiigger lnfra-reds (2 boards) . G
E8907-4 Aerial Amplifier main board ..... . ... E
E8907-5 Aeriai Arnplifier power supply E
E8908-1 lntercom master station L
E8908-2 Intercom slave station F
E8908-3 Intercom power mixer . .. E
E8908-4 Digital joystick-to-mouse con\fersion . ...... H
E8909-1 Twin loop Metal Locator .. .. H
E8909-2 Trembler movement detector ... D
E8909-3 Field power supply (spec 3) . . . .. C
E8909-4 Micro monitors active filter . F
E8909-5 Chronoscope auto-reset . ... C
E8910-1 Multimerer H
E89i0-2 MIDI Mapper ... M
88911-1 Smoke Aiarm main board .. F
E89lL2 Smoke Alarm power supply .. F
E8911-3 Frequency Meter (3 boards) .. O
E8911-4 Serial Logic Scope L
E8912-1 Mains Failure Alarm .. D
E8912-2 Surveilance PCB ... D
E8972-3 Slide/Tape Synch E
E8912-4 Pedal Power .. L
E8972-5 Digital Noise Generator ... K
89001-1 20 metre Receiver . . . J
E9007-2 Wavemaker FG .. L
E9001-3 Motorcycle lntercom ... ... F
E9C01-4 Low Voltage Alarm .. C
E9002-1 EPROM Emulator N
E9002-2 Superscope Mother Boar.d .. , , .. M
E9002-3 Superscope CRT Driver Board .. K
E9002-4 Superscope Timebase Board K
E9003-1 Superscope Y1 input board . ,. J
E9003-2 Superscope Y2 input board .l
E9003-3 Superscope switch generator .. E
E9003-4 Business power amp board L
E9003-5 Business power supply board J
E9003 6 Business pre-amplifier board .. L
E9003-7 Water hole G
E9003-8 SuperSiren .. D
E9003-9 Vals badge ., F

TODAY INTERNATIONAL
Price Price
code (inc.

vAT)
c [1.80D L2.50
E L3.25
F t4.00
G L4.75
H t5.50
J L6.62
K L7.20
L S8.80
M tr0.60
N Sr3.10
o f 15.80
P Et7.90
a t21.80
R L23.90
s 225.90
T d. L2s.oo
u L32.20
v s35.80
w L37.90
x 840.70

E8902-4 Quest-lon (2bds)
E8903-1 Intelligent Plottei Solenoii Aoard'
E89O3-2 MIDI Programmer
E8903-3 Balanced Disc Input Stage
E8903-4 Digitally Tuned Radio
E8904-1 Camera Trigger . .. ....
E8904-3 Intelligent Plotter Main Board
E8904-4 Kinetotie Tie Board
E8904-5 Kinetotie Control Board
E8905-1 Guitar Tuner
E8905-2 Camera Tiigger Ultrasonics (2 boards)
E8905-3 Bench Power Supply (2 boards)
E8906-1 PC edge connector
E8906-2 MIDI converter CPU ...
88906-3 MIDI converter keyboard . ,

.K
H

,L
F
G
E

o
N
E

H
F
H
E

N
N

r
TO: ETI PCB SERVICE, READERS SERVICES,

ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

Please supply:
Quantity Ref. no. Price Code Price Total price

Post and packing 80.75

Total enclosed S

Please send my PCBs to: (BrocK cAprrArs pLEAsE)

Name .

Address.

.... postcode Bass AmpJifier DC Protection F
Bass Amplifier Graphic Equaliser L
Bass Amplifier Micro N
Quad Power SuppJy O

E9004-1
E9004-2
E9004-3

E9005-1 Business Display ....... O
E9005-2 Phone Lock and Logger ..... F

PCBs for the remaining projects are available from the companies listed in Buylines.

Use the form or a photocopy for gour order Please fill out all parts of the form. Make sure you use the board reference
numbers. This not only identi{ies the board but also tells yourwhen the project was publlJhed. The first two numbers
are the gear, the next two are the month.

- Terms are strictly payment with order. We cannot accept official orders but we can supply a proforma invoice
if required Such orders will not be processed until paymlnt is received.

CHEQUES SHOULD BE MADE PAYABLE TO ASP Ltd.
E9004-4
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(CWO PostFreeUK)

You need

Starting with the

FREE 1990 134 PAGE CATA!-OGUE
WRITE Electrovalue Ltd, FREEPOSI 28a St Jude's Rd,

Englefield Grcen, Egham, Surrcy TW20 8BR
(No stamp needed)

0784 433 603 . FAX 0784 435216

Either shop 9.00-5.30pm (Sat 9.00-1.00pm)

680 Burnage Lane, Manchester M19 lNA
Phone 061 432 4945 . Fax 061 432 4127

No postage to pay on UK CWO orders. AccesdVisafacilities (min t5). No postage
to pay on written enquiries for catalogue when marked Electrovalue Ltd,
FREEPOSI, 28a St Jude's Rd, Englefield Green, Egham, Suney TW20 8BR

PHONE
CALL

NORTHERN BRANCH

THANDARTA20S0LogicAnalyser20MHZ-8Channel .... !375
THUnLBY PL3200MD 0-30V 2A Twce. Quad Mde Dgilal
Mete6 . u(lo
FEEDBACK FSG606Swep Furction Generator00lHZ- lMHZ

(pape4 .. . ..c2oo
SoLABTF0N ro45 Mullimeler4v, dqil LED 30 Gnges

Aulo/[,lanJal(P8Pc7) ..Ct25
Loctc ... fl8FARNE . , T2OORACAL n) . ..t150
RACAL ,, ,C150
MAFCoNI ATTENUATOFS TF2162 DG1MHZ600ohm 0n1ldB

(P&Pe4 ... .. . .. .. ... ... $s
BATFIEL0 ATTENUAToRS 50 ohm 0C.25OMHZ 0i00d8/@0 oho

ocl MHZ tNil Pnce t1 35) (PtP t6) only t50
FEFNELL GIJsOO ISOLATING TRANSFORMEF

240V in-240v out SOtlVA Cas€d wilh lead and

TEKTRONIX OSCILL0SCoPE 2235 Dual Trace lCroMHZ
Ddaysweep .. .... .. ... .. .. f750
PHILIPS OSCILLoSCOPE PM3217 Dual Trace 50MHZ Delay

Sweep . .. .. . .. c500
GOULD 05300 Oeill@op€ DuelTrace mMHZ C250
GOULD1421DighalslorageoualTrace2oMHz 1750

...cilto
t3{t0

ig . C300
.. .u75

..c150
c210

rffloosls6oADualrrace2oLlHz U:3
ryT,ig . . .C175
MHZTVTTig .. .. ... .C180
1oMHZTVTrig... .C150

GOU LD 052508 Dual Track 1 5Ml-12 W Trig fl 60

MAFCONITFMI5AM/FM TF21N ,T450
MABCoNlTF2olSwilhoul .. .. 1300MARCONITF20I6AMfM with

1F21n .t400
MABCONI TF2016 wilhour Synch'onise, -F21R C250
MARCoNIMoDMerercTF2300;TF23008 TF2303kom Et00
H P62o8signalG€neElorT-llcBz C4lXl
H P6lScsignalcenerator3J-7.ocHz Ca00
H P6l6Bsiganlc€n.ralor1!-42cH2 C{00
I4OELKEWbw&FlunerMelerMElo8 q00
LEADEH LMV1864 Tm Channel Millivolmeter 5HZ-500KHZ

100uV-300V C100
FEEoAACK FG601 Sig Gen 0.001 HZn [,lHZ Sine/SqrTri rl 50
MAFCONI Automatlc Di$onion Meter TF23:yA
{00H2 or 1KHZ MesuEs down to 0 01% tl 00
LEVELLOSCILLAToBSTGI5UIG200Seies kom e75
MABC0NITF2m0UNIVERSALLCHBBI0GEBafleT lrcmt150

2215 Dual Trace 60MH2 Sw@p
Delaywilh manual, prcbes fronlcovgf
pouch onlyc500

THIS IS JUSTASAMPLE _ MANYOIHERSAVAILAELE

Avo 8s: 9s and Minrslry Ve6ons. Wilh Baueies E Leads lDm E50
TEST LEADS,orAvos. R6& Blackwin 2crocCrpsE 2 prcos

DYCaselo'ArcslJn-used .(P&PC4ltl5
lts e3e.ch.10torC25 (p&perlE)

AVoTRAN sestyte.With
8aflei nlyf2s(PtPc4

MAHCoNI 20mW.10W.Wilh
i4r1ul onlyrrs(P&Pt4

MABCONI BFPower Vele'TF1152rV1 DC-500MH205 - 25W 50

HAMEG OSCILLoSCoPE H M 1005 Triple T6ce 100MHZ Delay
Timebase . .. 1726

HAMEG 0SCILLOSCOPE HM 6040ual Trace60MHZ Delay
Sw*p .... f575

HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE HM203 6 0ual Trace 20MHZ
ComponenlT€sler C311

HAMEG OSCILLoSCoPE HM205 3 Dual Trace 20MHZ Diailai
Slorage .. - 

t575
All olher models ava lable - all osolloscopes supplied with 2 pobes

ELACK STAB EOUIPMENT(PEPall unils ts)
APoLL0 I0 - l00MHZCounlerTmer Balio/Pe1d/Time lnlerual

etc e222
APoLLo 1 00 - 1 oolrHz (As above wilh more lunclions) C295
I/IEIEOF 1OO FBEOUENCY COU NTEF 1OOM HZ T' 09
MEIEOR 600 FHEOTJ ENCY COU NTER 6OOMHZ Cl 35
METEOR IOO() FH EOUENCY COUNTER 1 GHZ EI 78
JUPITOF 5OO FUNCTION GENEFATOHO IHZ.SOOKHZ

Sine/Sq,Tri Cllo
OBIONCoLoUFBAFGENEFATOFPafTv/Video C209
All olher Black Slar Equipmenl available

gil Hand held 28 rangesincluding
. ... .(PEP!4)C39.50

carryingcaseforabove 
c33'50

oSCl LLoSCoPE PRoBES Swilchable x1 ; xlo (Pt P C3) C1 I

8,,, *?[JEX[+F^1:-9^8,[E#RI$,9,,,. E!
Tel:073468041 Fax:fi34351696 Callerswelcome9am-5.30pmMon-Fri(untilspmThurs)

\
I
b t! \'I :)

A range of high quality kilsas supplied to leading UKsffurity companies, all in-house designed
and produced, not to be confused with chsap imporls All kits come fully documented with
concise assembly and setting-up details, fibreglass PCB and all components All kansmitters
are lully tuneable and can be monitored on a normal VHF radio or luned higher lor greater
security Build-up seryice available il required

MTXI\ricro-miniatureaudiotransmitter 17mmX'l7mm 9Voperalion 1000mrange e12,95
W500Hi-poweraudiotransmitter 250mWoutput 20mmx40mm 9-l2Voperation 2-3000m
range i15.95
VOXT5Voiceaclrvatedtransmrtter Vanablesensitivity 30mmx40mm 9Voperatton 1000m
range C18.95

CTXgOoSub-carierscrambledaudiotransmitler Cannolbemonrtoredwrthoutdecoderfitted
to radio 30mm x 40mm 9V operation 1000m range c2 t .95
DSX900 Sub-ca(ier decoder unit lormonitonng CTX900 Connects lo radro earphone socket
Provides outpul lor headphones 35mm X 50mm 9-12V operahon t21.95
HVX4(X, Mains powered audio transmrtter Connects direclly 10 240v AC supply 30mm x 35
mm 500m ranqe el8.95
XT89 Cryslal conlrolled audro transmitler High perlormance 100mW outpul Supplied with

IiilIl't:"1 olh:6 avairabr: 
l" ll:": 85mm x 28mm:'u "l"llll';ffi'

TKX900 Tracker/Bleeper transmitter Transmits conllnuous slream ol audio pulses Vanable
toneandrate Powerlul200mWoutput 63mmx25mm 9Voperation 2-3000mrange C2i.95
ATn2Nricrosizetelephonerecordinginlerlace Conneclsbetweenlelephonelines(anywhere)
and casslte recorder Tape switches automatrcally with use ol phone All conversations
recorded Powered lrom lne 10mm x 35mm C12.95
TLX700 iricro miniature lelephone transmrller Connects lo line (anywhere) swrtches on and
olfwrthphoneuse Allconversalionslransmitted 20mmx20mm Poweredkomline 1000m
range e12.95
XML900RFbugdeteclor Variablesensitivity TriggersLE0andbleeperwheninpresenceol
RF field Detects MTX l5'20 leet 55mm x 55mm 9V operation e26.95
XL70OO Prolessional bug detector/locator Variable sensitivily Twin mode ien segment LED
readoul ol signal strength with variable rate bleeper Second mode AUDIO CONFIRI\4
distinguishes between localised bug transmission and normal legrlrmate signal such as pagers,
cellular elc 70mm x 100mm 9V operation CS4,95

UKcustomespleasesendcheques Pobotregisleredcash,Pleaseaddfl50petorder
fo r P& P Good s d es palc h ed ASAP a I low i ng lor c h eq ue c lea rc n ce Ove rse as c u qo m ers
sendsterlingbankdruftotEurochequeandaddlS.00perorderlorshipment Crcditcard
odes accepled on 0827 n44re. Trade enquiries welcome Send 30p stamp lot full 1990
Catalogue.
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PHOI{ELOCKAI{D
CALLLOGGER

In March, we asked
why phones aren't

up with
does

ffiq
ffiffi aE
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ffi*

protected by PIN
numbers. Now Kevin
Kirk has come
a circuit which
just this - and logs
outgoing calls too!

nyone who has had a large telephone bill
(which probably includes almost every
reader) willwonder how the billcould be
so high when the phone is only used
occasionally. The mystery may be

partially solved if there is a teenager in the house or
if the telephone in question is in a company, where
a certain pimply youth has more than a passing
knowledge of Willing Wanda's 0898 phone-in.

The phone bill maybe the real reason why this
country has such a high rate of heart attack victims.
So that a low cost call logger unit that stops
unauthorised calls and logs all others, may save the
NHS a fortune!

Design Philosophy
The original idea was a simple telephone combination
lock, which required you to dial a code before you
could make any calls. Originally it was thought that
a pure logic circuit could be used, but the design
became too complex.

It emerged that the unit needed some sort of
processor. With some form of intelligence it became
much easier to add call logging and screening of
certain types of calls.

To prevent unauthorised users knowing that the
call logger unit is there, it must be hidden (l would get
suspicious if I saw a load of lights start flashing on a
large box as soon as I lifted the phone off the hook).
There is no better place to hide the unit than in the
bottom of the pattress box, behind British Telecom
socket. This means that the unit has to be small, so
there is not enough room for the standard
combination of micro, eprom, ram,l/O and so on.
Instead a single chip microncontroller was used, whlch
had all these functions in one 40 pin chip.

The next consideration was for network safety.
This means that the unit must be capable of getting
British Approval Board for Telecommunications
(BABT) approval. To this end Opto isolators which
have been BABTtested and have been approved on

equipment are used. Careful attention was also paid
to the creepage and clearance distances of the
components on the non-BT side to those on the BT
line.

The call logger must be transparent to the
operation of the telephone and the network. ln
particular, it should not effect the ring nor add to the
REN. For this reason the unit is not powered from the
BT line but from a separate 5V power supply, and the
components on the BT side are kept to the minimum
required for correct operation.

On the operation side, there is a choice of either
monitoring the line as a whole or just an individual
extension. This design allows either - it can be fitted
into the pattress box to monitor an individual
telephone, or in series with the master socket to
monitor all use of the line.

The password should be simple to change
without the use of keys (which would rather defeat the
object of the unit) so a hidden push button approach
is used with the password being sent from the
telephone, rather than a set of BCD switches.

The unit will (depending on the first digit of the
password) allow the following calls:

Password lst digit Calls allowed whhout password

1 (or NULL) All calls

2,3 or 4 All calls except 0898
5, 0 or 7 Local calls only

8,9010 None

So a password of say 5678 would allow a user
to make a local call only. Note that NULL is the default
value on switch on.

The unit should be capable of logging the
number dialled and the duration of the call on a
standard printer, using a standard printer cable for a
PC. It should also be capable of keeping a record of
attempts at unauthorised calls, so Wanda's potential
clients would have their misdeeds recorded for alltime
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without the satisfaction of actually getting through. At
the end of certain lines the following messages could
appear:
Aborted - Call terminated by user before it

was through
Not Allowed - User did not use Password so call

not allowed
International - To callattention to alllnternational

Calls
Expensive - To call attention to all expensive

calls

So a typical line could look like this:

04426655t l0:24:38 expenslve

The time is in the international HH:MM:SS format
with colons as delimitters.

For some users this arrangement may not be

convenient as it would tie up a printer completely
(although a printer buffer may be used for storage if
a printer is not always available, with a print dump
once a day or even once a week). It may also not be

the best solution in a business or home with several

extensions that need to be monitored individually.
In these cases a serial port was envisaged in

conjunction with the parallel printer port. The serial
port could be multiplexed into any computer along
with inputs from other loggers.

The serial port needsto cany minimum overhead,
which means sending its information in the minimum
time so the multiplexor is not tied up for long. A
synchronous system was chosen, which uses a

separate clock line to clock out individualbits. This not
only removes the need for start stop and parity bits but
can also work at a higher speed decided by the
processor. This is particularly relevant as many
processor-based toft' universal asynschronous
receiver transmitters (uarts) spend most of the
processor time marking time between sending bits
instead of getting on with serious processing. We have
to be careful in this design because although the
processor used is idealforthistask, it is afairly dumb and
bug filled unit. While it was processing a serial stream
it would either have to stop calls going out or would miss
calls

A simple ready line from the host or multiplexor
will signal the readiness to receive.

The information sent must also be kept to a

minimum, so there should be no messages and no
delimitters between hours and minutes, and minutes
and seconds. There must be one delimitter between
the number called and the duration of the call. This
is followed by a sumcheck consisting of the lower 8
bits of the sum of all digits except the delimitter. A
typical serial stream will look like this (in Hex):
303434323636 35 35 31 38 31 30 32 3433 38 3E
The highlighted digit is the sumcheck.

XTAL.2 RESET

XTAL-1
EA

vdd PROG

ss
P27 PSEN

P26 ALE

lC3 T1

P21 IU
p2o INT

P17 0s7
PI6 DB6

P15 085
P'14 DB4
P13 DB3

P12 002
Pl'I DBI

LINE +VE

R2
1k2

'10

TELEPHONE
PRINTER

POf,T

R6
10k

o l3l' =GND O-.r oPl
A" 3i:. 

=zo1 = 5V1 ZENEF
XTAL'I = 2.45MHz

Fig. 1 The phone lock and call logger circuit diagram
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Construction
The unit should pose few problems regarding the
electronics. Usesocketsforall of the ICs, but notfJrthe
OPTOs. The biggest problem is modifying the pattress
box to allow th e 25-way D-connector to stick-out.

._ If this is too difficult, use multicore cable (12 ways
will do as you don't have to connect all of the earih
connections) and take it out of the bottom of the box.
In this d into the wall if required.
The se ry simply a five way cable
(the + n this cable). you need not
use both the parallel and serial ports at the same time.

Use a deep pattress box if you are using a
standard telecom socket. On the prototype a Tenby

7301 was used, but this was made difficult by lack of
depth, so the BT socket had to be modified io allow
the unit to fit together. The board with the connector
on was removed, and the connector was glued
directly to the back of the panel. The connection.=*"..
soldered onto a small piece of stripboard to which the
flying connections were made.

Test and Use
Before putting the chips into the sockets, connect up
the power and monitor pins 40 on the 8748 and 14 on
the 74HCO4 sockets to ensure that 5V is there.

The phone can be connected in either way on the
other connector again uslng pin headers.

^ PIug the chips in and connect up the printer.
Switch on and the printer should print ihe foliowing:

Call Logger and lielephone Lock

together with some other information, such as column
headings If it doesn't, switch off and check all the
connections.

To ch is working, connect a
'scope on o pin 11. The output
should be If thats OK. check all
othe_r-connections, polarities and so on. If everything
is OK, press the password switch and within haff ]
second start io dial in your required password. you
may use any
tone dialling (

You can
an extension, in which case it will monitor that
extension and no other. You could put a unit ori each
extensio

On
master s

PARTS LIST
FISIST0RS lall %W 5%l
fl 2k

tk2
,83 ,, , 100k

n4 10k

R5 100k

fl6 10k

1p minelect , ,:r::::

47p, ceramic 0lrpitch
279 ceramiq 0,toitoh

-.' ,: 74flC04
. ,, 8748 40 pin
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the unit. In this case it will monitor allcalls on that line.
The unit's memory is not battery backed If you

require batiery backing, cut the positive track from pin
40, close to pin 26, then connect abattery ontopin26
of the 8748. Then use either of the circuits in figure 2.

Note that one isfor lithium cells andthe otherfor Nicad
Don't use the Nicad circuit for the lithium cell or it will
explode. Similarly if you use the lithium unit for the
NIcad ii won't charge.

By feeding the serial input into a BBC master user
port or PC then the calls may be time date stamped.

'TJEE
ETInFl

HOW IT WOR

l'i.i:

MINIATURE
PASSIVE
INFRA.RED
SENSOR RP33
Now supplied with switchable
range 7 or 12 metres

Size: only 80x60x40mm
Wide 85o covorage Switchable

detection indicator
Ths adlancad inrus on deledor
qeEtes by derecring th6 bdy heatol
an nlruder movrng wilhrn th€ detscton
|€ld whilst ignonng ambrenl changas
Easily nstall6d ln a.@m or hallway lhe
unil p.ovrdes re iable ddedion olany
inlrusron. Operarrng irom a 1ry supply
ano requilrnqonly 15mA, il rs id€al lor
use wilh lhe aA 1382 or any 6qurvalant

.- high qually conkol unil Supplsd wilh
lull nsfudrons rts pedormanc€ compares

Lh deredorscoslrng mor€ lhan twrce lh€ price

,tttt IW

CA 1382 AOVANCED CONTROL UNIT lhat's

onhfl kqswitch dby
n addi0on il prwi a(.ck
€l case, il is gupp rng

in$rudions
AEll.bl.ln lh lom wllh lullytullt

onry E44.91+vAI .l.drcnlc., t39,95+VAT.

1

I
I

cPU 9000
ALARM SYSTEM
lmmediate Securlty Without lnstallation
For Homgs, Storerooms, Clubhouses,
Caravans, etc,

! Ostects intruders up to 30f1. I Penetrating l03db Siren wiih
auto reset I Compact size only 203x 180x 78mm I Easily
extended lor coverage of additional rooms or large areas.
This €xc[ing nil SFt6m whrch
contarns a hssrw lnta'Rd Snsoi
ControlUnit and turer Supply
logslh€rwilh ahrgh oulpurSircn all
housd in lhs ons compadBl6el ca3€,
providos rmmedrat€ prd€dion ol a
chossn areawilhout lha n€ed lor
coslly wtrrng and srpensivs
rnsrallarron costs op66lin9 rom a
standard 24N supply, provision h6s
ba6n made lo incorporatoa re-
ch batl€ry which rs
ca .ting lhe SFlom lo, up
to 6 ro.charging
becomes neessary, and whrch is
carn€d oul by lh6 builfrn chargor
Whsr€ prdsclon ol more lhan on€
room s r€quirsd, addilonal EgnsoF
may bs wired to Ihs main unil An
srlsrnal srren unil may also b iilbd lo

kry
and lul unil
rs tully
lmmediat6 prd€dion lor only

Priced 867.72+VAT

cA 1250Low cosT ALARM
CONTROL MODULE
This tried and E{sd confol
unit Gpre$nls the tined v6lue
lor money in conlrol systems,
prwiding the loll@in9 leaturos:
. Builfin eledronic siren driws 2

onty E10.95
+VAT

loudspgakerg. Prwidgs exil and 6dranc€ delays
togelher wilh tixed alarm lime. Battery back.up wrlh trckle
charge lacilily. OFEratos wilh oagndic ililches. prgssure

HW 1250-ATTFACTIVE HOUSING
plus HARDWARE FOR CA 1250

silk scr@nsd label Sizo 200x160xr00mm

INFFA.RED SYSTE" IR t4M
Consists ol a separale transmrtler
& rgceiret the svslem orovides ar& rsceirei the syslem provides an
rnvisible modulatod b€am which
when broken operates the builtin
relay For use with securily
systems bui also ideai for
phoiographic purposes and
rnduslnal applications
Size 80x50x35mm

T DIGITAL ULTRASONIC DETECTOB US 5063
th5 advsnced nod!lc!s6scrFl.l conuol uansfr narandd g(al srgnai

Fd-6ss nq lo derBcl n.vemenl al d sla.ces ol !p Io 20 h or mor6 Wilh
b! r,rn l6rnaand 1ao@.alroD! L,n r6,n9and r4oF.ailon il rs
rd€.r,or a wrde ra.go or leunly

n",, e14.93 *vrt
Su(ablo sr.6r enclosur€ complele
w[h ne63sary mou.l n9 pdlarsa.d

, I"ii"ea.gs.*,

LIGHTING CONTROLLER DP 352)
This versati16 module prrydes hmed
swrlching ol loads up lo 3A lor pre-sel
ilmes bolwn 10 s€cs and 5 mins. the
nmed period being trggered by tl'e
opening or closing oi an exlernal
loop or swilch The bullLrn 12V
250mA power supply is available
lor ap€rating external sensors
Surtabl€ plaslrc enclcsure 12 85+VAT

only 813.95 +vrr

,1(r.li )l ,
POWER SUPPLY & i,lAINS
SWTTCHING UNIT PS 1265

nrca rr El2.95.ver

ln addilion lopr@iding l& sEbili3d
outpul ol mmA, thrs mdul6 mey h

used lo prdade aswilchd 24W oulputI
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BD2

BD9

BD11

80,13

BO22
BD30

BD32

BO42

BD45

BD49

BD56

80242

8D252
80259

80263

80268

80283

BD3O5
BD4OO

8D653

BD6/

80103A

BD120

80132

80134

80139

8D148

BD,I49

BDl80
80193

80199

BD20l

B0211

8D221

ONE POUND BARGAIN PACKS
AII packs Note lhe figure on lhe extreme left is lhepackreln henexlliguresrsthequanhtyotitemsin
lne pack, I description.

5 lSAspu6prwide a fused oullettoa ring main where device
suchasaclockmustnotbeswitched-olf

2 6v. 1A mains lranslormers upright mounting wjth frxing
clamps

1 21hr , tomaticailyadjus n
5 Neon s good night

lights
1

1

1 6v 750M4 porer supply, nicelycsed wtth rnput and output
leads

2 Strippe contains a 4OOv 24 bridge rectifier
and 14 and rectifiers as well aslozens of
conden

2 tox. 3 ' cube wilh square hole through top
upled beam swilch10 I aeroplanes, spin lo slarl so needs no

6 l\,licrophone inserts - magnetic 490 ohm also act as
speakers

I Keyboard sutches - made lor compulers but hare many
other appl ications

1 Eleclncclffx mainsoperated putthis in a box and you ned
never be late

5

2

1

50

2

1

I

1 Tubular dynamic mic with optional table rest4 Books. Use,ul for beginners. Describes amplifiers, lest
equrpment and kit sels2 lriniaturedrivertransformers RelLT44 2Okto 1k, centre
tapped

80548 2 o"
8066-/ 2 '
Therca*orerl ::
please request

TOASTEBSZslcetoGters-mayneedstightattenlion onty OnlyC3
each. Ref3P84

PERSO ain cuslomer relurns bul comolete and
wrth stereo at onry t3 each. our rel ip8'3.

D MICROWAVE CONTROL
H SWITCHES This has a+dioit dis;;
youtputs, I lor powerand 1 lorputs;d pdwei
rtsol timer conkol applications.0nlyi6. Re,

EOUIPMENT WALL MOUNT. Muli.adjusrabte merat brackel
lor speak, etc. 2 for f 5. Our ref SP152.

KlT. +-+/V2.0A.Contains
ingcase, etc. Ourprice ist2O.

KEYB^OARDS. Brand new uncased with 84 keys plus pCB with
several los. Onlyt3. Ref3P89.

^S_Uj-Mlry 
TOGGLE SWITCH. Body size Bmmx4mmxTmm

SBOrwith chrome dollyfixing nuts.3 tor!1. OrAer refBD64g-

COPPER CLAD
longxS%in wide. Doubl
(about 1/16in) s this woul
form achasisto hold am

POWERFUL IONISER
he ETI and similar
etc. l\4akesyou feel
operated kit, case

SPEAKERS. Nor quire so powerfut- 70w oer,' midJangeand l,'tweeler Agairi, in asuperpurp6*
unil. price per pair: 130.00.order ref: 2tjpl.'

ES lapesolsuperiorquatitv, mademth nv.Oileredatonlvi3ea;h.Our
tl 1. e'really big user iO for C2O. Our

ELECTRONIC SPACESHIP.
Sound and impaclcontrolled, resDonds lo
clapsandshoutsandreverseswhen thitsanythi reallv detailed inskuc-lons. nt fdr budding young
elecln gstershould be able to
6smble bul youmavhave to helowiththe

soldering ollhe componentson the pcb. Coiptete (rt €.10. Our r'ef 10pBj.

12' HIGH RESOUTTION MONtTOR. Amber
beauUlullycased for keeslandino, needsonlva.l2v l.5amo
Technicaldata ison itswaybulwe unders.tanii these areTT
tsrand newin maker's cartons. price:822 O'd,et rclZ2p2.

COMPOSITE VIDEO KITS. Thesconwn comoosilevideo into
separate h-sync. v-sync and video. price tB. Our relgp3d

lncludipglyca 9i"tt'u"Jr"o:

16" ref

PHILIPS LASER

keyboard. t1 is
plated contacis
an be usedwith
onlytl5ptus€3

MlNl MONO AMP on p.c.b. size 4,
Fitted Volume control. The amolilier
has three transislors and we eatimale
theoutput lobe2W rms More
technical data will be included

neW perfect
the very low
orl3forE12.

NEW MAINS MOTORS. 25 wat 30OO rom made bv Framco
approx 6" x4" x3" priced at onty C4. Rel 4pS4.

. Approx3, squareavailable in 24V
tputshatt and 2lixing bolts. price is

M E TUBNTABLE MOTORS. comotere wilhwe edronis thal muld have varied the cookrng iime. ldeatlor ysetc. OnlyQt Rel 5p165.

SURFACE MOUNT KlT. t\4ates a super hioh oain snooorno
amplifier on a PCB te$ than an inch squarel tZ'Ref 7Ft5:
INDUCTIVEPROXIMI e!4/{el
theseunitsarebrand newand a6tion
oltheirnormal price. 1G36VD 2p20.

J & N BULLELECTRICAL
Dept. ETI 2s0 POBTLAND BOAD, HOVE,

BRIGHTON, SUSSEX BN3 5OT
tAt 

0seru 
c

c0m

Phone (0273) 234648 or 2O1SOO.Fu23On

POPI,JLAR ITEMS _ MANY NEW THIS MONTH
JOYSTICKS lor 8BC, Atari. Dragon, Commodore, etc Ail e5 each Ail
brand new, stalewhich required.

PAD. Really first clms rear mounlrno
s. Hasconductive rubberconlactswitI
intelephonetypraray RequiresT0mm
onnector prcet2. Fef 2p251.

H Not icpo .Th
abl olth s.

M SpEnXeR Wrn ouitt,n treeter Realtvwelt made
owerand the qualny forh.,tr.612in dia. p,iceC5. Our reld40n

DIO MO iaiandslidhwnknob. OaneryinO
acrystal he

AND SOCKET. Theotd ianhtut 3oin
s panel mounled and lhe socket rs cable
or 4 sockets for fl. 0ur rel 80715, BD715p

MICROPHONE.
in handle, lead terminate

MOSFETS FOB
CURRENTDEVI
and ilscomponent25Jl
pack Ret2SJ99 and 25

12 hour
toocold
tery and
t6. Our

REM-OTE TEMPEBATURE PRoBE FoR ABovE. c3
Our ref3P60.

A REAL AIR M 2oscubictootper
minwhich isabodtwi s. Lownoim mdns
operated 6%in dia, br price oniy ffO Oui
rel 10P71.

lD HEATER. Smail coitds. rode, lasts loryears, coilate ng,4india. price€9, Ref

silf F8H{Uie}r',,P.yJ.I?#.:",,Jy33f =,l-?#Elbonch supply.0nty t8. Our retBp36.
ACORN DA|A RECORDER. wtaOeio. Etedron or BBCcomourer
b-ut suitable for others. Inctudes mains adaptcr, ,eaO. anO Oox. ifll fiii
12P15.

ER PLATED CAtsLE. 19 srrands of
30A and tsvirtually indeslructable. Available
owrtt20perreel. ourp.iceonlyt20 for 1O0m
or t35. Ftef 35p2. [,4akes absdtutety superb

NEW PIR SENSORS. Intrared sorswiil sitch up to500wmahs.UKmaoe.t2monthsnan rantv.15-2Omranoe
wilh-a OtOmin trmer, adjuslaote wail bra 

"ns6. 
Oniy ieO n?

20P24
Al$.available sane spec as dbove burwrll swrtch 10OO wans C24 O0 Rel
24P4

MlTSUBlSHl3t/zin DISC
double sided, double density, war
SPECTBUM PRINTER
interface to your Spectrum compre
4P52.

GEIGER COUNTEFI KlT. tnrtudes tube, pCB and ail commnenrs
to burld a 9Voperation oeiger coriter OnlV t3-o. Hei39p1.

d undloyourSpectrumwiththis
f umecontrolandnicelyboxed.

BBC JOYSTICK INTERFACE. Converts a BBC jotstick port ro
an Atari type port. Price 12.Ow rct 2p261
TF SION LEAD. 5M phoneextension teady,th. tneotherWhite.prce'c3 Orffdisnooiro
lead

LQp Qi-S!!n!.r ;rnd.grrssupptiedwirhconnecl,ondataC3 Ref 3pn
or5,or t10 Rel 10fru.

C ER NETWORK. s otrm s-wav to. tweeter mrdranoean ly_casedwithconnectonsmarkeo.Ontyt2Ourref2i2E5
or 5P32

REFERSING LIGHT ALARM. Fils ro car reyersing tight and
sounds when reversing . Only 12.Ov rcl2p14g

ional
built

neiic

SOLAR POWERED Nt-CAD CHARGER. 4 NradMbatrery
charger charges 4 balteries rn 8 hours. pnce t6. Our rei opi. 

-- - --'-'
MAINS SOLDEBING IRON. priceca ourret3p65
SOLDEBING IRON STAND. price E3 eur ret3p60

PBIN r or,nler orioinailv
ers bul r bther mac-hrnei
etc. pri

KIT to printer to Centronics paraltel. t4. Rel 4p
CAR I lmp'o€theailnyourcar,clearssmokeandhetosprevent Price Ct2. 0u'rel t2p8.
NEW FM gUG KlT. New des,gn with pCB embedded coit 9v
operalron. Pnced at [5 Our ref 5p158.
NEW PANEL METERS. 50UA movementwith rhr@difterenrs.at.!

METAL PRqTECT BOX. tdeat for baiterv cha.qer oower suootv
9ll_sprayed grey. size 8" x 4" x 4%,'. touvred lor venritaiioni i,iie iSIAe,f
3P75.
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MSM #*,=I^N.ELMTED

SERVICE ENGINEER
COMPUTERS

Nationwide service and maintenance of microcomputers
and associated peripherals is provided by Micro System
Maintenance Ltd throughout eight regional service
centres and Field Engineers.
An extension to an existing contract has resulted in the
creation of a vacancy for an Engineer to be based at a
Government Establishment in W1.

The successful applicant will ideally have experience of
micros and their peripherals including laser printers.

MSM will offer a competitive package including an
attractive salary non-contributory pension and life
assurance, private health care and travel allowance.

lnterviews will be held in London.

Please write or telephone for an application form to:

Mrs P. Bannister,
MSM Ltd,

Unit 15, Westmead lndustrial Estate,
Westlea, Swindon, Wilts, SNS 7YS

Te!:0793 616888
NoAgencies Please

ETI
Introduces An Easier Way To

Pay For Your Subscription
You can now subscribe to ETI by Direct
Debit, a new service we are able to offer to
our readers.

Paying for your subscription by Direct
Debit is quick and easy and has
advantages:
* ONLY ONE PIECE OF PAPER TO SIGN -SIMPLY COMPLETE THE DIRECT DEBIT

INSTRUCTION.
YOUR BANK DOES ALL THE WORK -THEY WILL MAKE PAYMENTS ON YOUR
BEHALF.
AUTOM,{IIC RENEWAL OF YOUR
SUBSCRIPTION _ NO MORE DEIAYS
AND ISSUES MISSED.
POST FREE SUBSCRIPTIONS.
SPECIAL SUBSCRIBER ONLY OFFERS.

*

*

*
*
If about subscribing
to time to do so - it's
never been easier and it only costs f,19.20 a
year!
rff
th
th
The Direct Debit payment facility can only
be offered to UK subscribers only.

E
lHi
L"l

I;]I'l n

ffiflBare Board
cl7.50

(plus postage and VAT)

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER "SBC.I''
A computer doesn't have to look like you'd sxpect a computer to look.
It doesn't have to have a keyboard and a scresn and floppy disks and
so on.

The SBC-I has the bare minimum ot chips a 280 computer can have
and still be a computer: A 4MHz Z8oA-CPU chip, an EPROM chip (up

and a pair ol 8255A UO (input
1o waggle up and down. There
included, but these are simple

"74LS" or "HC" parts.

A star teature ls that no spscial or custom chips (ie PALs, ULAs, ASICs
etc) are used - and thus there are no secrets. The Z80A is the lastest
and best sstablished ol all the 8-bit microprocessors - possibly the
chsapest too!

sending oI security alarms, code converter (eg IBM Pc keyboaro
codes io rogular ASCII), real time clock (with plug in module),
automatic horticultural irrigation controller.

By disabling the on-board card will plug into our
lnterak I CP/M Plus disk-b ent systems, so if youlriterak I CPTM Plus disk-b ent systems, ao if you
dont tancy hand-assembling 280 machinecode)ou don't haveto!

The idea is (if you are a manulacturer) you buy just one
dsvelopment system and then turn out the cheap SBC-1
syst€ms bythe hundred. write
the program lor you and so
you can get on with m
lsaving all your control problsms to us.

I wish to subscribe to ETI at the annual rate of f 19.20.

INSTRUCTIONS TO YOUR BANK TO PAY DIRECT DEBITS
Please complete Parts 1 to 5 to instruct your Bank to make
payments directly from your account.
Originator ldentification Number

1. The Manager

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

trlEItfSEI?-l
Bank plc

(Full add.ess ot your Bank Branch)

'iiffiitm 3:i'r'l-TlfT-lfT-l

Banks may refuse lo accept instructions to pay Direct Debits from some types of accounts.

4. Bank

5. Your instructions to the bank and signature,
O I instruct you to pay Direct Debits from my account at the request of Argus Specialist

Publications in respect of my Subscription Advice.
a The amounts are variable and may be debited on various dat€s

O I undeGtand that Argus Specialist Publications may change the amounts and dates
only after giving me prior notice.

O I will inform the bsnk in writing if I wish to cancel this instruction
O I undeEtand that if any Direct Debit is paid which breaks the terms o, this instruction,

the bank will make a refund.

Signature{s) ..... ............ Date.......

Title Mr/Mre/Miss

2, Name of Acount Holder ... ....,

lt
' Beturn this form fo; Select Subscriptions Ltd., 5 River Park Estate,

|j"A= E*ry=Dj"g'AL : - -ErrDP!

Greenbank
For more details write or Ph
Greenbank Electronics, D 460 New Chester Road,
RockFerry, Birkenhead, M 22AE.Tel:051-645 3391.
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HART AUDIO KITS -
YOUR VALUE FOR MONEY ROUTE TO ULTIMATE

"O 

e you the opportunity to build lhe very

H l.Fl HrcH ouALrry BErLAcEMENT cassErrE HEAos

F r".a.Bii',nr,,
Wilh aHAFIKlTvou

are nol dealino throuoh or
' "'- XiT is noiu( aNt 6 nqlu$a

e, gjying you gutded hands.on expetience ol modern elgclronic

Ielophoneorwflte lorour FREE L|STSgiving fult detarts ol all our KiE, componeils
and special off96. Here are a,ew selecled tt8ms.

LINSLEY.HOOD 4OO SERIES SUPEF HIGH OUALITY
AM'FM TUNEF SYSTEM

K400FM FM Only VeBion, total cost ol all parts ls t211 90
Our special Discount Price lor complete Kit Only C169,52
K4ooAlir/FM Full AM/FM veEion, Discount price tor
complele Kil ... C249,Og

STUART TAPE RECORDEF CIRCUITS

K900W Sterco Kll with Wound Coils and Twin Mete, Drive C90.68
RJSI Reprints ol Original De$rlptive Articles C2 60

Comp
casse
casse
feric
Comp

?: 
V:A

HS16 Sendust Alloy Stereo Head. Hrgh quat ty head wrth excellent!requency response and hyperbolc face for gooo lape lo head conlact

;t si;;ed
t. Suitable
head torhl

AUOIO DESIGI{ 80 WAIT POWEN AiIPLIFIEF

iii.ii.;j:1it.:.::::i;tii:::.,!&t:!

H
H """ """ E2'86n '1iil',,"i39,";,1,1t#
p ayers or quaorapnontc recordtno
H524 - r. HF,d

E16.79
c2.59

c12.60

H5z4 8e Head .. ..
SMl6 e Head, Standard l\4ount ....HS95 Head!.'1i9!._ . Head . ....................... ..... .... c8.70
HO75'|E 4/4 racks compatrbte wrlh HOSSi .. eSi.Oe
we can sup ads ,or OEI\,4S al verv keen or,.ps

an0 ar an tncreotDte Dflce tool e6.65

We can sup ads lor OEMs at very kem prices_-

REEL IO REEL HEADS
999R 2/4 RecodiPlay 110mH. Su,ls Stuarl Tape C,rcurts .. C13.34
998E 2/4 EEse Head lmH. un,versal l\4ount srit" Stri;t . . iii.S6
TAPE NECOROER CARE PNODUCTS
HART TC1 TEST C'^^---- ^ tflple olr e test casseltenanr rur rEst I tiptepLr elestcasselle
sers lape atmuth, ed ..... ... . . . ... c5.36
DEMI Mains Powe onetiser vanis n.i(. ^;playback due to residual head maqnetisali-on _... . .
DEMl15 Electrcnlc, Cassette Typ;, demagnetiser

ed.......... .... .... C5.36
. gnetiser! , -venls notse on

tl head magnetisalion .. .. ... ... .... .. . 84.09
c8.61

Complete SteEo Record/Plaver Kit
VU MeteB lo suil
RLHI & 2 Rep.ints ol Original Artictes

e5260
e3 99 each. .. t2.70

ive details of our quality
S and LEADS, ca sluidt
one foryour FFE piease,

Our new WINTEB '89 List is FREE. Send for your copy now Overseas
customers welcome, please send 2 lHCs to c6ver surf;ce post, or 5 lor
Airmall.

We now accepl tnland and overseas orders bv oosl or teleohone on all
Access/Maste'clanqe and Vtsa credil cards.

Please add oarl cosl ol carrage and insurance as {oltows:
INLAND:

- t1; Or rs over e20 _ e250; Next day _Q9.

dertng in mation 
-t

QUALITY AUDIO KITS 0691 652894

with our ltsts

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

TheArcher ZBC clDC
The SDS ARCHER - The 280 based single board
computer chosen by professionals and OEM users.* Top quality board with 4 parallel andz serialO?,rfrar,

*e,

memory extension cards. of I/o &

CIRCLE NO. 1 22 ON REPLY CARD

TheDonrman 6BCCOcIDC

CIRCLE NO. 147 ON REPLY CARD

dherwood Data dystems Ltd
Unit 6, York way, cressex Industrial Estate, High wycombe, Bucks HPl23py. Tet: (0494) 464264
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typical power station loses over 60% o{
the energy it produces. Combined Heat
and Power (CHP) is a system of power
generation which is up to three times
more efficient at producing useful heat

and electricity than could be generated from a

conventional power station Yet the principles behind
CHP are very simple. ln this feature, we find out why
more and more commercial users are turning to CHP

In a typicalthermal power station, between only
33% and 38% of the energy produced by burning any
type of fuel reaches the domestic or commercial
customer's premises in the form of electrical power.

Thermal power stations burn fossil fuels (such as

coal, oil or gas) or nuclearfuel toproduce steam. The
steam drives a turbine coupled to an electricity
generator A huge proportion of the energy produced
in this way is never converted to electricity, as nearly
607o of the energy is lost as low-level heat in cooling
towers. Around 3t% more energy is lost after
conversion to electricity, dissipated during
transmission along power lines

Clearly, electricity generation can be made more
efficient by making use of this heat, which is otherwise
simply lost to the atmosphere. But how is this to be

achieved? Heat could perhaps be transferred to
homes and commercial premises, but the cost of
piping such heat from power stations which produce
it makes this option impracticable.

However, there is an approach, becoming
increasingly widely used, which enables industrial and

commercial organisations to generate power with
nearly 90% efficiency. Using this approach, electricity
is generated on the organisation's own premises, and
the heat produced is used to warm buildings, provide
hot water, and in industrialplants, to provide process
steam. The system is called Combined Heat and
Power (CHP) generation.

Saving On Heat And Power Bills
For most industrial organisations, energy costs and
requirements fall in to two types: fuel, such as oil or
gas, used for space and process heating: and
electricity, used for lighting and motive power. CHP
provides both types of requirement, with significant
cost savings even after the overheads have been taken
into account.

The system can be made even more profitable
by connecting it in parallel with the electricity board
supply. If the generator produces more elechicity than
the owner needs, the surplus flows back to the grid.
The 1983 Energy Act requires electricity boards in
Britain to pay for any electricity they receive in this
way.

Premises which are most likely to benefit from
CHP are those whose heat and electricity
requirements reach peak demand at roughly the same
time, and who need heating for more than about
4,500 hours a year. Below this demand, it may take
too long to recover the costs of installation and
maintenance personel.

CHP is fast becoming
a chdlenge to the
power industry in the
search for lower cosfs.
Helen Oughton
reports on how CHP
could benefit medium
scale users ofheat and
electical power.

WATER
COOLED

EXHAUST
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This can include hotels, hospitals and old
people's homes, which have a demand for constant
space and water heating as well as electicity. A typical
CHP system in such a building might provide about
40 kW of electricity and between 50 to 200kW of heat
in the form of hot water. Leisure centres are another
type of organisation which can benefit, by heating the
water in swimming pools using CHp.

- An indushialplani which requires large supplies
of process steam can produce this using a-CHp
system, developing several megawatts of elecbicity as
a useful by-product. If this is in excess of demand,lhe
exha_elechicity can be sold back to the electricity
board. The heat produced by CHP can also be used
for absorption chilling, for example, to coolcomputing
equipment.

Most CHP systems use natural gas as fue[, in a
spark ignition engine similar in operation to an
automotive petrol engine. However, some larger
plants are now using gas driven turbines to meet
higher heat and electricity demands. Both types of
system are designed with an emphasis on reliability,
low maintenance requirements and long lifetime.

Controlling A CHP System
Mic key to efficient
use e output ofthe
CH to meet heat
demand ratherthan electicity demand. The electricity
is best regarded as the by-product of CHp.

The heat supply is
demand, with stand-by
brought in at times of pea
heating.

At times of high electricity demand by the owner
of the CHP system, electricity will be imported from
the grid, while at times of low demand, excess
electricity in phase with the grid, is exported for sale.

Micro-elechonics is also used to ensure the safety
of the CHP system and its operators. It is used to
monitor parameters such as the level of output and
the pressure of cooling oil, and will disconnect the
system if things go wrong.

Types of CHP System

some of the electricity required. Larger industrial
plants may well have greater demands for high grade
heat, using a gas turbine to supply process steam as
well as heat and electricity.

' When choosing a suitable size of system, the best
approach is to choose a size that supplies a normal
summer heating load, with stand-by boilers to provide
exka heat whenever required.

Small Scale CHP Systems
Hot water, space heating, and swimming pool heating
are typical applications of small scale CHP systems
They produce between about 20kW and 200kW of
electricity. Natural gas and air are mixed in a

recovered from the exhaust gases.
The block diagram in Figure 1 shows the flow of

heat and power in a small scale CHP. The eleckical
efficiency o{a gas engine is ab oul25%, but by utilising
the heat ofthe engine and exhaust gases, the overali

efficiency can be increased to over 90%.
A process controller adjusts the output to meet

demand. This is normally to meet heat iather than
electrical demand. At peak times electricity can be
imported from the grid supply. Extra heat can also be
supplied if necessary, from stand-by boilers.

Large Scale CHP Systems
For large industrialplants with high requirements for
electricity, heat and process steam, a large scale CHp
system, using gas-driven turbines, is more suitable
than a gas engine, These turbines can produce up to
around 15 MW of electricity.

, Natural gas is fed to a combination chamber,
driving the turbine, and the alternator. The gases leave
the turbine at temperature around 4500 C. An after-
firing burner can be used to increase the heat
produced, by burning more gas in the turbine exhaust.

High grade heat is recovered from the gases by
a heat recovery unit, producing steam. Thii can be
used as process steam for plant requirements, or may
be directed to a steam turbine driving a seconi
generator.

Figure 2 shows the flow of heat and power in a
large scale CHP system.

Recovering Costs
Costs are quickly recovered on a small-scale CHp

savings which can be made. The Bakers Almshouses
in the I
heatin 

requlre(

occup ?Ii:il
commissioned a CHP in September 1988. The CHp
unit was supplied by Applied Energy Systems Ltd,
and was installed by British Gas. The cost of the
installation of the 26 kW unit was f27,000.

ls
ar t.
Ind
to

If energy requirements differ from those

availability at full load, whereas the unit availability was
only 93%, and ran at loads between 50% and full
power. Nonetheless, the actual savings of about
f 14,800 in the first yeat were still substintial.

[et's hope that more and more organisations will
be prepared to make this worthwhile investment.
Perhaps one day, very small scale CHp will be
supplying heat and electricity to private homes.
Widespread use of CHP could result in lower demand
from power stations, perhaps reducing the number
of power stations in the future.

As well as saving money for the user, lower
consumption of fossil fuel conserves exhaustable f uel
resources and reduces the output of gases such as
carbon dioxide, which contribute to th- greenhouse
eflect.

And that's a saving weU all welcome.

Acknowledgements
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The CM-64 LA/PCM Sound Module gives a maximum
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63-voice polyphony, is 1s-part multi-timbral (i
rhythm part) for lull orchestral reproductions and
64 PCM preset tones and, from the
synthesis, 128 synthesizer presets, B0
plus 33 sound etfects for the rhythm

accepts U-110 sound sample library

CM
Module

the GM modules lhemselves are three peripheral

Roland's MT-32 Multi-Timbre module. The MCB-1 is an
optional MlDl connector box for the LApC-1, allowing the
LAPC-1 to be used as an interface with external MlDl
devices. And the MPU-IMC is a MlDl interface
compatible with Micro Channel Architecture, the new IBM bus
format used on tlie PS/2 PC.

Roland (UK) Ltd. West

RqlEnd trM.=EF
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components. The LAPCI LA Sound Card fits into the expansion slot
ol an IBM-PC lor instant access to the great sounds of

rrise has built-in digital reverb. i
Module contains tie CM-64's i

is 32-voice polyphonic and

is 31-voice polyphonic and
the same digital reverb, and is
U-110 sound-card compatible,

Telephone:01-568 124



C onv has released five models in its ES speaker
-)rung". Tne new range ls oeslgneo tn Europe
and manufactured entirely in the UK. The allBritish
speakers contain the ActualPictonic Motion APM
'flat diaphram' drivers now common to all Sony's
speakers

The design was a joint effort between the Wega
speaker plant in Germany and UK audio experts.
The design is based on the idea that everybody in
the world has different listening preferences and
these small subtleties come about as a result of
language differences and intonation.

All the models are of reflex design and have

4mm banana connectors especially for the UK
audiophile The APM 181ES, intended for use with
amplifiers with outputs oI25W-120W into 8R, has

three drivers o{ which the 19mm titanium dome
tweeter is nitrided for extended frequency response

Prices in the ES range are from f100 to !690

IVC has developed a new digital audio system
Gl for its S-VHS video cameras. Extra high qualhy
sound is based upon a newly developed Depth
Multiplex recording system which allows video and
audio signals to be recorded on different layers of
the magnetic tape: the high quality digital sound
being placed on the lower level.

Stereo sound is recorded at a 48kHz sampling
rate with 16 bit quantisation using a modulation
system of Quadrature Phase Shift Keying.

Current S-VHS and S-VHS-C tapes are

compatible on the new machines and up to 5 hours
playing time is possible with a ST120 S-VHS tape
in EP mode.

Super VHS was developed in 1986 to increase
the picture quality oI the new established VHS
system to more than 400 lines of horizontal
resolution.

JVC hopes to penetrate a varied market from
amateur to semi-professionalincluding usage in the
software industry and the new audio visual era, a

euphemism perhaps for large screen pictures.

FM, PCM AUDIO SIGNAL

\r/amaha in its unceasing pace of development
I bring us a new sound for the '90s. The SY77

is the latest in a long line of synthesisers to bring ever
more sophisticated sounds to the amateur and
professional alike.

Crammed with so much sophistication you can
spend a lifetime with this very powerful machine
and still not achieve a fraction of the sounds it can
produce just as we ciid around the DX7 and its mind
boggling power of arrangements

The SY77, a music workstation, can be

considered as being made up of three basic building
blocks The first of these is a set of in-house
instrument music samples of CD quality ca)led
Advanced Wave Memorg 2. These sounds can be
manipulated by digitalfilters in real time and layered

or blended by the second building block, the AFM
tone generators. 4 Megabytes of ROM gives a lot
of sampled sounds. The Advanced
Frequency Modulated tone

of

the 5 operator system adopted in the DX7 but now
with 45 algorithms and 16 different preset
waveforms instead of simple sine waves used in the
DX7, The third block called Realtime Convolution
and Modulation allows the first of these blocks to
be used as part of an algorithm adding further
harmonic content to the sample, Other effects to
manipulate the sound apart from the digitalfilters
are Dynamic panning, where the sound can be
moved in any direction and varied speed across the
stereo sound field with an envelope generator, 40
preset reverb effects, 4 modulation effects,
16 track sequencer and many others
besides The SY77 has
a recommended

t1999.00

We willbe bringing you a full feature
on the Yamaha SY77 in the next
couple of months

f he war for the latest technology in single bit
I stream compact disc players is now hotting up

as more and more players emerge onto the
marketplace.

The new Philips development in compact disc

technology, called bitstream, is setting new
standards for digital audio quality. The latest disc
player (CD840) ollers 256 times oversampling in
the one bit digital to analogue conversion,

The 16 bit digita) samples read from the
compact disc are turned into a single stream of data

and converted into analogue voltages for use in the
normal way. The technique eliminates any non-
linearities and crossover distortion that would
normally occur in multi bit converters.

The bitstream generates positive and negative
cunents for 1s and 0s at over 11 million times a

second. The ratio between these two determines
the level of current. The principle is called Pulse

Density Modulation (PDM). So all 1s produce the
maximum current, all 0s the maximum negative
cunent and alternate 1s and 0s produce no current,

Amongst the many facilities on the player is a

multifunction display that tells you what it's doing
throughout the motions of playing the disc and it
can even show you what is playing provided the
title is programmed in.

Also featured is a double favourite track
selection where the listener can store their best

tracks. It's suggested the double memory is for 'his'

and 'her' best tracks or for perhaps pop and
classical. Apart from the normal additions of remote
control and random order programming, a rather
interesting feature is the CD record synchronisation
I{ your hiJi system also has a Philips cassette deck,
the CD player can send control messages to start
and stop the tape at the correct time for perfect
recording on both sides of the tape
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This instrument also has a delayed sweep time base to provide magnifiei waveforms and
accurate time interval measurements.

TOA30 (20MHz Triple Scope) . . t349.95
TOB30 (40MHz Triple Scope) . e 549.95

TEST EQU se from featured in our new 5gO page
Electronics lable in WHSMITH for t2 .25 or f[.lS
by mail. No if orderi

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE

PHONE BEFORE sPM FOR SAME DAY DESPATCH ELECIRON I CS
P.O. BOX 3, R LEIGH, ESSEX, 556 ALR.

AIL ll:TS .rb],qq lo. avartabitity, ail items wiil be on site in shops in
Brrmingham, Bristo, Leeds, Hammersmith, Edgware, l\.4ancheste ottinjham,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Reading, Southampton a;d Southend-on_S
Add Caniage 75p ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT



Review:
EQUA S

ll living rooms are not created equal.
Neither are bedrooms, theatres or
concert halls. That's why some clever
guy with a passion for hi-fi and shares in
sliders invented graphic equalisers.

Ardent ETI readers will already know what a graphic
equaliser is. It provides filtering for an audio signal with
a series of band-pass filters tuned to a number o{
centre frequencies (for domestic purposes, usually ten
for each channel at one octave intervals) to provide
a cut or boost at those frequencies and shape the
frequency response of your audio system.

The equaliser sits in the signal path between the
pre-amp and power amp. With an integrated amplifier
it's usual to make use of a specially provided loop-
through or a tape send and return.

Now, in the good old days, graphic equalisers
were something that only the particularly fanaticalor
flashy would consider, or the dedicated electronics
hobbyist.

One of the first practical hobby designs was in
ETI, over ten years ago and Maplin provided a kit,
complete with metalwork front and wooden sleeve.
This allowed you to build a reasonable quality graphic
equaliser for about f70.

Today, the call for equaliser kits has waned
somewhat as an equivalent machine can be bought,
allready made and sparklingly smart looking, for 150.
Graphic equalisers are so cheap that they are built into
every rough and ready stack audio system and even
into many personal stereos.

The Far Eastern hi-fi empires have made sure kits
will not see the light of day again by upgrading the
whole idea of a graphic equaliser into something
altogether more fantastic. These are so fancy and
feature-filled that no sane hobbyist without a degree
in plastic moulding and metal working (notto mention
no mean skill as an electronics designer) would dream
of attempting their like outside the bounds of the
Korean factory.

Two such models which come from the lands of
the East via Thndy and Maplin get the going over here.
First though, it's worth thinking just why you might
want a graphic equaliser in the first place.

Knob Fever
I can't help feeling the main reason most graphic

equalisers are bought has to be that they are the single

most efficient way of increasing the number of controls
sported by your audio system. Even the simplest
graphic equaliser offers over 25 extra knobs. That's

bound to impress the neighbours, isn't it?
Well, probably not, but it's still a good argument

for many buyers. And why not, with allthe effort put
into making your hi-fi, your TV even your washing
machine look as trendy as possible, add some Far East

far-out high tech to the stereo?
However, most potential buyers will be after at

least the illusion of adding something to the signalpath
too.

Strictly speaking, a graphic equaliser is there to
reduce your sitting room (or wherever the beast is
operating) to the same even, flat frequency
characteristics of a professional recording studio -
where the piece you're listening to was produced in

ETI MAY I99O

the first place.
It is possible to do this by ear. You could tweak

your graphic equaliser with a little boost in upper mid-
frequencies to compensate for the deadening qualities

of the Persian rugs adorning the walls. However, you
would have to have a pretty good ear to do the job
properly.

Instead, the proper thing to do is to invest in a
pink noise generator, a flat response microphone and
a spectum analyser to provide a flat frequency source
and means to monitor the room response while

compensating with the equaliser.
Needless to say, most people dont invest in all

that. Instead, they buy graphic equalisers as over-the-
top tone controls - you adjust the response of your
system to suit not only the room acoustics but your
own warped idea of the 'right' sound and the music
playing

At this point, the hi-fi purists raise their hands in
horror - what, more tone controls? Surely the idea
is to take them out altogether. Well, maybe for purists,
but the rest of us do like to mess around with the
sound.

What separates the models is what else the clever
designers have packed around the basic facilities to
tempt our craving for gadgetry.

Maplin
However, if it's more lights than the flight deck of the
Starship Enterprise you're looking for, the Maplin
computer memory graphic equaliser is unequalled.

This is an equaliser without a slider in sight. The
whole thing is electronically controlled and can even
be operated with a remote control from the comfort
of your armchair.

The front panel is largely taken up by an
enormous spectrum analyser display of over 150
LEDs in three colours. This display shows both the
amplitude olthe L2 frequency bands (in average or
peak hold modes) of both channels together, and the
'position'of imaginary sliders. Separate channel level
displays are also provided.

With the equaliser in adjust mode and either left,
right or both channels selected, a rocker at the base
of each display column adjusts the amount of cut or
boost for that frequency band.

The latest graphic
equalisers are packed
with features and
flashing lights. Geoff
Bains reviews models
from Thndy and from

39
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Some aids to quick setting are provided - a level
button to restore allthe 'sliders'to centre position and
a rather unneccessary (but fun) reverse button which
turns each slider's cut values to an equivalent amount
of boost and vice versa.

More buttons select the source and signal
routing, overall volume, display sensitivity, an
equaliser bypass, signal muting and even a display
dimmer.

However, the Maplin equaliser also includes
automatic equalisation. This harps back to the real
purpose of such a machine in the first place. A buill
in pink-noise generator is switched on and a flat.
response microphone plugged into the front panel
socket. With the amp volume suitably adjusted it is
now simply a matter of pressing'auto EQ' and the unit
cuts and boosts each band for a flat response. Simple.

In use, the system seems a little arbitary, rarely
giving exactly the same result. However, it was tested
using a rather inferior microphone. With a professional
model I am sure it would perform better.

Any equaliser setting (manual or automatic) can,
at the push of yet more buttons, be stored in one of
four memories to be instantly recalled at a later date.

These memories are volatile and last only as long
as the equaliser is plugged in (the power switch on the
front puts the machine into standby mode). Of course,
there is use for several equaliser settings available at
the touch of a button unless the equaliser is to be used
for just super ione control.

However, such considerations are perhaps
altogether too serious. The Maplin equaliser is a treat
to use and (dare I say it) to play with. That just about
every function is available on the remote control (32
more buttons!) only adds to the both the enjoyment
and the amazing value.

It's a pity then that its audio performance does
not live up to its digital control abilities.

The main problem is noise. Tirrn up the equaliser
volume (and turn down the amp) and the signal is
positively swamped in noise. This is not only mains
hum but a fair amount of digital filter sampling noise
too.

This is a shame because, otherwise, the Maplin
equaliser proves truly superb. At first this model seems
expensive - nearly 1200 for a graphic equaliser in
these days of f50 units.

However, this unit is streets ahead of such simple
equalisers. A peek inside gives some idea of the
complexity of this machine. There are approaching 70
ICs in there, more than manyfutlyfledged computers,
and there's certainly more circuitry in this than most
items of hi-fi.

Of course, it's not complexity but performance
that counts. Nevertheless, the Maplin Computer
Memory Graphic Equaliser wins a place in my system
without too much trouble.

Tandy
The Tandy model was one of the first of the more-
than-just-knobs equalisers for a reasonable price. This
is the top of the Tandy range and costs about 1119.95.

There are ten frequency intervals for each
channel, each giving a useful 12dB cut orboost. An
enormous range of sockets and switches gives you just
about every option of playing or recording equalised
or original sound from and to the amplifier and two
tape decks.

The sliders are nice and smooth with a centre
click and comfortable knobs, but the switches on the
front are tacky silver plastic jobs which severely let
down the overall look. Fortunately, next to the
dreaded 'Realistic' logo, they look positively classy

The main extra the Tandy Equaliser has is a
spectrum analyser. This is a small LED affair about
8x5cm with 90 LEDs. A 21st slider controls the
display sensitivity. This is certainly pretty, even if it is
of little use The manualsums up the expected serious
use of the analyser by ignoring it almost completely.

The real gimmick for this equaliser is the IMX
Expander unitto give 'a dramatic live feel' to music. No,
it's not a dynamic range expanderbut just a boring old
stereo width control asfound on many ghetto blasters
Even if you think such a device has much place in a
proper audio system, it adds so much distortion as to
be positively dangerous to serious listening.

Otherwise the Thndy equaliser proves excellent
value for money. Although the spectrum analyser is
only pretty, it doesn't affect the sound quality. This is
pretty good. There is little noise or distortion added
by the extra circuitry Only if you crank your power
amplifier up high (without an input) will you hear the
small amount of hum introduced by the equaliser.

So long as you keep the IMX Expander firmly
switched out, the Tandy graphic provides a reasonably
priced model that is neat to look at too.

Conclusion
Although it is difficult to describe any graphic equaliser
as truly hi-fi, they are nevertheless popular items. Both
these models perform their basic task well (albeit with
some extra noise added). They also add an
entertaining display to your system and in the case of
the Maplin model, their very use is entertainment in
itself .

To someone who has spent his life with the old
ETI/Maplin kit graphic equaliser of yesteryear,
excellent value modern ready-built models come not
only as something of a revelation but as a joy also.

Specifications Claimed
Tandy Maplin

Price f 119.95 8194.95
Number of bands 2x10 2xl2
Interval loctave loctave
Band cut/boost + / -\2dB +/-10dB
Distortion 0.015% 0.009%
Signal/noise 95dB 90dB



19" RACK CASES
t Suitable lor inskuments, high quality amplitiers and many other applications that demand strength and
profusionalfinishtNwimpr@dcondrudionandfinishrBlackanodisedaluminiumfrcntpanelstSeparate
fionlmounting plate, no lixing srMvisibleon the hontand lhesideoltheenclosur€ * HeavygauOelronlpanel
isofbrushed aluminium finishenhanced withtwo prof€ssional handl€s t Withv€ntilation sliisand plaslicfeet
i Bsar box manulactured lrcm 1 1 mm steel finished in black Rack mounting orfree standing Comes in quick
assemblyrlal package

orde,code iilil"tJi; ff"ti' D weishr frice
U101 19x175 17x1 5x10 24kg 26.95
U103 19x525 17x50x10 3skg 29.95

U212 19x35 17x30x12 33kg 229,75
1J312 19x525 17xt0x'12 4okg C31.95
U412 19x20 17x65x12 46kg S34.95

Please add 1300 P&P for the lirst ilem and tl 50 for each additional

Please add VAT to above prices Overseas orders welcome

CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRON ICS LTD
40 CRICKELWOOD BROADWAY LONDON NW2 3ET

Tel: 01-452 0161 Fax: O1-2OB 1441
SOLE UKDISTBIBUTORS

Wizard Kit-Packs
THIS MONTH'S WIZARDBY

ON MAINS FILTER
otl switch, 4 IEC output sockets, lvlerlin made case and USA Potter

LOOK AT THE S 
.................................. ... .. . .Price 832'0o vAT paid P&P el'70

Variable DC Volta meters volts and amps
Fine and couGe v t and DC outPut filtered,
Msrlin made cas 0 VAT Paid P&P C3'00

GEC STEBEO CASSETTE UNIT
AeibrOPlaybact<, Oolby, speed 4.75cm ('l.78in) per sec, 4Gl2,500Khz, Tw-in VU meteE, with
service mahud. ........:. ..:.,.... BEnd New c12.00 or 2lor e20'00 P&P c3.00

THE WIZZARD POWEB CUBE
Soeciflcation

1 20 Amp Hour DMit'Banery; 2 lnbuilt Mains Charger:
3 HF Filiered:4 SolarCell lnput(Cellsoptional):
5 Compact Size/Portable; 6 Merlin Made

Prlce c76.00+P&P 88.00

MOFE DATA - Send a 19p Stamp tor Latest List 
ravisittotheworks.
nents f1.50 or E1.00

MERLIN S
Merlin Way, Bowerhill Trg Est, Melksham, Wiltshire SN12 6TJ

19" RACK MOUNTING EOUIPMENT CASES
This ranoeof 19" rack ca*s featules salin black finished'16SWG (1smm) slel ilont panels(no lixrng holesvisible),

with theiear box assemblyconstlucted llom 20SWG (.gmm) sleel. The standard unitsare 10" (254mm)dep.

ilEW FOR 1990 19" prcject cases only 4' (101mm) deep and aIe available in the following popular sizes:

PROJECTCASES
Type Height Plice
PUl 13/a" l44mm) [16.50
PU2 3%" (88mm) e18 50
PU3 sya'(133mm) t20.50
PU4 7" (178mm) t22.50
PU6 101/2" 1226nn1 t26 50

EOUIPMENTCASES
Ul 13/a'(44mm) E20 70

U2 3%'(88mm) 124 15
U3 57a" (133mm) e27.60
U4 7" (178mm) C29.S0

Deliveryincluded (UKonly)
All prices include VAT.

SLANKING PANELS, RACKING CONSOLES
and RACKCABINETS are also available

Please send SAElordetails
Tel: 0r5823983f0r AccesyvisSalesorcheque
with orderlo:

RACKZ PRODUCTS
PO Box 1402 Mangotslield, Bristol, England, BS17 3RY

OMNI ELECTRONICS
T74 Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh EH16 sDX ' O31 667 2611

A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE WITH
SERVICE SECOND TO NONE

OUR MUCH EXPANDED, BETTER ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE WILL COST f1.50 _ TO INCLUDE

VOUCHERS TO USE AGAINST FUTURE
PURCHASES. TO RECEIVE A COPY AS SOON AS

THEY ARE READY PLEASE SEND YOUR
REMITTANCE WITH YOUR NAME, ADDRESS
AND TELEPHONE NUMBER REOUESTING A

COPY OF THE 1990/91 OMNI CATALOGUE.

E or""' 
SXtllfJ;g.fd_rr:".8o-6.oo EE

MICBO-PBESS UBE CA B A LA BM
This new type of alarm is triggered by a unique pressure sensing system As
any vehicle door is opened, air is drawn out, causing a minute drop in air
pressure A sensor detects this sudden pressure change and sets off the
alarm
A sophisticated arrangement ol electronic filters and timers provide features to
match ultra-sonic systems ttut at a fraction ol the cost

* 1 Micro-Pressure intruder detection-
a 2 Operates on all doors and tailgate.
r 3 No door switches needed.
a 4 Automatically armed 1 minute after leaving vehicle-
a 5 1 0 second entry delay with audible warning.
a 6 Sounds horn intermittently lor I minute.
n 7 Easy fitting - only 3 wires to connect - no holes to drill-
r I Compact design can be hidclen below dashboard-
r I All solid state Power MOSFET output - on relays.

MICRO-PRESSURE ALARM KIT Cl2.95
ASSEMBLED READYTO FIT T18.95

I/OLTDROP CABAIABTI
Our latest alarm using the popular voltage drop method of t(ggering Based on

the timers of the micro-pressure alarm it offers Jeatures 4 to 9 above but relies

on the existing door switch operation for triggering

e 11.75
817.75

VOLT DROP ALABM KIT
ASSEMBLED READY TO FIT

rO TA L ENEBG Y DlSCHA EGE IGN| flOIV
Our long established Extended CDI system retains the contacts to allow easy
fitting whilst the electronics removes the adverse etfecLs The unique spark
generating system still out performs the latest all electronic systems

TOTAL ENEHGY DISCHARGE IGNITION E18.95
ASSEMBLED READY TO FIT f24.90

All Electronize kits include clear, easy to follow instructions, quality componenls
and eveMhing needed, right down to solder and heatsink compound

(Please quote Ref. D06 and add
tl post and packing per item.)

PRECISION ENGINEERED AUDIO AMPLIFICATION
o amplifiers have been designed bY
products the quality of components
only associate with AUDIOKITS

SOl{lC LINK Amplifiers
DM2O Dual Mono lntegrated Amplifier 20 w/channel e299

SONIC LINK CABLES
Made entirely from silver per wire insulated and sheathed with
PTFE, SONIC LINK cabl the full sound quality designed into
SONIC LINK amplifiers to through the music.

SONIC LINK'BLACK' Mains cable 3 core
SONIC LINK'BROWN' Loudspeaker cable
SONIC LINK 'RED' lnterconnect cable

ACTON GATE AUDIO, Wrexham
ACOUSTIC ABTS, WAtfOTd
AUTHENTIC AUDIO, Statford upon Avon
AYLESBURY Hl-FIDELITY, Aylesbury
LISTEN HEAR, llkeston, Derbyshire
IN CONCERT HlFl, Wallasey
MID SHROPSHIBE AUDIO, Dawley
MJS HlFl, Barwell, Leicestershire
OMNI AUDIO, Leeds
RADLETT AUDIO, Radlett, Hertfordshire
STANDENS HlFl, Tonbridge
SOUNDS ExCLUSIVE, Cranleigh, Surrey
SOUNOS GOOD, Ealing
STEVE BOxSHALL AUDIO, Cambridge
SUSSEX AUDIO, Burgess Hill

C12/m
810/m

e7.50/m

SONIC LINK HIFI DEALERS
SONIC LINK amplifiers and cables can be heard at a number of specialist hi!!
retailers, all of iThom are recommended by Graham Nalty to AUDIOKITS
customers who wish to purchase hifi equipment.

0978-364500
0923-245250
0798-41 4533

0296-28790
0602-304602

051 -630-5055
0952-630172
0455-846977
0532-758326
0923-856497
0732-353540
0483-2681 85
01 -579-3963
0223-6830s

0444-242336

SONIC LINK AMPLIFICATION
6, MillClose, Borrowash, Derby, DE7 3GU

Telephone 0332'674929
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Bob Whelan
completes fil's
masterpiece of
engineeing known as
a bass amplifier.

THEBTls/lrE'ss
Pafi 3: Case Construction

f a job is worth doing, it's worth doing properly
and with the business amplifier the case
consfouction is no exception. Ruggedness is an
essential feature when touring with the band
and it has certainly paid off .

This finalpart also features the display board, the
main power supply and final testing and checking
procedure.

The first thing needed to start construction is the

::
an
he
fitting of the various components in the chassis. The
first thing to do is to go along to a sheet metal works
and get them to make the chassis. Specify a bare metal
finish as a few holes still have to be drilled in the base.
The finish on the chassis is chrome plating. This can
only be done once all the fixing holes have been drilled
in the chassis. This would also be a good time to go
to an engraving and panel making company and get
them to make the front panel. This is manufactured
from 10 gauge black anodised aluminium with
engraved earance of
the amplif the quality
and finish spend just

a little extra and get a good professionalfirm to do the
job. (Now available from the new ETI front panel
service included in this issue )

Construction begins with the heatsink. This is a
Marston Palmer forced air cooled assembly that offers
very efficient heat dissipation within a restricted

through the assembly is totally confined and no baffles

platforms are electrically isolated from each other so
no insulating washers are required for the output
devices. Fixing screws for the MOSFETS areM4x16
high tensile set screws (E 802) with a
flat washer and full nut. tag is fixed
under the washer on th rew for the
MOSFET source connection. The clearance holes for
the gate and drain pins should be drilled M4 to reduce
the risk of shorts. Assemble the heatsink as per the
instructions supplied but turn the front plate around
so that the two fixing holes are accessible. The four
2SJ50 devices should be on the left side of the
heatsink assembly looking from the front, the four
2SK135 devices on the right. The fan can be bolted

Transformer T1 is supplied with a fixing bolt. The
heatsink assembly is fixed in the chassis by the four
screws supplied with the fan filter and two M4 high
tensile set screws in the front plate of the heatsink
assembly to the chassis base. The amplifier's front
panel fixing h The front panel is
positioned level the chassis, leaving the
row of holes in t of the chassis cleai for
the fan airflow. The DC protection board fixing holes
areM2.5. Two holes are required for the fan filter in
the back panel. The fixing screws are supplied with
the filter. Once these holes have been drilled and
deburred, the chassis can bre chrome plated for finish.

Assembtyof the DispliyPCB. Againscrewdown
the 16 pin plug before soldering to the board. Assemble
the board according to the circuit diagram and overlay
diagram. (Fig. 2 and Fig. 4) The pointtobe carefulwith

STAR EARTH

w

DrspLAy B.ARD l-l

o o
MICRO

o o
PRE-AMP AND GRAPHIC

Fig. 1 Layout of main component pails in the case
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on this board is the orientation of the LED displays.
These are mounted on the foilside of the PCB. Some
types have the manufacturer's code printed on the
anode side, some types have a chamfer at one corner
to indicate the anode. Make sure the displays are in the
right way round. This board will be iested when it is
assembled in the amplifier.

Chassis Components
The amp has a star earthing system to reduce the risks
of earth loop problems. The earth is a M4x 16 high
tensile set screw with flat washer and full nut. This
should befixed in the chassis and welltightened up. A
drop of locktight solution on all the fixing screws is

recommended. Next secure transformers T2 and T3
with M4 screws. Using 1610.2 equipment wire,
connectthe secondary windings ofT2 in seriesto give
12V output and the secondary windings ofT3 to give
15-0-15V, the centre 0 tap being connected to the earth
screw. T2 has a screen connection, this should also go
to the earth screw. Termination of thel6 / 0.2wire to the
earth screw is via4BAsoldertags. Use 16 / 0.2wireto
connect up the primaries of T2 and T3 as perthe wiring
diagrams Fig. 4. Now fitiransformer T1, T1 has a fixing
screw supplied. Do not over tighten the fixing screw as
this can distortthe chassis. Nowfitthe mains inputfilter
and the cannon type loudspeaker connector using M3
screws. Next the mains switch, then the bridge rectifier
and the capacitors C1 and C2 using M4 screws
Connect the earth terminal of the mains filter to the
earth screw using 32/0.2 green equipment wire

(Maplin order code XR35Q.) Ensure a good
mechanical connection is made to the mains filter
terminal before soldering.The method used to
terminate the wire to the earth screw is to cut off with
side cutters the plastic insulation from a 4BA eyelet
crimpterminal, strip back, tin andtrim the wire, crimp
thewireintotheterminalandthen solder Finally, use
a neoprene expandable cable sleeve to cover and
protect the joint. If the proper cable sleeve application
tool is not available, use long nose pliers dipped in a little
oil or Vaseline to stretch and apply the sleeves. Next
wire up the live and neutralfrom the mainsfilterto the
outer teminals of the mains switch. Sleeve these
connections for safety. Now connect the primaries of
T1 and T3 to the centre terminals of the mains switch,
again sleeving these for safety. Connect the secondary
of T1 to the brid ge rectllier for 45-0-45V taking the two
centre tap wires to the earth screw via 4BA eyelet crimp
terminals. Complete the wiring of the power supply
components as per the circuit diagram Fig. 2 and the
wiring diagram Fig. 4 using 32,/0.2 equipment wire. Fix
the pre-amp psu in the chassis and connect the AC
secondariesfrom T2 and T3 to the board. Use32/O.2
wire forthe two earth leadsfrom the pre-amp psuto the
earth screw. Put a flat washer and a full nut on the earth
screw and tighten it up The power supply is now ready
for testing.

The saiest method of testing electronic

ETI MAY I99O

coMMoN BorroM LED

ROW DRIVEBS

DISPLAY DRIVER CIRCUIT

Fig. 2 Circuit diagram of the display board

equipment and power amplifiers is to use a variac
transformer and slowly turn up the mains supply while
monitoring the output of the equipment under test.
Variac transformers can be picked up quite cheaply
from electronic surplus suppliers.

With three transformers in the amplifier, a fair
turn on surge can be expected. The amplfier uses a
10A anti-surge fuse in the mains filter. Ensure that the
mains flying leads for the fan are safe. Double check
the wiring and turn on the amplfier's mains switch. Use
a DC voltmeter to monitor the voltage on C1 and C2
with respect to ground and slowly turn up the variac
If everything is well, a symmetrical supply of about
+83 and -63 volts should be on C1 and C2 when
the mains have been fully turned up. The pre-amp
power supply should have + 15, - 15 and + 5 volts
with respect to ground on the appropriate pins. If that
is so, turn off the power Be careful as C1 and C2 will
remain charged for some time.

Wiring up of the output devices on the heatsink
assembly is the next step. The gate and the drain pins
of the MOSFETS should be sleeved using neoprene
sleeves Make up eight gate leads using 16/0.2
equipment wire and solder to the ends of the leads
the 820R gate resistors. Four leads in blue for the P
type MOSFETs and four leads in purple for the N type
MOSFEG (or the colours of your choice). The resistor
to wire connection should then be sleeved for

OISPLAY IS
24 OFF MV54154 RED

4 OFF MV54164 GREEN
1O SEGMENT BAR GRAPH

G
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insulation. Now solder the resistors to the gate pins
of the MOSFETs. Apply a little silicon rubber
compound or ten minute epoxy over the resistors to
stop them moving about and ultimately breaking off.
Then solder four leads of 16/O.2 equipment wire to
the source solder tags on the P types in yellow and
four leads to the source solder tags of the N types in
orange. Finally, solder fo ur leads oI 32 / 0 2 equip ment
wire to the drain connections of the P types in black
and four leads of 32/0.2 equipment wire to the N
types in red. The leads can be laced or sleeved
together as three groups, gate leads, source leads and
drain leads. Route them away keeping the three

groups separate. Use a 1K resistor to discharge C1 and
C2belorc working on the amp chassis. The DC offset
protection board can now be screwed into position
using M2.5 screws, washers and full nuts. Use 16,/0.2
equipment wire to connect the +15 and -15V
supplies of the board to the pre-amp psu, the earth
from the board to the earth screw via 4BA solder tag
and the AC from the board to the bridge rectifier.

Use red 32/0.2 equipment wire to connect the
relay output from the board to pin 2 on the loud-
speaker plug, and a flying lead on the relay input to
go later to the power amps series output resistor. The
DC protection circuit can now be tested. Hold the red
flying lead at earth and power up the amplifier. The
relay should close after about 2 seconds delay. Touch
the red flying lead to the + 15 or - 15 volt supply, the
relay should instantly open. Replace the flying lead
to earth and the relay should close after the 2 second
delay. Switch offthe power and the relay should open
instantly. Carefully discharge the caps C1 and C2
before continuing. Use green32/0.2 equipment wire
to connect pin 1 on the loudspeaker plug to the earth
screw via 4BA eyelet crimp terminal.

Connect the mains leads to the fan and fix the
heatsink assembly in place using the four fan filter
screws and the two M4 chassis screws. It is impossible
to reach the lower left hand nut on the fan filter fixing
screw so a trick is first to hold it in position with its screw
and stick it in place with a little ten minute epoxy. The
power amp board can now be fixed in the chassis and
the gate leads and source leads from the output
devices connected up to the correct terminal pins on
the power amp board. Connect the drain leads from

ETI MAY I99O

the output devices to the power supply caps C1 and
C2 using eyelet crimp terminals. The black wires to
the negative supply, the red wires to the positive. It
is possible to get two 32/0.2 leads into one crimp
terminal. Connect up the power amp boards supply
lines to C1 and C2 using 32/0.2 equipment wire
Connect up the two earths from the power amp board
to the earth screw using 32/0.2 equipment wire and
eyelet crimp terminals. Finally, connect the flying lead
from the DC protection board to the series output
resistor.

Now for the moment of truth. Double check the
wiring. If an audio oscillator and an oscilloscope are

Fig. 5 Power supply wiring detail

available, inject a lkHz sine wave into the input of the
power amp and monitor the output with the scope.
Do not load the amp output. Turn the pre-set pot on
the power amp board Iully clockwise. Use a DC

O PRE AMP PsU O
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voltmeter to monitor the amp output with respect to
ground. Turn on the amp's mains switch and slowly
wind up the variac transformer. If all is well, the lkHz
sine wave willappear on the amp output and the DC
potential on the output will be less than + / - 2O0mV.

Heat sink for Bass Amp

Measure the DCpotentialacross any one of the 0 33
ohm 2.5 Watt source resistors on the power amp
board and wind the pre-set anticlockwise for 40mV
across the source resistor. This corresponds to 120mA
quiescent cunent in each output device. Do not worry
if equal current does not flow in all the devices. This
sorts itself out once the amp is hot and driving hard
Switch off the amp. Connect a dummy 8 ohm load,
and switch off the amp. There should be a short delay
before the relay closes. The performance of the amp
can now be checked. The amp should swing 40 volts
AC on the output into 8R before clipping
corresponding to P:V2/ R: (40 x40) 13:2gg
Watts of output power. A 10kHz square wave driven
into 8 ohms in parallel with zu.F should show no
ringing The short circuit protection can be checked
by loading the amp with 0R 33 ohm source resistor
and slowly winding up the lkHz input signal while
viewing the output on the scope A distorted limited
waveform should be seen on the scope. The load
resistor will get very hot. Switch off the amp and the
relay should open instantly.

Thenextstep isthepanel assembly (Fig. 3) First
{ix in the input jack sockets, the footswitch jack socket
and the five push-buttons. The neutral acrylic optical
filter should be cut to fit in the panelrecess. The material
can be cut on a band saw without splitting The matt
finished side faces out to the front. The filter is held in
place by the display board which can now be fixed to
the panel using eight Pan head M2 5 x 20 screws, flat
washers and f ullnuts. Do not cover tighten the n uts as
this will distort the display board. Chemically blackened
screws give the best visualfinish to the panel. The push-
buttons and footswitch jack socket can now be wired
up tothe board as per the circuit diagram and overlay

The final stage in the assembly is to fit the micro
and graphic pre-amp modules into the chassis and
wire the whole thing up (Fig. 5.) Chassis fixing nuts
and washers in the diecast boxes can be held in
position with screws and then glued into place. When
the epoxy resin is dry, the screws are removed and
hopefully the nuts stay fixed in place. Clearance holes
for the IDC ribbon cables to the display and graphic
pre-amp can be cut in the lid of the micro diecast box
and a clearance hole for the IDC ribbon cable from
the micro can be cut in the lid of the graphic pre-amp
box. Plug in and lock the IDC ribbon cables between
the micro and graphic pre-amp and the IDC ribbon
cable to the display. Screw the lids on to the diecast
boxes and then screw the boxes into the chassis
Connect the earth leads from the boxes to the earth
screw and the power leads to the appropriate terminal
pins on the pre-amp psu, + 5 volts to the micro and
+ 15 - 15 to the pre-amp. The front panel input jack
sockets can now be wired up to the screened input
leads from the pre-amp as per the circuit diagram.
Also take a 32/O.2 earth wire from the jack socket
earth to the earth screw. Plug the IDC ribbon cable
from the micro into the display board. Screw the panel
onto the chassis using eight pan head M4 x 16 screws
wiih flat washers and fullnuts Chemically blackened
screws give the besi visualfinish to the panel. Connect
the output from the pr€-amp to the power amplifier
input. Do not connect the earth screen, justthe signal
wire. Sleeve the end of the screened wireto preventthe
screen fraying out and shorting.

Providing the proper PCBs have been used and
there have been no mistakes in the construction, the
components are all in the right positions and there are
no duf or dud chips, the program in the eprom is
correct and there are no shorts or opens on the
boards, the amplifier should be a first time flier! When
the amplifier is turned on, it is muted untilthe volume
is stepped up or down. Turn on the amplifier. Step the
volume up or down and check the operation of the
graphic and display. Step through the channels,
setting up the graphic equaliserfor each channel. The
graphic band setting wraps around to the gain at each
end of the display for setting channelgain levels Turn
off the amplifier, wait a bit, then turn it back on. Check
that it has remembered the graphic and gain settings.
If all is well, leave the amplifier on for as long as possible
for a burn in of the components. If something is going
to go wrong, it should show up early in the amp's life.

Trouble Shooting
If all is not well, do not panic. If we can isolate the faulty
board, it can be put right. First check the power supply
rails. A low rail indicating excessive current drain. Find
the faulty board and check the components for shorts
or low impedances. If a single column or row is out
on the display, check the column driver transistor or
the display chip. If the display shows just a single
column on, or just a blurred mess, check the IDC
ribbon cable and the micro circuit for the interrupt
pulses and serial display data. If the pulses are missing,



check the micro's system clock oscillator and the
address and data lines. If the clock is present and the
address and data lines are clocking, check the eprom
and the 555 reset circuit. If the graphic is not working
check the IDC ribbon cable and the serial data from
the micro The graphic equaliser band boost and cut
adjustments should be silent Pops and crackles from
the graphic while adjusting band settings or changing
channels indicate a faulty op-amp Isolate the faulty
op-amp by adjusting the graphic bands up and down
and finding the one most sensitive. Then change that
band's op-amp. Gain and volume adjustments should
be silent, although a slight click is heard at a very high
output levels. Excessive noise indicates a faulty op-
amp in the attenuator circuits Only the faintest hiss
and hum should be heard from the amplilier when
there is no input signal. If there is any noticable hum
and noise, recheck the earth and signal wiring.

The last thing to make is the wooden amplifier
sleeve (Fig. 6). This is made from half inch marine
plywood for the sides and top and three quarter inch
marine plywood for the base. The base of the sleeve is

routed out to allow clearance for the screw heads
protruding from the base of the chassis The sleeve
extends overthe front and backpanels of the amplifier
to protect them from knocks and damage. The
amplifier is held in the sleeve by seven M4 x 20 pan
head screws with seven M4x20mm diameter flat

4 green 10 segment

f eotumns of 20 LEDs,

thetop LED indicating

!diorg@hic indicatbn

aitive band in set ride ,,'

14th cqlumn is green and

is held rn plaot
washers. These screws and washers should be
chemically blackened for best effect. The screws pass
through the top of the sleeve and thread into the
tapped hank bushes fixed in the top of the chassis. The
half inch ply top of the sleeve should be marked out
and drilled for these fixing screws before assembling
the sleeve. One way to do this is to lay a large sheet
of drawing paper over the chassis top and mark the
positions of the bushes. These marks can then be
transferred to the wooden sleeve and accurately
positioned centrally in the top. Drill out the seven holes
M4 clearance. The sleeve can then be assembled. The
sides are butt jointed to the top and base and glued
and screwed together. The wooden sleeve is then
covered with Vynide covering cloth stuck on with
evostick impact adhesive. A leather strap handle is
fixed with countersunk screws onto one side of the
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Fig. 7 Circuit diagram of Power supply

T1
45-0-45
5OOVA

NOTE:
BRl = 35A 600V

PARTS LIST

P tIST

BUYLINESsleeve and the corners are protected with plastic
cabinet corners. Four rubber feet are screwed into the
base. Place the amp on the floor on its back panel and
slide the sleeve over the amp into place. Secure the
amp in the sleeve with the seven screws and washers.

That's it, finished Now you may ask, did I

achieve that elusive sound? The speaker cabinet that
I am using with the amp is a Peavy Mega box. This
is a ported full range cabinet containing one 15 inch
speaker, a hlgh quality crossover and two eight inch
speakers. The nominal impedance of the cabinet is
4R, the amplifier delivers 320W into this load The



amplifier fits size wise exacr. - .: rhe top of the cabinet
and so looks really good Tie ccmbination has a good
sound and very rvide irecuency, response to give gut
rumbling lows and sire;i h:qis

It turns out thai tia souncl of the bass depends
more on the soui ieeling and techniques put into
playing than the equipmenr used A good player will
sound good through a nansistor radio, and a good
player will sound eren better through this amp

I play in a Joud pub rock band, and since I started
to use this amp and cab, Martin, our guitar player, who
thinks Motorhead in full swing is a quite middle of the
road quartet, comes up to me after every gig and says,
"You're a bit loud, Bobl' After one gig, a guy came up
to me and said "You get good bass sound, I could
really Ieel those low notes, what amp is that you're
using?" To which I replied "lt's the Business man!"

4 HOLES 4 smm DIA ON A 149 PCD

BUSHES TAPPED 4mm

MATERIAL IS 16 GAUGE MILD STEEL FINISH CHROME PLATE

Fig. 8 Chassis dimensions
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A compact active
monitor speaker
system that sounds as
good as any of three
times the price. Jeff
Macauley describes
his best project to date
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his design has been stimulated by my own
continuing quest for sound perfection, a
process which has been going on now for
many years. In that time I have progressed
from passive speakers to tri-amped three

way systems with sub woofers. Most components in
my audio system don't last very long because I am
always striving for better sound. The single biggest step
forward in ihis quest has been to change from passive
to active speakers as these have a multitude of audible
advantages.

For the last three years I have used a home brew
active system consisting of a small sub woofer and
satellite speakers. Although they are superior io any
passive system I have heard, I am always on the
lookout for a better design. The speaker system
described here is the logical next step. Although it,s

not a low cost project, it will probably take a week of
your spare time. But if you want good sound in a
compact enclosure I don't think you,ll find anything
to better it, at least if you want change from a f1000.

My own stem
demand goo wide
musicaltaste. most
acid test of speaker
Radio 4. Any speaker
results on voice mat
Really this isn't surprising. The human brain/ear
system must have evolved with human voice
recognition high on the list of priorities

Most of today's speakers only respond down to
about 50H2. Even vinyl disc goes down to 30Hz and
compact disks go even lower. Given a lower limit of
20H2, itself arather arbitary frequency, over an octave
of response is lost. Unfortunately it isn't sufficient just
to extend the response. What is required is a flat
respon just
extend
whole ::":
Bass si

The lo is at
35H2. This Kef
drivers. Car ade
it possible to achieve this result without the drivers
hitting their end stops on loud transients. All this is
achieved in a 0.72 cu ft enclosure. Moreover a pair
is capable of generating 101db SPL at lm at 35H2.
Generally speaking, low frequency information is
present at lower levels than this and is as vital in

speakers either. They are designed simply to plug into
your system's power or preamp output sockets.

The reasons for active speakers sounding better
than passive are legion. To start with passive
crossovers cannot be adequately designed from
theory alone. If we assume that the speakers are pure
resistances, it will result in response anomalies that no
amount of polyester or polypropylene caps and
aircored inductors can cure. To have even a
reasonable chance of operating as calculated, steps
must be taken to match the crossover to the actual
speakers and cabinet used.

. Sophisticated test equipment is required to get
the response right. Even when this is ione. thJre
remains the problem associated with different driver
sensitivities and the crossover's own influence on the
speaker's response.

Although speakers are actually current driven
devices they are designed to work best from low
impedance sources. Crossover components and
interconnecting cables can have an adverse affect.
Furthermore as the complete system is driven from
one an overload in the midrange, where
mos is required, will generate harmonics in
the t not unknown for tweeters to be blown
by this means, not to mention the extra harshness and



distortion introduced. A complex passive crossover,
as good ones usually are, also produce insertion loss
and this translates into low efficiency.

An active crossover on the other hand
overcomes allthese problems. The response obtained
from the system is independent of the speaker!
parameters. If you have chosen your crossover
frequency sensibly a textbook perfecl response is
obtained. The full damping factor of the amplifier is
applied directly to the voice coil. Interconnections can
be kept short to avoid the necessity of expensive
cables. If the bass driver overloads, the effects are only
confined to that driver. Harsh distortion is not coupled
to the tweeter. Tiansient response and sound pressure

A = VENT OUTPUT
B = HLfER BESPTONSE
C . SPEAKER RESPONSE

levels are improved due to the lack of attenuation from
a passive crossover. Catering for the sensitivity of the
driver is also simple It can be done with a pot-
entiometer or simply by altering the gain of one of the
amplifiers.

As I am not the world's greatest craftsman, the
design has deliberately been kept as simple as possible

without compromising sound quality.
The basic idea behind this design was to produce

a system capable of producing a flat output
(35H2-20kHz +3db) whilst maintaining a size

compatible with domestic harmony. Many promising
speaker designs don't see the light of day because of
this last factor! Along with these requirements was a

smooth midrange and treble with the best possible
driver integration. The latter makes active circuitry
almost mandatory. In any case the complexity of the
electronics used would make a passive realisation of
this design almost impossible. I also like to hear a good
stereo image and this requires a small cabinet to
ensure good horizontal sound dispersion.

Achieving this level o{ performance requires the
balancing of many factors, some of which appear to
be contradictory. To understand the basic problem of
getting good extension from a small cabinet, we have
to return to basics.

ETI MAY I99O

The problem is that loudspeakers have a dual
nature. Half electrical and half mechanical, they
occupy a grey area where electrical currents are
changed into sound.

The electrical side of matters is more or less

solved. But the mechanical motion of the coil causes
back cunents to flow and modifies the electrical circuit.
This looks like a resistor with an inductance in series.
Now the mechanics can be a problem. Dominating
the behaviour of the system is the fundamental
resonant frequency of the speaker. This resonance
occurs because the mass of the cone and the
compliance of the surround act like a mechanical
tuned circuit. A good analogy is a weight suspended
on a spring. Pull the weight down and release it and
the system will oscilate The weight in this case is cone
mass and the spring the surround compliance.

If you take a speaker, place it face up on a table
and feed low frequencies into it, you will not hear
anything This is because the bass frequencies have
a very long wavelength compared to the speaker cone
diameter and the sound wave produced from the rear
o{ the cone is 1800 out of phase with those from the
front and they cancel each other out. An acoustic
short circuit occurs To prevent this happening has

been the life work of many engineers over the last 50
years or so

The simplest solution is to mount the speaker in
an airtight box so that the rear radiation is trapped
inside This is quite a good idea except for the fact that
the trapped air effectively reduces the compliance of
the surround. so increasing ihe resonant frequency.
Below resonance, the output falls rapidly. To
compound matters, it also raises the Q of the
resonance and unless properly designed will Iead to
peak in the bass response and a poor transient
response.

Such systems, so called infinite baffle speakers,
are now commonplace. So too is the reflex system.

Here the speaker is mounted in a cabinet which is

tuned to a specific frequency by a port or duct These
systems also work very well when properly designed.
Another seldom mentioned advantage of the reflex
enclosure over the infinite baffle types is that the
resonant frequency of the driver is only slightly raised.

Below resonance, the cone's motion is controlled by
the surround rather than the cone mass and severe
frequency distortion occurs. Luckily the ear can
withstand quite a lot of this type of distortion on
programme It is said that 40% thd at 80Hz is just
audible on programme material. In isolation it sounds
awful!

Reflex enclosure can give a useful extension in
bass response for a given enclosure size. Because they
are often badly designed they have gained an ill
deserved reputation for poor transient response. In
fact the transient response of any system depends on
the Q of the low frequency roll-off. It is quite easy to
make an infinite baffle enclosure which is inferior to
the bass reflex in this respect.
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The key to getting good sound from a given
speaker has now become more of a science than a
black art. This has been mainly due to work of Thiele

wed that a speaker system,s low
can be modelled by an electrical
of the information to design good
this method was described in my

There is however another way to get extra low
frequency extension from a reflex cabinet without
sacrificing quality This involves using a high pass filter
in series with the power amp driving the speaker and
redesigning the enclosure. Unfortunately the precise
mathematics are beyond the scope of this article.

These filter assisted speakers have been
christened 6th order alignments by our American
cousins They are so called because the roll-off slope

and the sound field is confined to the front of the
cabinet.

POWER AMP

AC
VOLT METER

Fig.4 Besonant frequency of driver measurement

of a reflex enclosure is 4th order whilst the roll-off
imposed by the filter is 2nd order. As both roll-offs are
effectively in series they add to produce a 6th order
response. To get a clear idea of the results look at the
diagram comparing roll-off rates and bass extension

e
e

e

response hits -3dB down at about 75H2. Th" ,at!
of _roll-off though is slow, eventually -attaining
l2B/octave, a second order response.

Curve B shows the response of the reflex loading.
Here the - 3dB point is much lower, about 60Hz and
the sgreat a4th
ord Lastly order
des -3dB rolloff
is 36dB/octave. The real point of note though is the
flatness of the curve which remains within +0.3dB of
the OdB line from 40Hz up.

To explain the basic idea, Fig 2 shows the result
of the speaker rolloff, high e filter and vent resonance
and the resultant response curve of the complete
system. The design described here uses this method
of bass extension. The interaction between driver filter

effectively eliminated giving a tighter cleaner bass.
tlta

it de
it th
crossover and power amplifiers are all contained
within the speaker. Normally the units can be driven
directly from the speaker output of an existing amp.
Extra gain can be switched in to make the units
compatible with the output of any preamp that can
deliver a 500mV output. Thus a compLte audio
system could be made simply with the speakers and
a CD player at one extreme or simply hooked on to
an existing system without circuit modification.

bass drivers are used. One is mounted conventionally
on the front baffle whilst the other is mounted on the
rear. So at bass frequencies the two drivers contribute
equally to the sound field. As the frequency is raised
the on axis response increases from ihe front driver
whilst the rear driver reduces its contribution. The net

A pair of KEF 8110 5 inch bass/midrange drivers
are used in this design. The choice of this driver was
PromP From the point of view
of bass I cabinet could be usedbecaus ets of the unit. Also the
midrange_ accuracy of this speaker is excellent, being
extensively used in BBC monitors. KEF also has ai

Speakers are
s application.
hat about the

top? Here the choice is more varied. Initially a ribbon
unit was considered but difficulties encountered in
getting a stable supply knocked that idea on the head,
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promising as it was. Instead, new metaldome tweeters
are used. These are a great improvement on the older
soft dome types and use pure Titanium for the dome
This materialgives a pure piston type of output to well
beyond the audio spectrum.

Soundwise they have the same clarity as ribbons
or a good electrostatic unit. They are also easy to
interface with the woofers especially in an active
system. All this leads us rather neatly into the other
major problem: where and how to crossover between
the drivers.

There are two major problems with a crossover
network. The first is where to crossover. To ensure a
flat response, the crossover frequency needs to be
within the working range of both drivers. The tweeter
will respond down to 2kHz and the upper roll-off of
the 8110 is SkHz A crossover frequency of 3kHz was
thus chosen. As for the slope other filters have phase
angle problems. This leaves the 4th order type. With
a rolloff of.24dB/octave, the range over which both
drivers operate is small. This means there are no
problems with the driver non linearity. The two signals
are also in phase so for these reasons this filter order
was the type finally chosen.

Turning to the cabinet. The dimension for this
type of design are fixed by the physical charactaristics
of the 8110, namely Vas, Qts. For drivers used in this
way the cabinet must be 0.61 cu ft tuned to 37Hz by
a suitable vent.

The series high pass filter must also have a

turnover frequency oI37Hz and a Q of 2.7. Actually
the cabinet is very slightly oversized to account for the
extra volume taken up by the damping pads,
electronics and drivers. If this were neglected the
correct response could not be obtained.

Iuning the cabinet
Although there are several formulae available for
calculating the required vent length, they are not
always 100% effective. The reasons for this aren't
always obvious. Perhaps it is as well to remind
ourselves that the ediface of mathematics assumes
perfection in the real world, ultimately an impossible

ETI MAY I99O

situation. The mathematics leads us close to the real
world solution but the final honing of a design must
depend on measuring the completed system and
adjusting matters accordingly. There is little enough
published information on how to tune an enclosure
correctly and so the following is presented in the hope
that it will stimulate those who wish to experiment.

This design has already been optimised and the
design is as near real world perfection as it is possible
to get. In other words you can buitd the design as it
stands with confidence that you will be with +0.3dB
of the published curve. The critical ear can just
perceive +1dB.

When choosing a vent the aim is to choose the
largest diameter comensurate with an acceptable vent
length. Too small a diameter can lead to chuffing
noises and high air velocity in the vent. Pragmatism
must rule here and a 2 inch inside diameter drainpipe
tube was chosen. On the prototype I calculated just
over 8.5 inch for the duct. Initially I decided to cut the
vent oversize by an inch. This will set f6, the box
resonant frequency, slightly lower than requires. The
vent length can then be trimmed to the correct size
using the methods installed in the cabinet. Vent
mounting was effected by cutting a nominally 2 inch
diameter hole in the front baffle. This is easily done
with a hole cutter.

Cut a hole in a scrap piece of wood first to check
that the tube can be slid into it. It is easier to cut the
hole slightly oversize and pad out the diameter of the
vent than to struggle to enlarge a smaller hole.

To measure the box tuning frequency (f$ directly
is difficult. At this frequency, the vent's output is at its
maximum whilst the speaker's output is at its
minimum. The solution is to measure the impedance
curve below 100H2. This willreveal two peaks f1 and
f6 above and below f6 respectively (Fig.3). The
resonant frequency of the driver must also be
measured with the vent closed, fo. The usual setup
to measure this is shown in Fig 4.

A high value resistance is connected in series with
the woofers which is led through a power amp from
a signal generator. The voltage across the woofers will
be proportionalto the speaker's impedance, and this

R8
18k

c2 c3
22n 22n

R14
18k R16

18k
R6

R7 15k

10k
2n2- -12V

"+"

c7I2n2-
,1"

NOTE:
1C1,2,3 = TLo72
lC5 = 7AL12
lC5 = 7912

Fig.5 Circuit diagram of crossover and equalisation (for one channell
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is monitored by an AC voltmeter connected across the
woofers. A resonance shows up as peak in the meter
reading.

A quantitative measurement is not required -simply a qualitative one. It is important that tire signal
generator is accurate otherwise your results will be
meaningless! ncv of the
drivers in the byiaping a
piece of card ii. fo.urn"
out at62Hz. ed a"nd the
frequency swept from 10Hz upward The two
resonances, f1 and fp,, were found to occur at 1g.5Hz
and 62Hz respectively. With some real numbers to
work with, f6 can be calculated from,

f6: (I( +f621-r,^271/z

the circuitry. When closed C1 and R3 are connected

frequency is37Hz. To obtain the correct e this stage
needs voltage gain. This is the function of R6 and R7.
. From the output of this stage the signal is fed into

the low pass section gf the crossovei network. A
separate dual op amp is used for this function. Ib
obtain the desired filter characteristic, two 2nd ord,er
stages are cascaded.

The Q o product of the
Qs of the 2nd ior a filter stage
is 0.5 since th To obtain thl.

A reg he
active filter air
ofstandard he
ripple rejection of these devices is 60dB and the op
amps are the same, it follows that 120dB of isolation
is obtained. Put another way 1V ripple on the main
supply lines would produce a signal of lprV at the op
amp's output.

Iength respectively, r is the vent radius and all
dimensions are in inches. Putting our values in the

ent length
ent length
inch vent,
the same

- 3dB point. So this procedure will appeal most to
perfectionists.

The Circuit
The full circuit diagram of one channel is shown in
Fig 5. The other channel is of course identical. The
whole circuit is based on the use of the low noise
TLO72 dual bifet op amp. Active filters based around

TWEETER +

R20
39k

R22
39k

Fig.6 Circuit diagram of power amp and pSU (for one channell.

c18
10u
16V

*{F
c19
10u
16V

NOTE:
lC4 = TLO72
Ol,3 = BDV65
O2,4 = BDV56
05,6 = 8C109
BRl = l00PlV.2A BR DGE

FROM
LOW-PASS

OUTPUT

i
I



MAINS IN

RETURN
TO 8110

Component overlay for one channel

Main Amplifiers
Having obtained signals of the correct bandwidth for
drivers we now require power amplifiers to drive them.
Tho power amps are employed per channel and both
are identical (FiS 6). Taking the bass section of the
amp, the signals from IC3b's output are coupled into
R20. R20 and R21 form the overall negative feedback
loop of the amp. Gain is defined by the ratio of R21
to R20 at 4.6, 13dB. Using this amount of negative
feedback ensures a thd, at 10W output of 0.003% at
all frequencies across the audio spectrum. The op
amp IC4 is used in a 'brains and brawn circuit. The
op amp provides the voltage gain whilst the output
stage provides the brawn.

The output stage comprises a complementary
pair of Darlington transistors used in the emitter
follower mode. Despite the extensive direct coupling

is achieved with C16 and C17. The hum and noise
produced by the circuit is well below the threshold of
hearing at 1m.

Construction
The construction of the speakers splits neatly into two
parts: the cabinet and the electronics. It is probably
easier to start with the electronics first as these can then
be tested with the drivers before mounting.

To make life as easy as possible all the
components except for the transformer, 51 and the
output sockets are mounted on a single PCB. The
only requirement when assembling this is to ensure
that all the polarised components are mounted
correctly, especially ICs!

The output transistors are mounted on the
heatsinks by means of the insulating kits provided.

Ensure that there is no connection between the
collector, middle pin and the heatsink with a
multitester switched to a resistance range If a
connection is found dismantle the assembly and refit.
It is necessary to debur the mounting holes to prevent
perforation of the transistor mounting washers.

Check your work thoughly for dry joints and
correct connections before fitting the veropins. Once
you're satisfied that all is well mount the assembly on
the rear pane[ of the cabinet. At this stage you can
attatch flying leads to the board and connect up the
transformer. Wire a couple of 100R resistors in series
with the transformer secondaries. Temporarily
connect the woofer and tweeter and attach a mains
lead. Set RV2 and RV3 sliders to midposition. Check
all your connections again. Switch on. Nothing should
happen! A finger touched at the input should produce
a buzz from the speakers. If a wrong connection has
been made the 100R resistors will burn out. Don't
despair if this happens - the 100Rs will prevent
serious damage Find the fault, rectify it, then try
agaln.

employed throughout the circuit, the offset at the
speakerterminals is only a few millivolts allowing direct
connection. Bias for the output stage consists of a
transistor, Q5 used as a V6" multiplier. Adjusting RV2
allows the quiescent current of the output stage to be
set. In practise, due to the high level of negative
feedback around the circuit the amplifier performs
satisfactorily with the slider set at halfway around the
back. C12 and C13 ensure stability. The non inverting
inputs of lC4 are connected directly to ground. The
sensitivity differences between the woofers and
tweeter are catered for by RV1 thus adjusting the gain
of the tweeter channel. This allows you to adjust the
balance to compensate for you own room acoustics.
The response in an anechoic chamber is miles away
from the results obtained in th e average lounge. Here
room decor influences the perceived balance between
high and low frequencies.

The main power supply is also very con-
ventional. Mains input is stepped down by T1 and full
waved rectified by BR1. A centre tapped secondary
is used to produce a dual power supply. Smoothing

ETI MAY I99O
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Assuming all is well, the 100Rs can be shorted
out and a music signalapplied. The output should be
undistorted. Having got this far, disconnect the
electronics and start work on the cabinets.

The last task is to drill out the recess plates and
mount the switch and input sockets. Once this is done
attention can be turned to the cabinet.

Cabinet

price of a pint to ensure you get what youie paying for.
Assuming your panels are OK lay them out and

mark them up on the inside surface with side, top etc.
It's surprising how easy it is to get conf used if this

with the speakers. Having cut the hole, drill a 7s',
(10mm) hole n
wire. Mount the
Note that the
outwards, ie, in
inside of the enclosure tigtening the frame down to

Don't hile you,re at it
e mou cess plate and
s with put this panel

The rest o{ the cabinet can now be constructed.
The prototypes were glued and screwed together. The
cabinet has been so designed that the panels are self

battens. Smear glue
the panels and bring

Readers of my previous articles will know that I
prefer Thixofix' contact adhesive for this job. The glue
is applied to both surfaces, left for 15mins to cure then
brought together. They can be slid into the desired
position. Firm pressure will then stick them
permanently together. A substantial number of screws

(48) are used to fix the panels together. Mark out the
screw positions and drill an Ya" (3mm) pilot hole.
Countersink these to take the screws. To avoid blisters
it is as well to invest in a set of screwdriver bits to fit
your drill. This makes the screwing a 20 minute task!
Having screwed the panels together the mounting
holes for the other two drivers can be cut. The front
8110 is mounted in the same way as the rear except
that it is pointing in the correct direction! The tweeter
is mounted with four 7z inch (12mm) No 8 self tapping
round head screws. Cut the mounting hole for, and
mount, the vent.

Pick up your soldering iron again and make the
connections between the drivers and PCB. Note that
the front woofer and tweeter are connected in phase
whilst the rear woofer is connected in parallel with the
front one but antiphase. Failure to invert phase
between them will result in no bass output.

Damping is necessary to prevent excessive
cabinet vibration and resultant coloration. This is
achieved by applying two damping pads to the interior
of the side panels. These are self adhesive. Simpty
remove the backing paper and press them into
position.

Allthat remains is to hook your new speakers into
position and enjoy the rewards of your efforts! Good
listening.

b Complete enclosure

isn't done. It will also allow you to select panels so that
the smooth edges point outward not inward! I have
specified medium density 15mm thick shelving board
for this project. There is no objection to selecting high
density thicker boards but under no circumstances
choose a thinner material The dimensions will also
have to be changed to maintain the required volume.
The 15mm board is quite adequate for the task at
hand especially as no high internal pressures are
generated Another advantage is that this board is
available with several decorative finishes which saves
work later.

Fig 8a shows the cutting detail of the panels. Start
by cutting the mounting hole for the 8110 in the rear
panel. A template as well as the T screws are supplied

T
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Fig.8a Speaker cabinet dimensional details
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PARTS LIST

riE!;2 41k

rcffi

ffi
@
ffi:*ffi
ffiF ffi#

M
ffidi

R3,10-12,r5,18 4k7

R4,5 200k

R6 16k

R7,U,25 10k

88,13,14,16,17,19 18k

R9,11 33k

F20,22 39k

a21,23 180k

HV2;3 2k2 preset

RVl 22k Lin pot

10/16V

22n11 7o polystyrene

4n7 polystyrene; ',l%

2n2 polystyrene, 1%

2n2 Ceramic

ln ceramic l

4700p/16V

BUYLINES
CUTTING LISI FOR TWO ENCLOSURES

ALL CUT FROM 1Smm CHIPBOARD

15/2" bv 12" (394 by 305mm) 4
15/2" bv 7%" 1394 by 197mm) 4
1O%" by 7%" (273 by 197mm) 4
1 )2o", No 6 countersink head screws 4A
2" PVC drainpipe for vent 2

'Housed in smart Uack ABS box
' Can be used with any compxrter
having an RS232 link.

Widely used by lndustry and Hobbyists alike to
speed up software developrnent. Allows direct file transfer
from development system lo Emulator using Binary, lntel Hex or
Motorola 'S' formats.

We also have available:
EPROM ERASER erases upto 40 EPROMS from C54.95'.
EPROM PROGRAMMERfoT 27321o 27512 Eproms e99.95'.
CROSS ASSEMBLERS for BBC and IBM lrom e48.00'.
CONTROLLER CARDS leaturing all popular micreprocessors, such
as 6502 or 280 from C54.95', 8052 Basic controller at €1 25.00', 641 80
card at C149.00'. To mention just a few.

Call us today for more details and your free
,-J conv of olrr cetelorlr rc nn

irh, (035 388) 325 or 455

f . P. Distribution.
The Old School, Prickwillow, Ely, Cambs, C87
' Prlc6 marked thus are subisl to the addition of P&P and VAT.

THE DIGITAL 90
A reflex design optimized for CD, the Digital 90
Ioudspeaker was developed to compete with the best of
ready made compact speakers but at a'DlY' price.
ldeal lor use where space is at a premium, the Digital 90
uses Scanspeak's latest Hitech bass unit teamed with
the acclaimed Elac metal dome tweeter in a cabinet of
only 15 litres. The split-circuit crossover allows biwiring
without further modification. The kit comprises ol the

drive units, crossovers,
reflex ports, binding posts
(8), wadding, grille fabric,
flatpack cabinets, (accu-
rately machined from 18mm
MDF with all rebates etc.
ready cut).

Dims: 480x220x250mm
Response: 45hz - 20Khz
Sensitivity: 87dB 1 w/1 m
Amp. suitability: 20 - 100

watts.

PRICE:8259 inc.VAT
plus carrlins tl3

n telephone credit card orders

WILMSLOW AUDIO LTD

Wellington Close, Parkgate Trading Estate
Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 8DX Tel: 0565 50605

(Closed all day Mondays)
DIY Speaker Catalogue l1 50 post free (export $6)



ALL ll|00tLS WITH C0tlllilUlTY TEST l* With Capacitancs + Hle lesl, 0 wilh zmKHZ Frequ0ncy counterl

METEX PROFESSIO]IA[-
3y2 and 4% dtgit Dmm's with hard carry case

Large LCD 0isplays, with teads, battery and instructions 20A AC/DC

BA anqe 4% Digrt 0 05% wrlh

M36l [46.M .) -- - 
t52.13

M365 .) t5i.26 ange4%oigiro0s%with

M46s rih 
- -- ") t63 43

oata t78.22 0CXE0'

AUTS RAI{GE SERIES. rv3610, rr36s0 r\44650 r\436308 M46308

3% Drsit wrth Data Hold and Freq counrer STAilIIARL SEBIES
unrer t46.t!4 wrth y case 3y, digit 12mm Dffiffi
'ooo*"erazz ili8lE 3:13i83,., rzs,ti

t66.04 .M2335 e 10A AC/DC (+) n7.14
' M232s e 10A AC/DC (+r| W.42

fiffi336f;:r8:3[Bl3il33:fl]t, ffi?:]8 uffi,1ti:rrs;jHlflB3l::r 
Hi:ll

ilItr LCR AC Bridqe fl(B.m TE220 1 i,tHZ Audio cenerator
[85.fl1 $m nutoranoe Drorlal Cao lvleler
D9[fl] 6lm S,gnat TiacerTln;ector

it 5250 150 MHZ 7 Drgrl Frequency
f,I72.86 Cornter

2603A0lMHZAfGen plus6Digrt 0STStl5l\4HZBenchScope
Counler fl66.16 2430/24V0/3AVailabtePSu
TEm0 150 MHZ Rl Gen ?45 0/24V 0/5A Variable PSU(450MHZHarmonic) A0.m t544/15v0/4AVanabte pSU

t52.30

064.fl)
0r68.m
$6.m
rm.55
[4{l.m

Yt20 Dual Scale Sound Level Meler
120d8
225V VHS Vrdeo Head Tesier
1065 Drgrlal Lux Meler 3 Banqes
07 Logic Probe
111625 Log rc Probe / Pulser
fl10 AC Clamp Meter 6004/300V/
Resis
i1265 Add on AC Clamp Probe
1or Dmm's 016.48
501 Electronrc lnsulatron Tester 500V f,53.25
504 Eleclronrc lnsulatron Tester 1000V[70.88
l(0il6 TR Drp Meter 1.5 r0 250 iilHz 041.88
1062 LCD Temperature & data hold f,]6.72

ffi1.$$ TachRanges20AAC/DC t45.17
[30.00 xI50 LCo 8 Banqe f,3p26r13n6g geter 036.2[l
046.83 6m0 tCD DroilaiTrue Power lVleler

07.63 6xw 19 [64.m
014 74 fl170 19 Range Multimeter'l0ADC.

Buzz 0l2m
m3ffI27 Ranoe 10A AC/DC Cao
Hle Iemp Buz-z t2S.30
5G0E 41 Bange FET mm [26.77
0ii5 Wallet Aulorange omm [17
921 Pen Type Autorange 0mm
850 Mains Phase Tester
Zfl 1000A AC oigital clamp meter
261 Add on rnsulalron tester for 260LCD Temperature Two 1/P frlz.m

Henry's lso stockeddistribu mponents, CB, publicALIAI, CCTV. security,
HITACHI, CR0TECH, THANDAR. I communications, TV, video,

Prices correct at Dec

TELEPH(ll{E Y(lUR (lBDER WITH VISA/ACCESS
(lPEil 6 OAYS A WEEK FtlR CALLERS

,ff16t9f,H,.
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PROGRAMMABTE EIEGTROI{IC IOGI( KIT
Keys could be a thing of
the past with this new high
security lock Securedoors
to sheds, garages, even
your home or prevent the
unauthorised use of
computers, burglar alarms
or cars 0ne 4-digit
sequence will open the lock
while incorrect entries will
sound an alarm. The
numberof incorrect entries
allowed beforethe alarm is
triggered is selected by
you Further entries will be ignored for a time also set by you Only the correct

lock and quence may easily
a special ptied keyboard. Kit
m buzer roniccomponents.
I drive ou @ €j 8.98) or retay

XK131 .......... elq qE

Dtsc0 L!GHTItIG KITS

018000K 8-way sequencer kit with
built-in opto-isolated sound to
light input. 0nly requires a box and
control knob t0 complete .... 939.95
Dtl000l( 4-way chaser features
bi-{irectional sequence and
dimming 

.l 
kW per channel .. -823.95

DLZ1000K Uni-directional version
of the above. Zero switching to
reduce interference ......... ... t13.95

1 000K)
allowin0 audio
. 95p
sound to light
ching,

automatic level control and built-in
mic, 1kW per channel ........919.55

POWER STBOBE KIT
Produces an intense
light pulse at a \
variable lrequency

qualitYt-
ents,

./

VERSATILE BEMOTE.
coNTRoL KrT 

O

momentqry (on during transmission)
by specifying the decoder lC and a
15V stabilised supply is available to
power external circuits. Supply: 240V
AC or 1 5-24V DC at 1 OmA. Size: (exc.

uurrrPdrilvrr
which oper-
ry and gives
o keyboards
y) and MK1 0

(inc. transformeo . ....... ... . t19.55
MKl8 Transmitter..............t8.95
MK9 4-way Keyboard .........f2.75
MKl0 1 6-way Keyboard ...... f7.95
601133 Box for Transmitter ..82.95

240V ac Size: 80x50x45.
xK124 STRoB0SCoPE KtT el7.25

UOICE RECORD/
PTAYBAG!( IflT
This simple to construct and even

simpler to operate kit will record
and playback short messages or
tunes lt has many uses - seatbelt
or lights reminder in the car
welcome messages to visitors at
home or at work, warning
messages rn lactories and public places, in fact anywhere where a spoken message is
announcedandwhichneedstobechangedlromtimetotime Alsosuitablefortoys-whynot
convert your daughter's EB doll to an 880 talking doll!!
Size ,. 76 x 60 x 15mm
Message time 1 -5 secs normal speed,2- 10 secs slowspeed

xK129 .. ... ....... [25.95

AUDIO IMP

u

v,

ELECTRONICS
13 BOSTON RD. LONDON W7 3SJ
TEL:01-567 8910.
FAX:01-566 1916 E EI I TORDERINGINFORMATION:

All prices INCLUDE VAT. Free P & P on orders over C60 (UK only),
1 5 thbn
O/Visa/
cational
am-5



MAKING ELECTRONICS C.A.D. AFFORDABLE
* HAVE YOU BEEN PUTTING OFF BUYING PCB CAD SOFTWARE?
* ARE YOU STILL USING TAPES ANO A LIGHT BOX?

* HAVE YOU ACCESS TO AN IBM PC/XT/AT OR CLONE?

* WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE ABLE TO PRODUCE PCB LAYOUTS UP TO
SOUARE?

* WITH UP TO 8 TRACK LAYERS AND 2 SILK SCREEN LAYEBST
* PLUS DRILL TEMPLATE AND SOLOER BESIST?

* WITH UP TO 8 DIFFERENT TRACK WIDTHS ANYWHEFE IN THE RANGE OO2
to .531" ?

r WITH UP TO 16 DIFFERENT PAD SIZES FROM THE SAME RANGE?
* WITH PAD SHAPES INCLUDING ROUND, OVAL, SOUABE, WITH OR WITHOUT

HOLE, AND EDGE CONNECTOH FINGEH6?

* WITH UP TO 15OO lC's PER BOARD, FROM UP TO 100 DIFFERENT OUTLINES?
* WITH AUTO REPEAT ON TRACKS OB OTHER FEATURES - IDEAL FOR

MEMORY PLANES?
* THAT CAN BE USED FOR SURFACE MOUNT COMPONENTS?
* WITH THE ABILITY TO LOCATE COMPONENTS AND PADS ON GRID OB TO

OO2" BESOLUTION? ./

o d-o-En-tt-o'! oo{Gi
(90.00000 o0!00000

BRITISH

DESIGN,
AWARD T

t989
00000000

0!00000

0!0000!

"b

0000
0000

FROM* WITH AN OPTIONAL AUTO-VIA FACILITY FOR MULTILAYER BOABDS?
* WITH THE ABILITY TO CREATE AND SAVE YOUB OWN SYMBOLS?
* THAT lS AS GOOD AT CIHCUIT DIAGRAMS AS lT lS AT PCB's? I

* THAT CAN BE USED WITH EITHEB CUBSOR KEYS OR MOUSE? I
* WHICH OUTPUTS TO A DOT MATRIX PRINTER, PEN PLOTTER OH

PHOTO-PLOTTER (VIA BUBEAUX } ?

* WHERE YOU CAN LEARN HOW TO USE IT IN AROUND HALF AN HOUR\ + VAT

EASY.PC, EASY.PC, EASY.PC, EASY-PC, EASY-PC, EASY.PC, EASY.PC

AMEX, ACCESS, VISA WELCOME

Telephone: 0480 61778 (6 lines)

Write or phone for full details

Number One Systems Ltd
Ref: ETl, HARDING WAY, SOMERSHAM ROAD
ST IVES, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS PE17 4WR

L
ELEITRI]IYIM

on'Jg$ft * 1990 t?i'^'S.',H
. ONE OF THE LARGEST RANGES OF COMPONENTS IN THE UK

. EAST AND EFFICIENT SAME DAY PERSONAL SERVICE

. VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES; QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

. DISCOUNT VOUCHERS INCLUDED

. NO MINIMUM ORDER

FILL IN THE COUPON AND POST IT WITH YOUR CHEQUE, PO Erc
FOR fI.5O TO RECEIVE YOUR 1990 CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS
CATALoGUE AND VOUCHERS WHICH YOU CAN USE AGAINST
YOUR NEXT PURCHASE

ETI MAY I99O 59



Virtuoso Power Amplifier (November 1989)
In the circuit diagram: the base of Q49 should go
to R46, and not R47. Bases of Q45, 43 should be
connected R44 should be 220k.

[.ow Voltage Alarm (Januarg 79901
Resistor R1, shown in the circuit diagram as 1k0,
should be 4k7 as in the Parts List. Pins 9 & 11 of
lCl on the PCB should be linked This is
incorporated in PCBs from the ETI PCB Service.

Motorcycle Intercom (January 1990)
On the circuit diagram, R2 and R6 should be 100k,
not 100R Pins 1 & 5 oI IC1 should not be
connected to earth, Pin 2 should be connected
directly to the junction of R2 & 3 - not to earth
too Capacitor C10 should be an electrolytic with
positive uppermost. Junction of R39 & 20 should
be labelled 7zVcc. All relerences to 0V5 should read
TzVcc On the PCB overlay, R2 and R6 should be
transposed. Similarly, R8 & 9 should be
transposed

Digital frequency meter (November 1989)
Regarding Fig, 3. The line from pin 1 of lC1 to pin
2 o{ lC8 should connect to the Latch/Enable Stobe
common line. It is shown crossing.

Fig. 4 The wirelink from [C13 pin 1 to the
Latch/Strobe common line for IC's 7-10 is not
shown on component overlay. A wire link should
be inserted

II built as shown, lC's 7-10 are held permanently
latched and no digits are passed from counters The
display will be a random set of static dtgits.

Output 7 of IC 15 drives both Q5 and IC12a via
D8. lf output 7 does not reach a valid high levelthen
the display is not enabled showing a zero with no
input To cure this drive Q5 from output 8 (pin 9)
of IC 15 Base resistors of Q5-12 (Rs 41-48) may
be adjusted to provide sufficient drive depending
on the gain of the transistors used They may be
reduced to about 3k3 if necessary.

Eprom Emulator (February 1990)
Under the construction heading, the bracket should
include and read: so for example the $0000 -$1FFF
and $8000-$9FFF blocks are an illegal pair The
18th line should read: If you are thinking of using
non adjacent blocks. Fig 5 shows a label LK9, it
should be LK3

Oscilloscope (February 1990)
Fig 3 does not show the polarity o{ diodes D105,6.
The cathodes point up the page. Diode D304 is a
1N4148 Capacitors in the deflection amplifiers
parts list are incorrectly numbered and should be
C205,206,273 and not C105, 106, 113

Text refers to inductors L203, 204; these should
be L201, 202 lnductors L107,102,201,202 are
wound on 100k 0.5W resistors. The value of R201
should be 820R. The PCB track connecting RV301
to R313 should be extended to the pad of link 17.
The foilon page 60, for the motherboard is at 95%
of full scale. Approximate test voltages for power
supply are: Junction of C102lR101, +220V;
Positive HT to drivers, + 150V; Anode of D107.
-450V.

Navigate (April 1990)
Fig. 1a Maximum/minimum signalcaptions should
be reversed

60

PATTERATS

Phone lock and call logger foil

PCB FOIL

ETI Cotl Logger

The Flatmate PCB foil

ETI MAY I99O
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The Business Display Copperside foil
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The Business Display Topside foil
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ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

John Brasier
0442 66551 Ext 250
Send your requirements to:
ETlClassified Department, ASB Argus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, HP2 7ST.
Lineage: 50p per word (+ VAT) (minimum 15 words)

Semi Display: (minimum 2 cms)
813,50 per single column centimetre + VAT

Ring for information on series bookings/discounts.
All advertisements in this section must be prepaid
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions
printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request).

JPG Electronics
Fesisbc %w 5% carhn (E12) 1pi 10rt meh llm 3p
F€sistor tuck 85 dillerent E12 va ues + zeo ohm rnk loEi
.onl€nl 1m0 res slor t895
LEO'S 3mm or 5mm red or qr6€n 6p 6ach Yellow 11p each
Cabb nes 75mm 1p each €5s5 rer 1pO0 €4950 per 10p00
St€pphg molor 4 phas€ r2v 75 slep stuhms eBSs
W 1027 slepprng moto. driver chrp 4395
FM nansmiuer kl @od qually eund €294
Hrgh qualty photo rBsrsl coppe. clad epoxy glass boads

DrmensDns Srngle sded Doube sded
3x4 rnch€s t035 e1 07

4xB rnches i240 1268
0' l? irchoi (53,
r2"r2 i.ches clo65

Compul€r o6decapacilorswilh screw lernls 38000o1 20v C2 50
9@0!110Ve199i 66000u115ve295 10000u116vt19
7 segmonr common anode LEO d splay 12mm c045
LM293rAT5 0 low drcp oul 5v r€qu alor rc220 packge a0 85
85250 P chann€l MOSFET e045
BC5s9 transsror @2 PNP 1395 per r@
741505 her rivener flofr perl@ usd t46 M&onrder€350
l;l€@ Lffi uM/rypry 6 wlurlfu (d d
tuni@* tu @inrok!ffi eS filly P9.
Cncuil erc lor&ve los,5drg(6v€l6lomagnetccowlsll 95
Hour counLer (used) 7 digi( 240vac 50hz t095
LCO drsplay 16 dEil 7x5 dols dol mEtrrx c2S
OWEmY kevboa/d 56 key qood qua[y swilchos t5@
Wide range ol CMOS fiL 74HC 14F Linear Tra.sslor k(s

capsc&rs lools elc, always in stock
pbase edd /5p p4p Ft atde. uAr dt ttded

JPG Eledrcnics,
276 chatswodh Boad, chesterlield s40 2BH

AccesordeB (0246) 211202 - CalleE welcome

ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser
designs, solar and wind generators.
high voltage teslas, surveillance
devices, pyrotechnics and com-
puter graphics tablet. 150 projects.
For catalogue. SAE to Plancentre
Publications, Unit Z Old Wharf
lndustrial Estate, Dymock Road.
Ledbury, Herefordshire, HR8 2HS.

POWER SUPPLY MODULES. PCB
mounting, extremely low ripple, very
good regulation. lnput 240V AC,
output 5V DC 100mA. Measures
only 50x50x30mm high! Superb
quality. Perfect for digital projects
that would benefit from mains
power. Send cheque/PO to J, E
Encapsulations for t6.95 inc VAT +
P&P. 8a Brincliffe Crescent,
Sheffield 511 gAW.

h*i::''^l:::!:!JT'"rt:1i"tl'^*P'ldata sheet, All we ask for is a large S A E

(26p stamp) or $2 bill (air) overseas)

rTi HIGH TECHNOLOGY

V'l rouospexeR uNtTIi & KITS

Dome tweeters with sensitivity or 955dB
Double voice coil units lo give easier design, lower
phase shitt and higher etfrcency, NEW KEVLAB

conos lor lower colouration.

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED
FALCON ELECIRONICS

Tabor House, Norwlch Road, Mulberlon,
Norlolk NB14 &,T (05061782712

(Prcpriobc: Falcontuousncs ft )

HPGLPEN.PLOTTING
HPGL FILES tr yourdis ink-plotted onto

lop qualrty f rlm (tor PCBs) lrom t5
24hr turnaround ,{5 to A'1 sizes

Sendfdd€daibtr2x2Op stamps fordetails
plus dr$ mailer (state Sthl31/z)

White House Systems (Dept ETI)
48 South T€rrace, Esh Winning,

Durham DH7 9PS

Sanple Our Quality Wth

AFREE
PRINTED CIRCUIT

BOARD
Single/Double Sided Circuits

or Plaled Through Hole

Wite to:

PAYNE ELECTROPRINT LID
Marcus Road, Dunkeswell,

Nr Honiton, Devon EX14 ORAPRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD
designs and elec/mech draughting.
For a tast eff icient service, give us
a call on: 01-443 1331.

VOICE/SOUND ACTIVATED
SWITCHES easy to fol low diagrams
and uses only f1.00. Components
and PC.B's available. Herrington, 63
Home Farm Rd, Hanwell, tondon
W7 1NL.

Turn your surplus
transistors, lcs etc, into

cash lmmediate settlement.
We also welcome the

opportunity to quote lor
complete lactory clearance.

Contact:
COLES HARDING & CO.

103 South Brink
Wisbech, Cambs.

NOW ESTABLISHED OVER 15 YEAFS
Tel: 0945 584188

Fax Number: 0945 588844

NEW VHF MICROTRANSMITTER
kit, tuneable S0-115MH2, 500 metre
range, sensitive electret micro-
phone, high quality PCB. SPECIAL
OFFEB complete kit ONLY 85,
assembled and ready to use !8.95
post fr orders tele-
phone eques/PO's
to: Qu s Ltd, (Dept
ETI), 45a Station Road, Northf ield,
Birmingham 831 3TE.

HEATHKIT U. K. Spares and service
centre. Cedar Electronics, Unit 12,
Station D rive, B redon, Tewkesbury,
Glos. Tel: 0684-73127.

DO YOU WANT USED
SCOPES . GENERATORS

POWER SUPPLIES
POWER METERS

DVMs ' OSCILLAT'ORS
ATTENUATORS

TEST EQUIPMENT
Contact:

COOKE INTERNATIONAL
Unit 4, Fordingbridge Site,

Main Road, Barnham
Bognor Regis,

West Sussex PO22 OEB
Tel: O243 545111

Fax: O243 542457

B *tu" *11,:t :':f#*t"'" E

SURVEILLANCE. Kits, Built
Modules, Plans, Bleep transmitters,
Voice switches, Portable EHT, Sonic
gun plans etc. SAE list. Ace(Tl).99
Greenheath, Hednestord, Staffs.

TO ADVERTISE
CALL

0442 66551

PCB KIT drill, stand, tanks, UV box,
artwork light box, cost f400 from
RS. Will accept 8100 ono. St Albans
68399.
COSSAR DUAL BEAM Oscillo-
graph, 1940s, collectors item, still
f u nctions. Offers. Tel : 0225 702037
(Bath).

SURVEILLANCE &
COUNTER

SURVEILLANCE
EQUIPMENT

WE MANUFACIURE AND SUPPTY

, V-$VtZB\ Detecros

includinq mlcrccassetle Iecordere mictcphones

receivers casseltes and batteries

CCTV AND SECURITY
SYSTEMS SPECIALISTS

llrite or phone kr a detabd catalogue rc

ESKAN ELECIRONICS LTD.
DEPT, ET. I72 CALEDONIAN ROAD, IONDON, NI

E 01.278 1768 s

CAMBFIDGE COMPUTER SCIENCE LIMITED
10MByr6w'nclesre',used3mlnsuy c42@6ac\
5.25" 0,s^O1ves.80 lr. DSDO. . 834 @ 6ach
525' Drivecases,oom lordrve psuandlan €10 m 6ach
Buyacese W nchesle/andps!(og€lherlor c64@ sel
Sma cases.Lolil2hallh€iohl5.25' drives tl000edch
525" D,slDrves,SOh OS;OO, rseo,nouy tr5 Oo each
(The!15d.rvesaresoldonastrl.lly sis basrs)

5 25" Orsks, DSOO,4tp,botesol 10 t3 00 /box
50wPSU,5va,142* -5v0$ -140$ e16006ach
'40WPSU 5V37S 1Ar$ -12V04A,casd

wilhon/ollsw rch c10 o0 each
GoUdPSU0 30V @* lmiledqlanulyonlyal €45 00 each
Oua Dablead(SBCMcroto2oiskOrives) .. . . e40Oeach
tuwe.lead(BBcMicrorooskorve) .. .c200each
DLa, pos€r leadsLBBC V cro lo 2 O'sl D-ves) 14 @.ach
@00cPJsilherrsrode6qelloMHrclrF) t3S€6.h
Z&ACPU frC,PlOel 20€ach,OMAt20O C4 50 all {
74LS[L prckandmir boyloormorelor a0 12eech
Typesavailable '00 02 04 0811 13 15 20'2r'26

27 30 32 33 38 42 74 83 96 10 109 122
132 136 r39 r45 151 153157 158 163164
165 191 193 293',365',6rc

EPBOMS 27C12A25 e5oeach 27C25n25 C3 50 each
'256KBIeOFAMModlles,removed lromequrp 16 00 each
626aaKaueSHAM -15 1300€a.h -12 t380each

SKByteNVramchps €300each e1000lour
20'pind llowponblcsckers.. .... t0 I /10 14 00 /100
@-pind owp.onblcsockels... .... 10.60 /10 e5.@ /100
reyboard, 100 keyson &ard LCO a mrc.o /1 .. ... t3-@ each
ToDdalmanstranstormer 1&{4E04A,12{12

1AA 2A 9{-9 2A e4 00 tr C6 00 /2 t8 o0 /3
vd€oTapes,ElsovHs C250each

'Smokedeleclors, small srze C7 00 each
smok deleclo6, larg€ wilh escape lghr and

paus6 leature e13 00 each
lndcaLEdNew lem

Pr c6s rnclLd€ Fsiage &d 50p loorde6below c5O0
AlllemsnewonlessslaLd tud15%VATtoallpnces

send an $E lorou.lalesl lis( o. lo.noG nlo
DeptETl,374 Mllton Foad, Cambridge, CB4 lSU

Tel: 0223 424602/0831 43O496

a Series X Mixer Kils, up lo
1 000 inputs, 6 auxiliaries,

veBions lor PA rsodrng, radlo, \ \'

drsco. Frem C9.92

. l0omm lade6 swilches WE REPAIR
AUOIO EOUIPMENT

Send 4op for calalogue to:

K. Tek, P.O.gox172A, Surbiton,
Surrey KT6 6HN. Tel: 01-399 3990

ETI MAY I99O 63



OMNIELECIRONICS
slock a wide range of electionic componsnts al

174 Dalkeith Road,
Edinburgh EH16 5DX

Tel: 031 667 2611
Open: [ron.Fn 9am-6pm, Sat gam-spm.
Send 2x18p slamps lor latesl calaloque.

oneolthelargeslcomponenlretaileminthel.JK Fastandeflicienl,
sameday pe6onal seryiceon'lN StoCK ITEMSI Verycompetative

prices NominimumorderCallCricklewoodEleclronicsnfl.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
are best seen at

FRASER ELECTRONICS
42 ELM GROVE * SOUTHSEA * HANTS

Telephone (0705) 815584
Barclaycard Accass
COME AND BROWSE BEFORE YOU BUY

FOR MORE INFORMAIION

ON SERIES DISCOUNTS

CONTACT

JOHN BRASIER ON

0442 66551

CLASSI FIED ADVERT!SI NG
TERMS & CONDITIONS

Ourterms lor new advertisers (semi-display and
lineage) are strictly pro-forma payments until
satisf actory relerence can be taken up (excluding
recognised advertising agencies) Cheques and
PO.'s should be crossed and made payable to
ABGUS SPECIALIST PUBLICATIONS and sent
together with the adverlisements to:

The Classilied Dept.,
Argus House, Boundary Way,
Hemel Hempstead HP2 7ST

There are no reimbursements for cancellations.
Advertisements arriving too late for a particular
issue willbe inserted in therollowing issue unless
accompanied by instructionsto thecontrary. lt is
the responsibility ofths advertiser to ensurethat
the first insertion ol every series is published
correctly, andcorreclions mustbe notilied in time
lor the second insertion, otherwise the pub-
lishers will not accept liability or offar any

reduction in charges.
All advertising sales are subiect to Government
Regulations concerning VAT. Advertisers are
responsible for complying with the various legal
requiremsnts in force eg The Trade Description
Act, Sex Discrimination Act & the Business

Advertisements (Disclosure) Order 1977.
Full Terms & Conditions of Advertising

available on request
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PROGRESSIVE RADIO
87193 Oale Slreel Tel:05, 236 0154

47 Whitechapel. Tel: 051 236 5409

LlYerpool 2

'TH E E LE C T RON ICS SPEC/ALISIS'

Open: Tues-Sat 9.30-5 30

DIRECT ELECTRONICS
E LECTRO N IC S CO M PO N E NT S P EC IALI STS

627 ROMFORD RD,
MANOR PARK

LONDON E12 5AD
Tel: Ol-553 ll74

Mon-Sat 10-6 pm/Thurs l0-1pm
We stock a large range ol W 8 Video spares

DIVERSE DEVICES
75 Priory Rd, Southampton

C o mponents, Tb chnic al Misce llany

Tel: (0703) 584680
Open 1.00-5.30; Sat 9.30-4.30
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it wonh rheir while! An ICS\
ney and have more fun out of
is the largest correspondence
you wanr under the guidance
r phone today foryour FREE

KE YOUR INTERESTS PAY!

Electronics tr Radio, Audio
and TV SeBicing tr

Basic Electronic
Engineering (City & Guilds) !

Radio Amaceur Licence
Exam (City & Guilds) tr

Electrical Engineerint tr Car I'lechanics tr
Electrical Contracting /
lnstallation tr

Computer
Programminq tr

G C E over +0 'O' and 'A' level subjecrs tr

I
I

I
I

I

I

I

I
P. Code
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Sullon Surcy SM1 1PF
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Have

delivered to your

That's right, if you take out a year's subscription to ETI
we will make sure that it is delivered to your door each

month at no extra charge*. Just fill in the coupon below and
send it to the address given with a cheque, money order or

credit card instructions to cover the cost of the subscription.
We'll do the rest.

UK: f19.20; EUROPE: f24.10; MIDDLE EAST: i.24.40;
FAR EAST: f26.80; REST OF THE WORLD: f,25.85

or USA: $45.00
Airmail Rates on Request.

*Overseas subscription rates include postage

Please commence my subscription to ETI with the

..... issue. I enclose my cheque/

money order for f............ ... made payable to

ARGUS SPECIALIST PUBLICATIONS
Or Debit my Access/Visa

No.

Valid from to ...............
Signature

Name .........

iilllll : : ;;;";;;

Send this form with your remittance to:
SELECT SUBSCRIPIIONS LTD., 5 River Park Estate,

Billet [-ane, BERKHAMSTED, Herts. HP4 lHL,

jn u:*a"m

f n our Audio supplement next month, we review a budget 12-channel
lprofessional mixer, there's a project called the kcko box which gives
some interestingfuzz and echo e{fects from a simple circuit and the latest
in 'yuppid status symbols. Yes if youte worried about in-car noise spoiling
your enjoyment of your favourite CD's, we've a feature on active noise
cancellation for the car indusby.

Nikola Tesla was an extraordinary man. ln recent years, the world
has begun to wake up to the fact that Tesla was not only a genius but
a clever inventor, in fact some would say even a magician. Even today
some of his ideas from a century ago are now being re-investigated. We
present a feature on this remarkable man and give details o{ his most
celebrated machine, the high frequency, high voltage coil now called
the Tesla Coil.

Another feature in the June issue is the history of the telephone
and its operation, together with an idea Ior a DIY telephone and a mini
project for an extension bell

Other projects include a photographic timer and a surveillance
bug detector So thete's every excuse not to miss the June issue of ETI,
the quality tech mag.

Your newsagent will be able to supply you as from May 6th.

t_
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door FREE!*

The above artides an in gep*ation but circumstances may prewnt publlcation

f n the oh-sotempting April issue, how dare you not to have bought
lit, you missed so many good Ieatures. We saw the second part of the
Business bass amp, that unique amplifier with its own microprocessor
for remembering each little ambiance of tonal quality. We featured
articles on radio beacons for flight path navigation, the story of Cable
television part 1 and power supply design theory with a natty little project
with four power supplieq allrolled in one. We also carried some useful
information on how to patent your idea outside this country and John
Linsley Hood continued his series on Elements of Radio. A limited
number of back copies are available from our usual dept: Select
Subscriptions (address in contents page).
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BOARDMAKER 1 is E1 95 plus carr. & VAT
BOARDMAKER 2 is 8295 plus carr. & VAT

TSIEN (UK) Ltd's vigorous development policy has produced
BOARDMAKER 2, with all the excellent facilities and features of
BOARDMAKER 1 supplemented by full Netlist capability. This
means that netlists generated by schematic capture (OrCAD,Schema
ll etc), by hand or generated within BOARDMAKER's ratsnest editor
can be used to assist and check routing. The major benefits of this
are much quicker routing and getting it right first time.

BOARDMAKER 2 maintains TSIEN's philosophy of making powerful
facilities immediately available to the designer by keeping them
logical, visual and easy to use. This unique collection of tools for just
f295 outstrips those on many packages that have commanded a
higher price.

Full upward compatibility from BOARDMAKER 1 to BOARDMAKER
2 allows current users to make a painless move to a more powerful
system. Non supported BOARDMAKER 1 users will be able to
upgrade.

Te|.0223 277777
Fax 0223 276444 @tr]



.THIS 
UNIT IS STREETS AHEAD OF SIMPLE

EOUALISERS'. . .

.THE 
MAPLIN EQUALISER IS A TREAT TO USE

AND (DARE I SAY tT) TO PLAY WtTH', . . .
.THE 

MAPLIN EQUALISER PROVES TRULY SUPERB' .

lf you are looking for an equaliser, look for THE EQUALISER,
from MAPLIN ELECTRONICS.

ORDER CEQ30. . TOP OUALITY VALUE FOR ONLY E194.95 (+75p p&p).

ELECTRO N I CS

ffi, iifllifl'SffiEIr- DAY DESPATCH

o7(,- 554a61
Item is subject to availabitiiy, price inctudes VAT

Mail Order to: P.0. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex, 556 8LB.
FOR A FRIENDTY WELCOIUE AND THE BEST OF SEBVICE, VISIT OUR SHOPS IN , , BIRMINGHAfuI
BRISTOL, LEEDS, LONDON, (EDGWARE AND HAI\'fuIERSi/ITH), IIIANCHESTER, NEWCASTLE.

UPON.ryNE, NOTTINGHAi/, READING, SOUTHAI\,IPTON AND SOUTHEND-ON.SEA
Price may change alter 1sl May 1990

Not just an equaliser it's

Ll ere are some of the things ETI
I I have to say about the Maplin

Computer Memory Graphic Equaliser
Spectrum Analyser. . .


